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Abstract 

In the thesis, we examine the effects of alternative income redis

tribution schemes on the optimal pattern of allocation of resources. We 

also identify the sectors in the economy which are under strain when these 

redistribution schemes are implemented and the years in which the strains 

are felt most. We find that the redistribution of income between the lower 

and middle income groups in the rural sector leads to the maximum value 

of the objective function, which is a discounted sum of gross outputs. 

Alternatively, the redistribution of income between the upper and middle 

income groups in the urban sector consistently leads to low values of the 

objective function. 

We also conduct tests to determine how sensitive these results are 

to changes in the values of the parameters assumed. The results regarding 

the relative desirabilities of various redistribution schemes are found 

to be rather insensitive to changes in the values of the social discount 

rate and the savings rate. A higher availability of foreign aid increases 

the desirability of urban redistribution schemes. Modest requirements of 

post-terminal growth lead to infeasibilities for most redistribution schemes, 

as well as the reference solution, which assumes the status quo distribu

tion of income. The only feasible redistribution schemes are those which 

redistribute incomes between the upper and middle classes, and the middle 

and lower classes in the rural sector. This leads us to recommend rural 

redistribution as not only a desirable policy, but as a necessary pre

requisite to obtaining modest growth rates in the post-plan period. 
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I 

The distributio~1 oi income is a ver::/ importa.11t, bLlt often neglected 

topic of Economics. It is also a topic which generates a great dc:al of 

interest among pe'.Jple from all walks of life. The intensity cf intcrezt 

is often fraught with emotions, and the differences of opinion about this 

oubject are the ba.sis of important ideological differences vrhich exist 

among the cow1tries of the worJ_d. 'l'he detcrrr.ination of the i;ideal" dj s

tribution of income cannot be done without making valcte ju::l[?;11e:;:1ts, and is 

theref0re an issue which may never ~c irreconcilably f3ettled. The pre

ceding statement, howeve1', does not justify the complete sheJving of the 

distribution issue since controversies, conflicts and very c·~L'ten bloodshed 

have resulted when i>eople ha·re thought that the die.tributio:n of income a.'.'ld 

weal th has not been 11 right11 
• Vle therefore note that eveE though j_t is dif

ficul t to identify an 11 idP.al 11 distrj_bution of income, peop1e genera1ly 

fee1 strongl.J about attaining what they tbink is tne "ideal n distr~_bu.tion, 

and therefore attention should be paid tow8.rds obtainir:.5 a distribu"0:i_o:c1 

which is gcr1erally acceptable. 

In India, at a philosophical level at least, the consensus of 

opinj_on has bec:m that the distrj_bJ.tion of income is too u:.1equal to be 

compatible vri th any co~v.::ept of justice. The government 1 s policy ~!l:iould 
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therefore be gearecl towards redj_stributi1lG income from the haves to the 

have-nots to obtain a more egalitarian society. The effects of such re

distribution schemes, however, are far-reaching since different income 

groups have differj_ng savings rates and consumption patterns. It is there

fore not enougri to merely redistribute income; one has to also study the 

effect that it has on the demands for various commodities, and therefore 

on the pattern of allocation of resources. If different redistribution 

schemes imply significantly different resource allocations, then other as

pects of the economy have to adjust accordingly. It is these impli8ations 

of income redistributj_on which we examine in this study. 

We make this examination in the context of a planning moael of 

the Indian economy, assuming that the goverrunent is able, by some unspeci

fied policy measures to control production in the various sectors of the 

economy. Both in order to determine the best policy of the government 

and to evaluate the effica1..:ies of the various income redistribution schemes 

vis-a-vis each other, some kind of criterion function has to be postu

lated, and this, as shall see, leads to problems. Such a function sl10L;.ld 

be defined in the utility space, but even if individual utilities a-re me9.G

urable, they are not comparabJ.e, and it is difficult to translate them 

into social utility. We therefore have resorted to posing the criterion 

function in terms of the total physical production which takes place during 

the; p1an period.. We a.ss,_;rne that the p1an is formulated by maximizing this 

criterion function, given the structure of a model of tlle Indifu'1 eco:·10ray. 

http:sl10L;.ld
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~1he 	model: 

The constraints of the model have to be satisfied if it is to be 

consistent. There are five types of constraints in the model. The are: 

( 1) intersectoral and intertemporal consi.stency constraints, as 

given by the input-output matrices; 

(2) 	foreign exchauge constraints which require that the total 

supply of foreign exchange be greater than, or equal to the 

total dema___~d for them; 

(3) 	initial capit&l constraints which tell us that production in 

the early years is limited by the amount of capital in exis

ence in the pre-plan period; 

(4) 	 terminal capital requirements which are necessary to ensure a 

required rate of post-terminal growth; and 

(5) 	minimum o~tput constraints, representing diverse economic and 

non-economic factors which are not explicitly considered, but 

which require that outputs in certain sectors cannot fall be

low certain minimum levels. 

Given the above system of linear constraints, we maximize the linear 

objective function for vario~s distributions of income. The different 

income distributions affect the demand side of the first type of con

strairtt, and therefore result in solutions which differ from each other. 

By comparing the values of tbe objective functions in these cases, we can 

determine tbe kind of redistributio:':"l scheme which results j_n the maximlM 

amount of aggregate output over the plan. This can, in a sense, act as a 
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criterion for determining the relative efficacies of various income re

distribution schenes, while the solution values of gross outputs indicate 

the pattern of reso"t,;.rce allocatj_on necessary to put them into eff8ct. 

The shadow prices obtained by solving the dual to the problem, informs us 

about the relative importance of the various sectors in contributing to 

the objective function. 

Having concluded this set of exercises, we vary some of the param

eters of the model to find out how sensitive our results are to changes 

in them. 'l'he parameters varied are: 

(1) the social di2count rate; 

(2) the post-terminal growth rate; 

(3) the availability of' foreign aid; and 

(4) the savings rate. 

We have divided the households into six inco:w.e grolA.ps. These con

sist of a.~ upper, a mjddle and a lower income group in the ~ural and the 

urban sectors separately. 

The main results obtained may be swmnarised very briefly. We 

find that redistribution between the two lower income groups leads to 

higher values of the objective function than redistribution between the 

two upper income groups. .lforeover, redistribution in the rural sector 

leads to higher valued objective functions than redistribution in the urbm1 

sector. Our results are ·insensitive to changes in the social discolmt 

rate. The imposition of modest post-terminal growth rates leads to in

feasibili ties Lmless r~ral income redistribution takes place. The redis

tribution o.f incomes hetwi?en the tw.J upper groups becomes relatively less 

http:grolA.ps
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attractive when the availability of foreign aid is reduced. 'l1he assmu.p

tion of higher savings rates (the average savings rate being assumed equal 

to the actual ;:narginal savings rate) allows the complete equalization of 

all incomes to be Jeasible. Rural redistribution still yields higher 

valued objective functions as compared to urban schemes; redistribution 

between the two lower groups continues to dominate over redistribution be

tween tbe two upper groups on the same criterion. 

The results obtained are subsequently used to derive some policy 

conclusions. 

II 

The contents of the following five chapte:.:·s rnay be briefly sum

marised in this way: 

Chapter 2: a brief consideration of the meaning of 11 developmentn, 

and an explanation as to why planning may be necessary for 

economic development. The chapter concludes with a descrip

tj on of Indian plarming. 

Chapter 3: a survey of the literature on optimum savings and the 

Lc:ontief input-output system. This is follov1ed by a survey 

of models which have used the linear prograrrmling technique 

to represent ancl solve econonlic problems 

Chapter 4: a presentation of a linear prograrmning model of thte 

Indian economy which incorporates the distribution of income 

as part of the input-output system. 
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Chapter 5: a presentation of the results obtained from the exer

cise of Chapter 4, &nd the poJicy conclusions derived f:rom 

them. 

Chapter 6: a surmnary of the results obtained and concluding 

remarks. 

In chapter 2, we begin by noting that India is an extremely poor 

cou..~try, but has acquired the potential to develop. What is feared is 

that the development process may be too slow for certain sections of the 

populace who are struggJing desperately to survive. The need therefore 

arises to focus more attention on them to ensure that the gains obtained 

from planni~b are divided equitably. This is not only desirable from the 

standpoint of justice, but may be necessary to prevent political and econ

omic chaos. We conclude that Incha is a country which needs planning if 

her economic development is to proceed smoothly. The final section of the 

chapter is devoted to a study of the Indian plans as they were actually 

formulated, and the results of their implementation. We note that, al

though significant gains have been achieved, the performance of the Indian 

economy haG been, in general, below expectations. 

The first plan is the only one \vhich can be term'2d "successful". 

Moel.est targets, vnutilised capac:i ty and favourable weather conditions con

tributed to it. From then on, the plans have been only partial successes. 

A variety of crises have affected. the Indian economy, and progress has been 

slow. On the positive side, however, we find that a broad industrial b&se 

has been built and signifj_cant strides taken in an attempt to obtain ecor.:.
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omic ir1dependence, wh:i.ch is a prerequi.si te to true political independr:;nce. 

Chapter 3 begins witl1 a study of various types of optimal savings 

models. The results of the earlier Ramsey and Tinbergen models are worked 

out in some detail, and those cf later contributors - Koopmans, Malin

vaud, Mirr2-ees, Chakravarty, JITaneschi, von Weizsacker, Inagaki - are 

merely noted. The study is intended to point out the ma.n~1er in which an 

optimal time path of physical production can be obtained from a given 

utility fu.:c1ction. It highlights the difficulties inl"1erent in obtaining a 

reasonable time path for outp~1t in physical terms when the furiction to be 

maximized is defined in the utility space. We conclude that it is more 

practicable to define our objective 1·unction in physical terms. 

We 	 then move over to a survey of the literature on the static and 

dynamic JJeontief input-output mod.els. These form a very important part 

of our constraint system, and thus a study of some of the properties of 

the system is made. 

We finally undertake a survey of the various linear·· progr8.Imning 

models v1hich have been built (by Chenery, Bruno, Manne, et al.) and the 

problems that they have tried to solve. We note that no model has used 

the linear prograrmning technique to tackle problems of income distribu

tion in any wa~r. This is a gap which we attempt to fill in chapter 4. 

Chapter 4 consists o~ a detailed description o~ the model. The 

discounted sum of gross outputs over the plan years is maximizsd 3ubject 

to the e:onstn:.ints that 

(1) 	 th:-; supply of sectoral outputs are greater than or equal to 

the total demand for tnem; 

http:prerequi.si
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(2) 	 the supply of foreie;n exchange is greater than or equal to the 

total demand for it; 

(3) 	the output during the first two years is less than or equal 

to a maximum permissible amou....-it, which is given by the total 

stock of capital available in the pre-plan year; 

( 4) enough capital is available in thP. last year of tt1e plan to 

meet certain post-terminal grov1th requirements; and 

(5) 	 the sectoral outputs in each year are greater than or equal 

to certain minimum permissible levels, given by factors, econ

omic and non-economic, which are not explicitly considered 

by the model. 

Several kinds of redistribution schemes are· considered. They 

include redistribution within the ru:cal &nd urban sectors, both separately 

and simu1taneously. Redistribution is carried out between the upper two 

income gro'...lps, the lower two income groups, arnl betvveen all the income 

groups to a point of complete equality of income between the groups. 

The latter part of the chapter consists of enumerating the sources 

of the data, a.Yld the subsequent manipulations of the raw data necessary 

to fj_t the requirement of the model. Most of the original data is obtained 

from the 'I.'echnical Appendix to the :F'if'th Plar1, published by the Government 

of India. Severa]_ tables are also adapted from Eckaus and Parikh' s v.ork. 

Fj.gures rele.ting to the current distribution of income for use in the 

reference solution are obtained from lJCAER (National Council of Applied 

Economic Research) publj_catiorw. 

Chapter 5 conaists of a detailed study of the results obtained in 
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the modelc 8.nd suggests pobcy measures based on them. Initially, a 

compar-ison is made of the values of the objective functions obtained 

undsr the different redistribution Gcbemes which are feasible. Redistri

butj on bet·11eerc tfJ.e lower two groups gener8J.ly leads to higher values 

of the objective f"J.nction than rsdistrib1..1.tion between the upper 

two groups. Rural redistrj_bution schemeG ;yield higher values than urbar-1 

redistribution schemes. .Agriculture generally has low shadow prices through

out the plan. Consumer goods and services typically have high shadow 

prices, especially in the first two years. 

Redistribution between the two Jower groups is feasible in the 

rural and urban sectors. This holds true if we assume that households 

retain their old pattern of conc;·u.mption after moving to a new income 

group or if we alternatively assume that they instantaneo:.u:>ly change their 

consumption pattern and take on that of the new group to which they belong. 

Redistribution between the two upper income groups is feasible 

in the rural ar:d urban sectors separately, but infeasible when the schemes 

are simultaneously applied in the two sectors. If consumption patterns 

are allowed to instantaneously adjust j_n response to income changes, 

rural redistribution becomes infeasible. 

Equalizi.ng the average incomes between the urtan and rural sc::ctors 

is feasible, and results in a higher value of the objective function than 

that obtained for the reference solution. In this exercise the distriba

tion of income within each sector is i11aintained at the status quo. 

The sensjtivity test results are then considered. The solutions 

are extremely insc::nsitive to change[> in the discow1t rate. The solutions 

http:Equalizi.ng
http:gener8J.ly
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are completely insensitive to a chan{:;e in the discount rate from ·10% to 

5%. They are fairly jnsensitive to changes in the discount rate to 2o::b. 

The posing of P-ven moderate post-terminal growth rates lead to 

infeasibili ties in the majorj_ty of cases, including the reference solution. 

The highest post-t2rminal growth rate possible for the re::°erence solution 

is 0.3% per annum. Redistribution of jncome within the rural sector al

lows higher post-terminal growth rates to be attainable. A redistribution 

between the upper and middle income groups allows a growth rate of 3.4% 

per annum, and. that between the lower and middle groups allows a maximum 

possible post-terminal growth rate of 2.5% per a.ri...num. 

The availability of less foreign aid makes redistribution betw;;::en 

the upper two groups less attractive. This kind of redis~ribution is 

expected to impose a heavier burden on foreign exchange than othe~ kir1ds 

of redistribution, aad so the result noted is expected. 

A higher savings rate allows us to obtain feasibility for a com

pletely egalitarian distribution. The ranking of the various redistribu

tion schemes based on the value of their respective objective functions 

is basically the same as that obtained in our initial run. 

Several policy recommendations have been made based on the results 

obtained. The redistributj_on of rural incomes is obviously very desir2ble 

and perhaps necessary to obtain meaningful post-terminal growth rates. 

It is suggested that by subsidizing tbe rural middle class on the condition 

that higher wages are paid by them to the lower class, one can build up a 

strong rural 1middle-lov:er 1 income group, which can act as a co-Lmter to 

the politically powerful rural upper class. Tbis is necessary f'or effec
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tive legislation to be passed, enabline the implementation of income 

redistribution schemes affi;cting the rural upper class. This scheme would 

not only allow higher post-terminal g:rowth rates to be possible, but also 

better the econorn:Lc conditions of the rural lower class, which is de

sirable on its ovm grounds. 

Finally, there is also a brief discussion about the type of plan

ning into which we must enter to put into effect these redistribution 

policies. ~:otal quantity planning may be used to obtain the gross outputs 

recommended in the solution exercises conducted. However, we would expect 

our results regarding the effects of various redistribution schemes to 

hold even if partial quantity planning is undertaken, as in the Indian 

case. 

Chapter 6 provides a summary of the results, and the conclusions 

that may be drawn from them. 

We move on now to a study of the meaining of underdevelopment and 

why its existence makes planning desirable. 



CHAP1'EH 2 

(1) Development 

The startling technological breaktill.'oughs that have been experi

enced by several countries during the last fifty ;:,'ears or so have been 

usually folJowed by a tremendous acceleration in the rate of economic growth 

in these same places. This phenomenon has brought; into exj_ stence a gro-clp 

of countries which have been characterized as 1 developed 1 S:Lmul ta__neously• 

we have been awa-c-e of another group, heterogeneous in natu:c-E-, often widely 

separated from each other in culture, traditions, arnl enviro::c,."':lent which 

have been branded as 'underdeveloped' - the other side of the coin, as 

it were. 

Although a laborious digression into the world of semantics would 

be particularly unfruitful at this present juncture, it would be helpful 

to us to examine the several key senses in which the word !development' 

is used. It could, firstly, refer to the 'quality of life', this phrase 

itself perhaps needing further explanation. More specifica::i_ly it could 

relate to per capita incomes or consumption, the level of enployment enjoyed 

by the p8oplc, the extent of social overhead capj_-t;a_l in existence, the 

depth or the co,pi tal base in the economy, or ver~{ many other similar things. 

More ofte{1 than not, underdevelopment has also been associated with ignor

ance, sociaJ backwardness and an incapacity to absorb and assimilate new 

12 
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ideas and techniques, Thus we can enumerate several characteristics of 

underdeveloped economies which can be used as checks to identify under

developed countries. These characteristics very often occur together and 

even reinforce one another. However, they sometimes do not, and one has 

to then be very careful in spec:;_fying what one means when talking about 

underdevelopment. 

When analysing India's condition, I shall, for operational purposes, 

distinguish between the two groups of characteristics listed in the previ

ous paragraph. The lack of high levels of income, employment, etc. (the 

first group), shall be associated with the word 'poverty'. The presence 

of ignorance and the inability to assimilate new ideas and techniques would 

imply tbe existence of underdevelopment. Using these specialised defini·

tions, we could say that, after twenty-five years of national planning, 

India is still an extremely poor country with very slow progress being 

made on that front. At the sarne time, however, India is developing at a 

fairly fast rate in various fields (such as the production of steel, chemi

cals, etc.), although even here the development has not been as rapid as 

planned. 

Concurrent with the development process, there has been a great 

deal of activity on the part of economists and model-builders who have 

enthusiastically entered the field to try to help in the planning process. 

For an excellent survey of the work done, both theoretical and empirical, 

on the Indian economy, the reader is referred to Bhagwati and Chalcravarty' s 

article ( 8). I1Tost of the work, however, seems to be concentrated around 

the 'development' aspects of planning with attention being paid only t2,n
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gentially to the proolem of stark poverty. The preponderance of efforts 

alloted to studying the dynamie:;.o of change of various economic variables 

resulted in attention being diverted from the consideration of the absolute 

levels of some variables which determine the extent of poverty present. 

These latter represent, in a sense, the 'state of the economy', and as 

we shall soon see, provide the stwnbling blocks on which the vrell-laid 

plans of many model-builders go awry. In terms of the programming models 

which we shall consider later, they give rise to additional boundary condi

tions which often change the nature of the optimal solution, and may even 

succeed in making many solutions infeasible. This problem is of a very 

serious nature. Most progrrunming models that have been developed do not 

take into account the boundary conditions that are imposed by poverty. 

While this is acceptable when the models are built for economies in which 

stark poverty does no~ exist, in the case of India it imposes a severe 

limitation on the acceptability of the programming models as guides to 

practical policymaktng. We shall make an attempt to rectify this, and see 

whether the standard results are substantially altered because of it. 

The above also highlights the often-made point that in economic 

planning, as in the way of life itself, one should be careful in trans

planting institutions, laws, codes, etc. from environments which are very 

different to one's own, merely- because they had been successful at the 

former place. '.Che Bible spoke of old wine in new bottles a long time ago, 

a.nd MRo Tse Tung has echoed similar feelings in his thoughts. On the 

contrary, however, the existence of a well-defined rich pool of knowledge 

is a great asset to the model-builder, even wben he is dealing with an 
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economy which is dif'ferent from the ones considered before. 'l'he adapta

tion of old models to meet the requirements of changed circumstances is 

probably easier than building fresh ones from scratch, and on_.'.:: priori 

grounds, potentially no less fruitful. The heating system in an automobile 

may be superfluous in most parts of India, but surely the car is not. 'l'he 

keynote is therefore to have a system which is different not for the sake 

of being different, but rathe2° so as to make adjustments for the new situ

ation which is being considered. 

This can perhaps be better understood if we formulate the problem 

in terms of simple control theory. We are studying a very simple hypo

thetical system. The system might be a space vehicle or an economy. We 

postulate that there are a finite number of variables at each point in time 

called state variables. Let these be denoted by x (t), x (t), •.. xn(t).1 2

In the case of an economy, these might correspond to different stocks of 

capital goods at a particular point of time, or perhaps per capita consunp

tion of different commodities at that point. They are called state vari

ables since they symbolize the state of the system, e.g., the state of the 

economy. Thus, if we are interested in poverty, the state variables would 

probably represent per capita cousumption of various cornro.odities. There 

are, in addition, several control variables, c
1

, c , c , which, once
2 ill 

specified for all time, completely determine the path of the state vari

ables for all time. The dependence of the state variables on the control 

varj_ables can be defined by a set of first order differential equations: 

( 1 ) x. = f. (t, x, c), j_=1,2, ... n;
l l 
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dx.where x. - l· 
l dt 

In addition, the actual values of the control variables must 

be from within the feasible set for the control variables, C. 

(2) c E. c. 


The optimal control problem can be stated as: 


max or min J = tbF(x, c)dt;
ja 

where x, c are vectors and F gives their instantaneous contribution to the 

-objective function, subject to (1) and (2). 

We find therefore that the optimal solution depends on the func

tion F, and the value of this function depends solely on the absolute values 

of the state and control variables. A realistic planning model must there

fore pay a great deal of attention to the formulation of a realistic ob

jective function. 

In this formulation, it must be remembered that it is the state 

variable which enters as an argument in the function, and not changes 

in it. The importm1ce of the state variables vis-a-vis each other there

fore have to be determined before a plausible model can be formulated. 

If some of the state variables are more important than others, this should 

be reflected in the structure of the objective function, or possibly 

worked in through the constraints system. 

In passing we could note the similarities between this control 

theory model and Tinbergen' s (75) classic analysis of economic pol ic;y, by 

consider:Lng aims, targets and instruments. In tl1is case, the target is a 

:f.l8xible one - th2.t of optimizing J whereas the instruments correspond to 
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tbP- control vari2blN:>. This similarity is to be expected as the contTol 

theory formulation is the most general method of posing an optimizaU_on 

problem in planning. 

'l'he introduction of terms like aims and targets bring in with them 

the notion of consistency. We have to consider consistency between various 

aims, ancl between aims and instruments. In non-technical terms, different 

aims are consistent with each other if the attainment of some of them do 

not preclude the attainment of others. Thus, the attainment of a suf

ficiently high level of employment may clash with the aim of maintaining 

a price freeze, m-,d just as in the proverbial case of eating a cake and 

having it too, a choice has to be made. It is this introduction of the 

choice element, implying certain degrees of freedom being available, which 

is the essence of plam1ing. Both economic analysis and economic planning 

give rise to choice. However, planning implies a process which works :i_n 

reverse to that of analysis. In plaru1ing the targets are specified and 

suitable :i_nstruments are chosen. In economic analysis, however, the 

instruments are specified, and the effects of their operation on target 

variables w-orked through. 

At this stage, we can formall;y define consistency models and opti

mization models. 

Consistency model: This framework has as its major objective the 

maintenance of intcrtemporal and intersectoral consistency as the plan 
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moves from its beg:inning to its end over the planning period, satisfying 

specified interi!lediate requirements. 

Optimizatirm ~odel: This type of model attempts to single out the 

best arnong all alternativ2 consistent plans. 

Thus, any set of values satisfying the constraints of a programming 

problem would satisfy the consistency req~irement. However, there may be 

more than one set of values which satisfy these constraints. It is then 

that one is faced with the problem of choice, and the need for planning 

arises. An economy which has only one unique vector satisfying the con

straints does not require a plarrr1ing authority as its choice has already 

been made. 

We now turn to a brief consideration of the history of planning 

in India. 

(3) India 

This section is based mainly on the works of R. C. Dutt (27), 

:0. R. Gadgil ( 30), W. Malenbaum ( 54), and D. Bhattacharyya ( 9 ) ., V. 

Anstey (2), and A. Ghosh (32). 

(a) Structure of the Pr::-Plan Indian Econornv. 

The Indian econ.omy had been practically stae;nant j_n the J:'irst 

half of the present century. The bulk of the population (about 75%) were 

in the agricultural sector, which together with fishing and forestry con

tributed to more than 50/~ of the nRtional income in the last pre-plan year 

(-1950-51). In that year, factories contributed 8bout 6.5% and cottage 
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industries and hancUc1·afts 9. 6~c~ of the national output. Most of the income 

was earned in small-scale ente:cprises. Of the portion of national income 

which could be classified acco1·ding to the size of enterprises, we find 

that 86% of the income was earned in small-scale enterprises. Labour 

productivity was extrerr,ely low, amounting to Rs 66 5 per annvJn per worker 

as an average for the nation. If we consider the fact that there were 1.5 

non-workers for every member of the working force we obtain a per capita 

income per annum of Rs. 260, which at the exchange rate prevailing amounted 

to $55. 

Savings and investment were both very low, amounting to 5% of the 

national income. Not only was this a constraint put on the expansion of 

investment activity, but the nability to invest" (Hirschman (41)) was 

also low. Th:i_s term signifies the potential that a com1try has to invest 

in the form of skilled workers, innovating and risk-taking entrepreneurs, 

and in the proper organisation for planning and administering developi:nent 

schemes. 

This, of course, is typical of any country which has been subserv

ient to a colonial power for any lengt~ of time. If the key to official 

policy is the extraction of all surplus from a country for the enrichn1eut 

of another, scarcely a"ly attentj on will be paid towards the balanced 

structuraJ develo:pment of the former. This is evident in the pattern of 

development which took place during the last hundred years of British rule. 

A fairly advanced system of railway corrrrnunications was set up, as also 

roadways. However, the pattern of development of transport and communi

cations v:as geared towards the extraction of raw materials and other prim
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a:ry products from the economy for transport to the West, and the distribu

tion of cheap factory produce (e.g., cotton textiles) from British factor

ies to the vast markets within the country. Thus, we find that most of 

the railroads con.nect8d the hinterland with the important ports, but the 

development of transportation between di:f'ferent areas within the country 

was very limited. 

This use of India as a source of raw materials and market for 

factory products was also reflected in the commercial policies followed. 

Thus we find that heavy excise duties were clamped on Indian cotton textiles 

to facilitate imports from the mills in Lancashire. 

The plantations were developed too with a view to providing cheap 

raw materials. Indigo, jute and tea plantations come foremost to mind. 

The labour used in these plantations was recruited, often forcibly, by 

contractors. The living and working conditions of the plantation labourers 

were wretched, even when compared to the impoverished conditions of the 

working force as a whole. 

In the above context, we may consider what Lange (47) had to say 

about the structure of under-developed economies, whether under a foreign 

colonial power, or a domestic monarchy: 

11 The feudal mode of production is characterised by 

low productivity and correspondingly a low eC'onomic 

surplus is produced. The feudal ruling class, however, 

use the small surplus produced for conspicuous con

sumptio~, i.e., for unproductive purposes •••. instead 

of utilizing their incomes for capital accwnulation and 

consequent productive enployment of labour. As a major 

pa:rt of the u11derdeveloped countries became subject to 

colonial rule, this drain of thP small economic surplus 

was increased by the very expensive coloniaJ. admini2
tration. When an underdeveloped country remained in

dependent, the sanie drain vms usua1ly perfor;:ned by the 
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domestic monarchy and its officials. In the period of 

monopoly capitalism wh:i_.:.:h c;tartcd towards the end of 

the ninetesnth century, the unproductive drain of ~he 


econom:i_c surplns 01' the uDderdevelopc:d countries is 

reinforced tr_-rough pro:Li t-tlli:ing by foreign capital .••. 

The monopoly profits made in this way are on the whole 

not reiLvested in a vmy cor:ducivc to the economic pro

gress of the 1mdcrdeveloped countries. A major part 

of the profit of foreign capital is taken out from the 

underdeveloi:,ed countries and used for the econom:i_c 

development of the metropolitan countries ••• or are 

invested in such vre;ys as not to create competition for 

the basic inclu.:;tries armed by the same monopolistic 

groups in the metropolitan cow1tries. As these are 
as a rule - heavy industries, such capital as is re

invested in the underdeveloped countries is invested 

in consumers' goods industries a:c.d in the production 

of raw materials and staple food products." 


The above quotation from Oskar Lange, reflects very accurately the 

Indian experience. As she stood on the threshold of the planning era, 

India had c..__n economy which was characterised by low production, low per 

capita :income, a preponderance of people in the stagnant rural sector, low 

levels of savings and investment, low productivity, very little technical, 

entrepreneurial, and organizational talent, a structure of transport and 

communications which was geared more towards the extraction of raw mater-

ials for shipment out of the country than for the balanced growth cf out

put, and an a1most non-existent infrastructure of basic industr:i_es. After 

nearly 25 years of plal'.llling, most of the problems still exist, but progress 

has been made on all thesE; fronts with varying degrees of success. Although 

none of the developments have been of a dramatic nature, the levels of 

output, employment, savings a."'ld investment have risen considerably, and a 

start bas been n:ade towards e:::tablishing the infrastructlrre cf basj_c indus

tries, so vital to a country striving to break away from dependence on 

others. 
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(b) Rationale for plan.ninr; in India 

In ordeL' to view this subject analytically, let us consider the 

characteristic featu:res of a planned policy. According to Tinbergen (75), 

they are "(i) Estimation of future developments as a basis for policy de

cisions instead of relying on the past evidence available at the moment 

of decision. (ii) The explicit formulation of more general aims of policy, 

in the ideal case for the economy as a whole, instead of incidental action. 

(iii) Coordinated action instead of random action by individual ministries 

or services." 

From the above, we can argue that the need for central pJ.anning 

is greater, the greater the need for these t:bree characteristics in the 

functioning of the economy. Let us look at this in more detail. 

The need for accurate forecasts is greater, the greater th':O in

stability present in the economy. In the case of India, the uncertainty 

surrounding agricultural production due to its dependence o~ climatic 

factors, causes instability. This factor seems all the more important 

when we consider the overwheJ.ming importance of agriculture in the Indian 

economy. 

Consider the second of the three characteristics enumerated above. 

We can say that the need for pJ.anned economic development is greater, t.te 

greater the divergence between the aims of a cou..'1try and its actual per

formance. This divergence is expected to be great in affluent cour1tries 

in times of stress, e.g., depressions, world wars, and in poor countries 

at all times. In the latter, the aim of accelerated development by means 

of large investments in capital goods is foiled by the inability to gen-
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erate a surplus after consumption. In such a case, one has to resort to 

plannir:g in order to generate and use the surplus. 

Finally, the need for coordination is greater, the greater the 

number of instrmncnts usr:0d in the polj_cy. The number of instrwnents used 

in turn are greater, the greater the divergence between aims and reality. 

'I'he exact number ::>f instrv~'11ents to be used varies with the poli ti csl and 

economic philosophy prevailing in the country in question. So we find that 

communist countries have more targets (e.g., the equalization of income), 

than the capitalist countries, and have to use more instruments to achieve 

them. Moreover, the size of a country also determines the amount of effort 

that has to be spent on coordination. There is hardly any doubt that 

.si.ze-·:;j <:(;, India has one of the larger economies in the world, and this 

too ct.tp1x_:c-ts an Indian embarkation on planned development. 

We have thus come to the conclusj_on that accelerated capital ac

cumulation, directed by a central planning authority, is the only course 

to foJ low. Broadly the same conclusion was reached by JJange ( 4 7) when 

he s&id: 

"A characterj_stic feature of the underdeveloped coun

tries is the lack of a sufficiently broad and wealthy 

class of domestic indust:cial capitalists which would 

command the resources for substantial investments in 

indust1·ial dev-elopment. It is impossible to repeat 

the way taken in the beginning of the nineteenth cen

tury by the countries of Western Europe where capital 

accumulation was carried out with the private resources 

of the industrial middle-class. In Festern Europe this 

process wa:::: also suppJe;nented by resources derived from 

colonial exploi tat.ion. n'ven under these favourable 

circumstances, the process of industrial develovment 

wo.o relatively slow, too slow to satisfy the social 

needs of modern times. l\leithcr is industrialization 

and economic development possible thTough thi::; influx 
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of foreign capitaJ.. Foreign capital, on the whole, is 

ready to come to the unclcrdeveloped countries only as 

monopoly capite,l under colonial or sE:mi-colonial con

ditions •..• However, under certain favourable conditio::'ls, 

as in the case of a large and strong country like India, 

with strong rivalries among different groups of foreign 

monopoly capital and with economic aid from non-capit

alist countries, foreign capital may be utilized to a 

certain extent for economic development. The extent 

to which this can be clone is, however, strictly 2-im
i ted. For the very conditjons of such an adva~tageous 


utilization of foreign capital require development of 

the internal resources of the country in order to make 

it sufficiently independent and strong to accept for

eign capital on its own terms. Under the circumstances 

stated, economic development can take place only on 

the basis of public investment ..•. " 


We have thus far argued that public investment is necessary for 

accelerated development. '.:'he question of the extent to which public in

vestment should replace private capital formation has, however, been a 

controversial one. Should the state take over responsibility for all 

kinds of capital formation or should it merely control several key induG

tries in order to lead the economy? This is ~n issue which cannot be 

settled on economic consideratiom1 alone. One has to also consider the 

administrative expenses which the two schemes would involve. By and large, 

it seems that India is followj_ng the latter path of government control 

over the key or basic industries, while allowing the private sector to 

operate in the rest of the ecor,omy. 

(c) The plans 

A book published by Til. Visvesvaraya in 1934, Planned Economy For 

India, was the first formal attempt made at setting up a plan for devel

opment in India. In 1937, the Indian national Congress set up a National 
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Planning Cornn1i ttee. 

In 1943, two plans were published - the Bombay Plan, drarm 1.;.p by 

eigbt leading jndustrialists, and a People's Plan dravm up by M. N. Roy. 

Tt.e Boml>ay Plan ajmed at raising agricultural and industrial productions 

by 130% and 500)~ respectively over a 15-year period. Per capita income 

was to rise by 100%, and priorities were to be given to basic industries. 

The People's Plan gave top priority to agriculture and the consumer goods 

industries. Its duration was 10 years. A Gandhian pl&'1 was also brought 

out which wanted a decentralized system based on self-sufficient villages. 

India attained independence in 1947, and a Plaiming Commission was 

set up in March, 1950, after several short-term plans had been put into 

operation to restore normalcy fo11·owing the chaotic conditions of post

independence India. The first five-year plan was officially put into 

operation in April, 1951, a...YJ.d was followed by others. 

THE PERSPECTIVE PLAN: 1951-~976 

Aims: The plaDs aimed at a continuous rise in real income, with 

real investment rising faster than the former. This would be brought 

about by a substantj_al increase in the savings rate by having a marginal 

savings rate far higher than the averA.ge. At the outset, deficiencies in 

domestic resources wouJ.d be met by imnorts from abroad, bv.t the deepen

ing of the capital base would soon make the country self-relia..nt. As the 

savings rate stabilized at a high value, the growth rate of the economy 

would be high enough to sustain a continuous increase in per capita 

j_ncome. 

http:self-relia..nt
http:averA.ge
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Targets: "In this 25-year period, total net investment in rupees 

of constant value would incr2ase from Rs. 450 crores* in the last pre

plan year, 1950-51, eventually to reach Rs. 5,000 crores in 1975-76, 

the finaJ. yea:r of the fifth plan. From some 5% in 1950-51, as indicated 

in early plan documents, investment ratios were to grow to 17%. New 

investment per unit of additional income was scheduled to be al:ncst twice 

as high j_n the fifth pla11 as in the first. This marked increase in capi tg,l 

intensity would be particula:::ly manifest in the modern industry sector, •.. 

Nothwithstanding such intensive capital rise, the level of real national 

income was still expected to be more than three times as high in the last 

year of the fifth plan as it was in the last pre-plan year. On a per 

capita basis, real income would more than double over thj_s 25-;year period; 

it was to continue to grow thereafter. The rrhole developmr~nt scheme was 

characterized by an expanding ratio of investment in the public sector 

to total investment." (Malenbawn ( 54)) 

Instruments: "From well under half in 1948-51, and this mostly 

in infrastructure like railways, power and education, the relative impor

tance of government in new investment was to grow. It was projected at 

64% of total new investment in the 1966 draft fourth plan. What j_s more, 

along viith continued expo.nsion in the basic fields of communications, 

power and irrigation, government was moving rapidly into direct investrnu~t 

in bus2.ness enterprises -- machine tools, telephones~ paper, steel, chemi

cals, :fertilizer, minerals, a:n..d a wj_de variety of heavy mechanical and 

electrical machinery. n (Malenbau..'11 ( 54)) 

1 crore = 10 million; I lakh = 100, 000. 
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FIRS'r FIVE YEAR PLAN: 1951-56 

Ain1s: The main preoccupation of the first plan was with curbing 

the prevail1ng inflationary situation and alleviating food shortages. It 

alE;o tried to increase productivity and set into motion new socj_al and 

c-conomic processes which would raise the standard of living of the people. 

Targets: The first plan envisaged an increase of national income 

by 11.5% over the period of the plan. This was to be composed of increases 

in agriculture (by 14%), mining and manufacturing (18%), trade (6.8%), 

and services (3.2%). 

Instruments: "As far as is known the first Five-Year Plan started 

merely as a process of summarizing, rationalizing and coordinating sep

arate scbemes of development and presenting them together, a compilation 

of the piecemeal projects of the depATtments, lacking in any theoretical 

underpinning or overall visualization of the future." (Ghosh (32)) 

"Of the total public develcpment expenditure, 15% was spent on agriculture 

and community develo0nent, 16% on multipurpose and other irrigation pro

jects, 27% on transport and communications, 13% on power projects and only 

6% on industries and mining, including about 2% on the sm.all industries.'' 

(Bhattachar;yya ( 9 ) ) 

Results: Favourable monsoons, unused capacity in industries, 

and modest targets enabled the country to reach most of its targets. 

Optin:istic Indi&:r1 planrcers now prepared for the second plan. 

SECOND FIVE YEA.~ PLAN: 1956-61 

Aims: "The pattern of public development expenditure in the Second 
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J!'ive Year Plan was goven:.cd by a different system of priorities. By the 

encl of the 1!1 irst Elon, the food position had considerably improved and the 

supply of raw nmteriaJs to industries was also more smooth. The percentage 

of utilisation of capacity was higher in almost all estabb_shed industries 

and the railways were over-worked. The nece3sity was therefore felt for 

an all-round expansion in capacity involving initially an expansion in 

thi:; capacity of the heavy and basic industri2s like iron and steel, coal, 

cement, fertilisers, heavy engineering and the heavy chemicals." (Bhatta

charyya ( 9 ) ) 

_J.1 argets: National income was expected to increase b;y 25% over the 

plan. This was to consist of sectoral increases of 18% in agriculture, 

46% in JJljn:i.ng and manufacturing, 23% iri trade a:•.1d 23% jn services. 

11 '.L'his was very much in aO.vance of the Pirst Plan. 

In a way, real plarming in the sense of a formal projection on the basis 

of certain sets of assumptio:1S about tl'1e economy and its working, was 

started with the Second Five Year I-'lan. 11 (Ghosh (32)) The theoretj_cal 

underpinning of the plan was supplied by the l\Tahalanobis model. The 

Second J'l aD allotted 11 . 85~ of its total expenditure for agriculture, 10% 

for irrir;ation and Flood control, 18.5% for industries and minerals, 28.9% 

for transport and communications, 8. 9% for power development, and 19. 75{, for 

education, health, social welfare and rehabilitation. 

Results: The achievements of the Second Plan were far below ex

pectations. National inc owe increased 19;1,, agricultural production 16~; 

Ei.nd industrial production by 39%. Meanwhile, a :;:'oreign excha..-rige crisis 

developed. .A_,_11011g the achi0vt::m0nts of the plan w2s a s·u.bsta..-ritial stepping 

http:JJljn:i.ng
http:goven:.cd
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up of t}Je tax effort. 

THE THIEJ) :E'IVE YEAH PLAN: 1961-66 

Aims: 'J'he Third }'lan took into accou11t some of the shortcomings 

of the Second Plan. It restored to some extent the importar.ce of the agri

cultural sector. ~'he creation of employment opportunities arid the pro

vision of facilities for education was also given more emphasis than had 

hitherto been the case. 

Targets: National income was expected to rise by 31%, agriculture 

by 28%, industrial production by 59%, trade and commerce by 337;, and 

services by 28?~. 

Instruments: 1'he plan alloted 14. 2% of total public expenditure 

to agricul tu.:re' 8. 7'1~ to irrigation' 13. 5% to power' 3. s% to vj_llage and 

small industries, 20.3% to organised industry, 19.8% to tra".l.sport and 

17.3% to social services. 

Results: nThe achievements of the Third Plan were far short of 

the targets. Again, there was a foreign exchange crises, and the capital-

output ratios and jnvestment lags were higher than assumed ••.• In general, 

it has been assumed in assessments of the Plan that the targets were ori

ginally l.>ased 011 realistic Pstimates of prospects and parameters. The 

reasons given for lack of success include not on;Ly unforseeable exigencies 

of weather and increased defen;::;e spending, but also inadequacies in implc

mentation which may mean either too little, too much, or the wrong kind 

of government j_n-tervention, depending on the souTce of criticism." 

(Eckaus ELYJ.d Parikh ( 28)) 

http:importar.ce
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Because of the very disappointh1g re.sul ts obtained from the third 

plan, it was decided in 1966 to postpone the cornrr·encement of the fourth 

plan, so that the planners could make a thorough evaluation of the situ

ation, and modify their plans accordingly. For the three years following 

the third plan, annual plans were formulated. The following table is a 

summary of the growth of national income in those years, as also their 

breakup into the i.r1Come growths experienced in the agricultural, and mining 

and large scale sectors respectively. 

Indices of Income 

1960 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 
Indices of -61 -65 -66 -67 -68 -69 

Total national 
income 100.0 119. 8 113. 1 114. 0 124.2 126.5 

Income in agri
cultural sec
tor 100.0 110. 2 94. 1 94.0 110.8 109.6 

Income in minj_ng 
and large-
scale mWlu
facturing 100.0 141. 8 145.8 147.5 146.3 155.0 

Source: Fourth Five Year Pla.n.. 

FOURTH FIVE YEAR PLAN: 1969-74 

Aims: A major objectiYe of the plan was to create more employment 

opportuni tj_es in the rural and urban sectors. '.l'here was also a distinc

tive aim of attaining a national minimwn in standards of consumption. 

Targets: National income was expected to grow 31% during the plan. 

Per capita income was expected to increase 3% per annum. The rate of dorn

estic savings bad to be increased from 8.s;0 in 1968-69 to 13.2% at the end 

of the plan, and investment increased from 11.3% in 1968-69 to 14.5% by 
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the end of the plan. 

Instruments: The total public sector outlay was Rs. 15,902.2 c1·ores. 

The breakup was as follows: agriculture and allied sectors - Rs. 2,278.2 

crores (17.2%); irrigation and power - Rs. 3~534.1 crores (21.1%); indus

try and minerals - Rs. 3 ,337. 7 crores (21%); and transport arid communica

tions -- ns. 3,237.3 crores (20.5%). 

(d) Critique 

India has had nearly twenty-five years of planning. The long

term objectives of the plans, when they were first formulated, were set in 

a twenty-five year perspective. Now that that length of time has nearly 

elapsed, we find that in a great many respects expectations have not been 

realised, and targets not fuJfilled. Only the first plan could be called 

considerably successful. All the other plans gave rise to serious defici

encies, and sometimes cris}.s s:i.tuations existed, e.g., the foreign ex

change crisis during the second plan, and recurrent food shortages when

ever climatic factors were not favourable. 

Excepting for the first one, the plans have generally been formu

lated on the basis of macro economic models, and formal tests for consis

tency conducted. The basic strategy has been usually clearly outlined, 

and the actu3.I outlays correspond very closely to figures obtained in 

exe1:e;ise;3 'Nith the mathematical models on which they a!:'e based. Actual 

targets have been revised if they were found to be too optimistic or too 

pem:;j_mistic. 'J'he 8.8hie-vements have, in most cases, fulfilled targets 

partially. The 2-im of buiiding viable basic industries is being slowly 
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achieved, but, somehow, the results obtained do not seem to be good 

enough. Thus, even though each of the plans could be called a partial suc

cess, the cumulation of partial failures over the years have generated 

what has been ca1lcd a "quiet crisis in India". 

The summaries of the various plans give us an idea of the format 

on which they are ba2ed. A thorough evaluation of them is difficult be

cause the models on wh::i.ch they are based are not available to the public. 

Thus, we do know that tests are carried out to ensure inter-sectoral con

sistency, but the asswnptions and relationships used to derive final 

demand and investment figures are not clearly spelled out. When we do 

observe deficiencies &tld bottle.,.,,ecks, a lot of guesswork is involved in 

trying to determine what went wrong. 

One criticism, v:hich has been frequently levelled against the 

planning authority, is that, although great care is taken to ensure inter

sectoral consistency, not much attention is paid to inter-temporal con

sistency. :Bergson and Manne (6) found the fourth plan to be inter

temporally almost consiste:::J.t. This meant that proper attention was not 

given to the time phasing of projects. So, we could have had a situation 

where macliinery was bought to start a factory but the factory itself was 

not built! Sometimes these bottlenecks could work in a vicious circle. 

'.L'he solution, of course, is to take into account inter-temporal consistency 

when a plan is made. 

Another general criticism levelled against the plans is that they 

have been too aggregative. Proper attentj.on has not been paid to the 

various sectors which exist vri thj.n the broad aggregate. A more decentral

http:attentj.on
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ised system of plann:i_ng could solve this problem. In this respect, the 

Indian plans have not really followed the example set by their Soviet 

predecessors. ln the Sovjet planning system, a two-way communication sys

tem existed between the planners at the top, and those who operated at the 

local level. There existed a hierarchicnl. system which Jj_nked the plam1ers 

at the different levels. Broad plans and development strategies were worked 

out at the top, and were transmitted through the various levels of planners 

until they reached the bottom. Messages from the local level were then 

sent back to the top. Kornai (45) gives a very vivid description of this 

·process. He also presents algorithms to solve programming problems which 

arise in what he calls "two-level planning". Thus, a coordinated system 

of planning results. In the Indj_an case, however, there has hardly been 

any participation by the lower echelons in the pla1ming process. Vil

lage councils have been set up, and a huge agricul tur·al and commu.ni ty dev

elopment scheme started with their base in the village. However, in 

most cases, participation has been very weak. nccision-making at the 

lower levels to fulfil plan targets have been almost negligible. The 

planning apparatus in India looks like a topheavy structure with sweeping 

decisions being taken at the higher levels without any machinery being 

created to translate them into tasks to be performed by the lower 

ranks. 

A point related to the above is that the plans affect only a very 

small section of the econom;y. T:t-1e actual plans themselves are programmes 

of expendi tLJ.re to be undertaken by the publiC' sector in different areas of 

the economy. Sometimes figures for private investment are also given, but 

no detailed breakup by sec-cars is given. There is no indication as to who 

http:commu.ni
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is supposed to undertake these expenditures, nor how he is expected to 

raise funds fur them. The major sect:i on of the economy is unorg&.1:i.sed, 

and is affected very little by plan expenditures. The plan work should 

now be devoted to ensuring that the lead taken by the public sector is 

followed by theother parts of the economy, through linkage effe·:;t. Key 

sectors have to be identified (68), and the government should control them 

directly so that the effects can seep through to the rest of the econ

orny. At present, a dual economy persists with a modern organised sector 

which is making tolerable improvements under the plans, and e. stagnant 

rural sector, which is still backward and very much unaffected by what 

happens in the plans. 

The technique of raising resources for the plans has also been 

called into serj_ous question. The technique used has been one of calcu

lating the savings forthcoming domestically, and bridging tee gap be

tween it and the investment t:y various ad _!loc means (such as the printing 

of new money). One wonders whether this is the right way to decide on 

one's outlay. As A. K. Dasqupta (24) put it, 

"One is reminded here of the textbook distinction be

tween private finance and public finance to the effect 

tlmt whereas in the former, expenditure is adjusted 

to j ncome, i~1 the lat tor, income is adjusted to expendi

tures. PlamJj_ng is, if anything, an extension of the 

area of public finance .... In planning, as much as in 

public finance, expenditure - which in the context of 

development is what we call investment - has a prior 

claim for consideration, to be fixed with reference to 

some sort of a target; resolU'Ces are then to be adjusted 

to it, even though the determination of the target 

itself may have to be tased on an estiwate of the range 

of po~sibilities of resource mobilization.n 


Concern regcffding the SEwings ratio has led to lower targeted 
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growth rates than could be achieved, and actually have been achieved by 

other countries at a similar stage in thej_r development. One must not, 

of course, overdo the argument, or underestimate the importance of having 

an adequate domestic savings rate. Once a pattern of investment is formu

lated, the supply of savings for it is certainly not automatic. How

ever, it could be obtained by suitable financia.l policies in a country 

like India, which has one of the most unequal distributions of income 

in the world. "In India ... the really problematical issues for dev

elopment are certain specific needed inputs of commodities, skills, 

organization, and foreign exchange. The appropriate strategy is one 

that is geared to these specific; scarcities." (Lewis (51)). So, as 

Hirschman (41) has pointed out, the"ability to invest" may place a 

closer limit on capital formation in underdeveloped ountries than the 

"ability to save". 

Foreign exchange poses one of the crucial bottlenecks for 

the economy. ~fuen analyzing this problem, too, we cannot take the 

"required savings approach". The statement that we do not save enough 

to pay for all our investments, and therefore borrow from abroad, 

is not a correct formulation of the problem. We could, alternatively, 

say that the foreign exchane;e bottleneck, by limitj_ng investment, res

tricts the growth of national income, and thus prevents adequate savings 

from being made av&ilable. 

Since most of India's imports are necessary for her develop

ment plans (there being stringent restrictions on non-essential im
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ports), it will be very difficult to economise on them. Ber export 

prospects are not very bright either. The demands for her traditional 

exports, e.g., jute and tea, are sluggish, and raw materials have 

very unstable markets. Decjsive action has therefore to be taken 

to start a balanced grovrth process to enatle her to supply her neces-

sities domestically. This requires action on a broad front so that 

individual demands and supplies can be matched. And this is exactly 

where the plans have failed. The plans have merely concentrated at

tention on certain selected areas of the economy, without paying proper 

heed to whether their effects seep through to the rest of the economy. 

Unbalanced growth has been the order of tbe day. 

It is usual to talk about the first plan as being agriculture

oriented, the second being industry-oriented, and the third, vvhile 

being still industry-oriented, shifting its emphasis slightly to agri

culture, When taken in conjunction with the usual plan tables showing 

the percentages of total public outlay to be devoted to agriculture, 

industry, etc., we tend to think of the two sectors as being compe

titive. This, however, is not the case. The main constraint 

on industrial growth is a shortage of capital which can be interpreted 

as a shortage of foreign exchange. However, the prime constraint 

in the agricultural sector is the lack of suitable organization. 

These constraints are unrelated to each other, at least, in any 

simple way. Th:iJs it is possible to press on with the growth of heavy 

Industry and agriculture simultaneously withou contradictions arising 
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in the system. 

An important lacuna in the plans has been the complete neglect 

of policies geared ~o influencing the distribution of income. This 

is rather strange as its importance is acknowledged by people from all 

walks of life, and by the plarmers themselves in the draft outlin.e 

of tbe fifth plan. Greater attention ought to be paid to this area 

of the plans. 

Considering the plans in turn, we find that not much is written 

or said about the first plan. This may be because in many senses 

it was not a plan at all. If a plan may be defined as a coordinated 

and consistent series of measures, we find that the first five year 

plan does not fit into the categorJ. It was rathe:c an enumeration 

of schemes and projects already in existence, ar:1an estimatior:. of the 

levels of performance which could be reached hy these at the end of 

five years. The first pla'! b;:;s been called an agricultural plan, 

but that merely reflecte6. thepattern of investment in various proj ec-':;s 

which were already in E:xis-~&ncE: within the economy. 

The first plan has also been called a moderately successful 

plan. That, however, was due to favorable weather conditions in 

the agricultural sector and unused capacity which existed in the manu

facturing sector be:f:"ore the plan. 

India began pl 8Jl..rJ.ing in a menni11eful sense only from the sS>cond 

plan onward. '.!:he Mahalanobis model ( 53) was used i::J. this plm1 for, 

firstl;y, allocatiX-'8 investmer..t between the investment and conmm1r:·
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tion goods s2ctors, and secondly, allccating investment among the 

various consumer goods sectors vii th a view to creating a certain targeted 

level of employment. The plan followed Mahalanobis' figures very 

closely and gave a lot of emphasis to the capital goods sector. The 

model, however, was too aggregative, and did not pay enotigh atten

tion to internal consj_stency. As a result of this, serious bottle

necks developed, and the plan performance was rather disappointing. 

Unfavorable monsoons worsened the situation. The estimates 

of population growth (1.25% per annum) were found t~ be too low, the 

actual grov.rth rates being nearly double that figure. The latter was 

due to a sharp reduction in death rates, because of improved medical 

facilities, with no corresponding reduction in birth ratez. 

In the application of the Mahalanobis model itself, there 

were grave discrepancies in the estiruates of the savings rate and the 

capital-output ratios. As pointed out by Ghosh (32), the savings 

rate estimate was too high and the capital-output ratio estimates 

too low, both errors contributing to overly optimistic forecasts of 

the growth of national income. The latter was due to the presence 

of excess capacity in the economy. 

The third and the fourth plans seemed to have suffered from 

the same lack of linkage effects between the fast growing organised 

sector and the stagnant traditional sector. Growth proceeded in a 

very lopsided manner. In this connection, one remembers Hirscl11Ilan 1 s 

(41) thesis of unbalanced growth, acco:::-ding to which certain key sectors 
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develop fa2t, and then backward, forwardy and lateral linkage effect 

pull up the rP.st of the economy. In this case, certain sectors have 

been growing at a modest pace, but the rest of the economy does not 

show very many signs of keeping pace with them. 

In summary, we can say that the plans will cnly be successful 

if the entire economy can get involved in the development process. 

It is a tribute to the tolerance of the people that even after 25 

years of planning, grave inequalities of income distribution and semi

starvation conditions for about 30% of the people can exist while pro

ducing only a "quiet crisis". 



CliA.llTBH 3 

(1) The Plannj_y,p :Frobl'2m Posed 

We shall, in this chapter, undertake a critical investigation of 

the several crucial problems which exj_st in plan,_'ljng, both theoretica1 

and empirical, and consider the various solutions that have been offered 

for them. We sha11, in the precess, make a survey of different types of 

planning models which exist in the literature, and consider thei~ limita

tions in the Jight of the problems that they try to solve. The limita

tions considered sh&ll include both those which are ge11erul in nature and 

also the ones which specifically liTiit the applicability of such models 

to economies like India's. 

We can start off by considering a problem which has been an sg,~

old favorite with economists ~ that of the Robinson Crusoe economy. 

Crusoe, marooned on a deserted island, looks around for sustenance. D'--1.e 

to the lack of game and wild life on that island, he thinks that f:Lshj_ng 

would be a good idea, and fashions a makeshift rod and tackle for that 

purpose. He finds however that w:Lth these implcCTents, the catching of 

fish is a slowgoing and laborious process. The :Ldea of making a fishing 

net strikes him. He knows that once the net has been made7 his prospective 

catch vrould bs much higher th3n what it would be wj_thout it. However; 

during the per:i.od of +,:!_me that he is weaving the net, he would be able to 
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devote much less time to the catching of fish. Moreover, the more sophis

ticated that he makes the net, the higher will be his prospective catchJ 

but correspondingly the more time will he have to devote to making it. 

He thus has to make a choice. By sacrificing varying amounts of present 

consumption, he can correspondingly add varying runounts to his future 

conswnption. In deciding what is the optimal amount of present and future 

consumption for him, he solves one of the simplest problems in planning. 

This simple model not only illustrates an elementary problem of 

choice but also shows the importance of the gestation period of invest

ment. The fishing net becomes productive only after a time lag. This is 

especially imp'Jrtant in this case_, as Crusoe is obviously planning with a 

finite time horizon at this stage. The models connected with optimal 

planning under infinite and finite time horizons shall be briefly consider

ed later. 

Let us assume that Crusoe weaves a moclest net, catches fish and 

prospers. After a period of time the wearing away of the net becomes 

evident. The persistent usage has led to its depreciation. Holes appear· 

in various parts of the net through which some of the fish slip away. It 

is less efficient. Moreover, his staple fish diet has led to a grB.dual 

depletion of the availability of fish in the immediate vicinity of the 

island. The fishing net cast from the island is becoming less and less 

efficient in catching fish, and a boat which could tal~e Crusoe away from 

the shore would definitely improve matters. The old techniques of produc

tion are becoming obsolete and require replacement by newer techniques of 

prod"ccetj_on which require new equipment. 
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What then are the alternatives facing Crusoe between which a choice 

has to be made? He coulcl continue I'ishing as before untj_l his net wears 

out. In that way his en"vire efforts would be devoted towards producing 

for present consumption. He could make repairs on his net which would 

represent replacement investment to truce care of deprecj_ation. He could 

weave a new net which would be investment in an old type of capital good. 

Or he could build a boat which would be investment on a new kind of capital 

to take account of obsolescence. We find that the alternatives facing 

Crusoe have increased and his choice mechanism has become more complicated 

as the econcmy itself becomes more complicated. 

An important point to be noted in the analysis so far is that 

Crusoe's labour time is the sole limiting factor on production. Natural 

resources are avai1able in plentiful suppl,r as yet. Thls is to be expected 

in an under-populated econorn._v like Crusoe's but need not, and normally 

will not be the case. We will find later that considerable adjustments 

have to be made to economic theory and the results obtained from it when 

the number of limiting factors increase from one. 

Man Friday en-i;ers the scene and the total availability of labour 

increases. However, his fish-catching skills have not been overly-devel

oped, and the only way he can fish is by using the old-fashioned rod and 

tackle. Crusoe now has another choice. He can use his time, i.e., re

sources, to teach Friday how to use a net. He can use some more of his 

time to teach Friday ho1'1 to make a boat and row it out to fish. Downward 

mobility is assumed between occupations graded according to their levels 

of sophistication. Thus, if Friday has been taught to construct a boat, 
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and take it out to sea to fish, he can surely cast his net from the shore. 

Multi-skill manpower planning has been introduced. A model which is based 

very much on these rudimentary ideas has been used by Alan I'.lanne in his 

DINAMICO model of the Tfiexican economy. A good sum.'llary of it appears in 

Goreux and I/=anne ( 57). 

As the economy prospers still more, the residents of the island 

become more ambitious and try to produce more complex commodities like, 

say, a log cabin. The complexity arises from the fact that they cannot 

immediately start constructing the cabin. They have to first cut down 

trees to obtain logs. Thus some kind of saw has to be fashioned. Nails 

and hammers are required to construct the cabin as also to perhaps make 

the saw. Thus a pattern of inter~corL~ectedness becomes apparent in the 

production process. \'.'e could say that the lines of production have leng

thened. It is no longer a question of merely putting human effort to 

directly make the desired commodity. Intermediate commodities have to be 

produced first. Moreover, they still have to catch fish in order to sur

vive. This is a particularly important point to keep in mind when con

sidering many of the poor countries in the world where a large section of 

the population is waging a fierce battle to merely survive. Of course, 

since the sole limiting factor is labour, one can still evaluate the worth 

of each COI!1'llod1-ty in terms oi' labour costs. However, the simple production 

function does not exist any more, and one has to introduce detailed 

input-output techniques to find out whether the production of a particu

lar commodity is viable. The inter-con:ciectedness and the viability of the 

production process will be looked at briefly later. 
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~:he complexities of production bring in the notion of consistency 

to plannjng. If a log cabin of specified dimensions is to be built, a 

certain minimum number of logs have to be cut dovm in order to make it 

possible. Moreover, when plam1ing over a length of time the decisions 

have to be also inter-temporally consistent. If one wants to complete 

the cabin by year 'three 1 , one has to have the requisite suppl;y of logs 

before that time. 

The discovery of another inhabited island nearby brings in further 

alternatives between which choices have to be made. Crusoe may now devote 

his entire time and resources to making boats, and import his fish require

ments from the other island or vice versa. If the other island is techno

logically more developed 2nd produces outboard motors for boats, Crusoe 

might consider building motor boats by iri1porting motors. How8ver, since 

he does not make motors at home, his imports of them will not compete 

with production at home. If he now ciecides to get ms.rried and set up a 

family, he has to make a further choice betvreen producing for the present, 

and producing for the future generation. 

We thus find that a multiplicity of choices face even this very 

simple economy. We know that the actual choices made have to be optimal 

in some sense. This however is merely stating the problem. Lackj_ng any 

explicit knowledge of some kind of rule for ranking different levels of 

social welfare one has the option of terminab.ng the discussion here. 

This could provide smug contentment to theorists but really does not solve 

the problem of making a decision. Crusoe artd F'riday do make a decision 

and it is up to us to find out the basis on which this is made, as also 
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to enumerate several sensible criteria on which it could be made. 

To begin with, we could assume that the utilities of the different 

individuals comprising a society should have some relation to total social 

welfare. This presupposes, of course, that individual utilities are 

measurable and comparable, and that is assuming a lot. Overlooking this 

factor however we find that still we run into trouble. Arrow's (3) theorem 

on the impossibility of obtaining a social decision rule from individual 

utility functions satisfying some very simple sensible rules is well known, 

and requires no further elaboration. Intuitively this result is very 

easily understood. If the tastes of Crusoe and Friday are irreconcilably 

opposed as regards any particular activity, we cannot say what course of 

action would be socially optimal. 

We therefore bypass this problem in optimal savings and growth 

theory and assume that the welfare function of society as a whole is 

given, and is dependent on various aggregative economic variables, usually 

some measure of consumption. The several optimal savings and growth models 

that have been built usually differ from each other in the exact nature 

of the utility function used, the type of production function assumed and 

the length of the planning horizon considered. Though much water has 

flowed under the bridge since Ramsey (65) originally posed the problem 

in 1928, we shall attempt to point out the important results obtained in 

this field as well as the lessons they hold out for our own work. To this 

we now turn. 
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.i.?..LJ'hc objective function: optimal time patterns and the util~j_y_function 

The problem of optimwn savings was flrst consj.dered by Frank 

Ramsey in the _Econorr:.:!::_c cT ourna~~ ( 1923). Interest in the topic lapsed with 

the advcmt of the GreRt Deprsssion and the War, until it wac: revived by 

Tinbergen in the 1950s. We shall consider Ramsey 1 s model and or~e of 

T i'.1bergen' s earlier mod e1s in some detail so as to get some idea n:gard

ing the fra.11ework wi thiE which this problem was tackled. The majo:i· 

points made by other later models will then be stated without the detailed 

workings being shovm. 

Ramsey, assuming an infinj_te time horizori, postulated a gsneral 

utility function of the fo::'.'m u(ct)-' where Ct= consumption at tinie 't', 

assumed to increase monotonicall2r with time. 

The problem can then be written as: 

It is evj_dent that the above integral doeci not converge. To g,:,t 

around this problem, Ramsey introduced the notion of bliss. 1Bli::os' 1rns 

defined as the '1taximrnn value that could be assumed by the utility iunc

tion avid war::i denoted by B. Assu.rnine, a monotonically increasing consurr..p

tion function, therefore: 

.B = r~t u(ct). ( ~\ L)t--cc 

The ex:i sterwr: of this blj.2s level co·uld be explained in two dif

ferent ways. On the one har;d, this could corrF3 about through satiation h1 
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conswnption. On the other hand, production limitations, because of 

resource constraints, could determine the bliss level. However, it came 

about, a particular level of bliss was determined. The above rnaximrnn 

problem could then be looked upon as a minimization problem as follows: 

(3) 

The equivalence of the two formulations can be understood better 

by considering the following diagram: 

u 

Instead of maximizing area X as under the original formulation, 

one now m.tnimized the area Y. 

Let Y = F(K) b~ the production function (4) 

where Y total production 

K stock of capital 

(5) 

= ct +kt: where dots represent derivatives taken 

with respect to time. 
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(6) 

the problem is: 

(7) 

This is a problem of the calculus of variation, and we shall use 

certain standard mathematical results which exist in the literature on it. 

Mathematical result: A necessary condition for K(t) to give a 

maximum or minimum for the integral 

~: F[t, K(t), i::(t)]dt 

js that K(t) satisfy the Euler differential equation 

~~ - .:L.(~)= 0oK dt ~K 


Thus in our case the Euler's condition is 


(8) 

or ou • ac ""' _<_:!_(o!:!: • ~) (9)oC oK dt oC OK 

or U'• F' (K) == - _i_U' ( 10)dt 

dU' 
dtThus: F' (K) ::: ( 11 )U' 

1 t 1Matileffiatj_cal result: If F does not contain explicitly, 

• ()F
then the EuJ.er equation implies F - 1'%K = constant. 

Since in our case, 't' is not contained explicitly in the integral, 
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we can say: 

- · oU - a constant )U K ~ M ( . (12) 

. ou oc 
or U - K ()C • bi( r.: M (13) 

or U + KU' == M ( 14) 

Now at the bliss level, 

U =B, and U' = O. ( 15) 

substituting in the above: 

B + 0 = M, or B = M. (16) 

Thus: 

u +Ku' = :B ( 17) 

or KD' =B - U ( 18) 

- U . 
or K - B K is investrctent. ( 19) 

U' ' 

Thus, the above equation gives us Ramsey's rule for optimum savings with 

an infinite time horizon. 

The criticisms of this model are mostly centred around the notion 

of bliss. At best, it is a very nebulous concept. Normally i:!'l the theory 

of consumer behaviour, we assume that individual wants are insatiable. 

Moreover, the contirmjng search and discovery of new kinds of resources 

also make it operationally fruitless to estimate the bliss level from the 

production side. The path-breaking nature of the Ramsey artic~_e, focussing 

as it did on the essential mechanism of the optimizing process, is the key 

to its importance. 

Tinbergen (76) did away with the concept of 'bliss'. He assumed 
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a utility function which possessed a constant elasticity 'v' above a sub

sistence level of conswnption 'C'. Thus: 

~g -· (c - c)-v, v ) o. (20) 

Integrating both sides: 

~dU = S(c - c)-vdC (21) 

-)1-v(c - c or U = 
1 - v 

• (22) 

A f'ixed coefficients production function was assumed: 

(23) 

Thus the pToblem was: 

CIC) (ct - c)1-v 
max _ v t (24)

1 
\ 0 

subject to Yt (25) 

Again, 

(26) 

(27) 

K 
\""' t 

We max ( -;_:z (28) ~0 
The Euler!s equation for a maximum (simplified) is: 

1c = - (c - c). (29)o<v 

Solving this we obtain a time path for consumption: 

1 .L 
-(.,

o<.v 
Ct === AP + c, where A is a..Yl arbitrary constant. (30) 
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Plugging this into (2'?) above, we obtain a differential equation in Kt. 

Solving for this, WE. obtain a time path for Kt. The solution is: 

1 1
t>(t --t 

K ::: B e + B eo(V + c (31) 
t 1 2 

where B is an arbitrary constant and A::: B (1 - :).
1 2 

o( 

Certain boundary conditions were imposed. These were: 

Now 

Assuming v <. 1 (33) 

Thus 

B ::: 0 (34)
2 

But this means that consumption would remain at the subsistence 

level throughout the planning horizon for the optimum savings prograrn.~e. * 

The deficiency of this kind of model was apparent to Tinbergen who now 

reformulated it to rectify this shortcoming. A time discount rate 11 r" 

was assumed. The problem then became: 

('"° -rt (35)max Jo e 


subject to Y = Kt (36) 

~ 

* - Intuitively, because consumption at any time period enters 
the utility function in the smue manner, it would be optimal to keep 
adding to the productive capacity of the economy, &::id realizing the entire 
consur1iption in the last period when maximizing utility. 
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(c - c)1-v 
with u(ct) = t 

1 
_ v as usual. (37) 

The time path obtained for consumption was: 

(38) 


+ c (39) 

where A, B are arbitrary constants and
1 

1 " 1 ]A= [~ - ~(~ - r) B2 . (40) 

If the discount rate is chosen high enough, the first term in solution 

(39) will do!Il.inate the second. In this case, the imposition of the boun

dary conditions Kt~ O, Ct~ c will not necessarily lead to B2 = O. 

A consideration of these models illustrates the difficulties in-

valved in obtaining a truly optimal path over an infinite time horizon 

based on certain simple assumptions. Tinbergen also suggested the intro

duction of a finite time period 'T' and marginal utility elasticity of 

consumptior, equal to 0 for C > c and to infinity for C < c, i.e. , the 

rr.arginal utility of consumption is constant. In that case, the problem 

reduces simply to one of maximizing terminal consumption while keeping 

intermediate consumption just above the subsistence level. As T tends to 

infiility, intermediate consumption becomes equal to c. Several linear 

programming models, e.g., Sandee's (71), seem to be based on this kind of 

philosophy o.nd have the maximization of terminal consumption as their 

objective f\.1::-tction. This again illustrates how our model-builders tend 
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to neglect the actual state of the economy during the planning period. 

In this case, j_ t i~; done because of the nature of the utility function 

assumed, about which no reliable estimates can be made. The imposition of 

a discount factor which is sufficiently high does allow intermediate con

sumption to be above the subsistence level, but this is rather an arbi

trary method of doing so, and creates the problem of deciding what this 

discount rate should be. Perhaps the problem lies, as Koopman.8 has said, 

in assuming that the present generation of individuals have an ~tility 

flLDction which holds for all future consumption levels, and this remains 

constant even when the present generation passes away. 

"··· portrayal of preference, technology and popula

tion growth ... The formulae by which we have been 

tryj_n~ to capture these phenomena bear the marks of 

their intellectual p3.rentage in the classical im

mutable laws of the physical sciences. The;y have 

no provision for the continual adjustment of prefer

ence, knowledge, practice, and custom to new experi

ence and observation. In brief, they lack the flex

ibility that is an esse11t:;.a1 trait of all hWitan 

response to a changing envirorune"1t." (Koopmans (44)) 


But this need not necessarily be so, and generally will not be so. A 

mechanism for the continuous adjustment of the utility function through 

time may give us consumptioYJ. paths which will really be optimal and gE::ner

ally appear to be so, too. Otherwise, it has been suggested that we might 

look at the problem the other way around, start with an optimal consump

tion path and derive the utility function from it. This is what has per

haps been done by most linear programmers when they experiment with dif

ferent kinds of objective functions. 

The non-convergence of the ma:ximand, which is a princ2.pal matter 

http:esse11t:;.a1
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of concern for infinite horizon planning models led Chak:ravarty (17) to 

construct a finite horizon planning model with specified terminal capital 

stocks. He argued that if the maximand was insensitive to the particular 

choice of the terminal capital stock, it would tend to justify his using 

a finite horizon model as a proxy for an infinite horizon one. He did find 

the maximand to oe insensitive to the level of the terminal capital stock. 

He also found that the value of the maximand was sensitive to the length 

of the planning period. 

Maneschi (56) criticized his model on various counts. Since 

the maximand was sensitive to the length of the planning period "T", all 

optimum savings made would be consistent only if the "T" remained the same 

as time passed. However, if a planner in the future changed this "T", 

all previous decisions made would be regretted. 

He also maintained that the insensitivity of the maximand to the 

terminal stock, and therefore the growth rate of capital, was due to the 

particular values of' the various parameters chosen. He showed that if 

more "relevant" values for the pa.rameters were chosen, then the sensi

tivity increased. His argument for deciding on the "relevance" of these 

values ran ~n the following manner. He claimed that if the value of the 

maximand was not much affected by the choice of the grovvth rate "g", the 

population would try to leave as much capital as possible for the future. 

Thus "g 11 would be as close to the output-capital ratio "b" as possible. 

If one conducted sensitivity tests near these ranges, he found their 

values to be r.Juch h:igher. He also noted that Chakravarty 1 s solution re

sulted in a massive accumulation of capital during the planning period 

with rapid decumulatio:>J. of the s2.me near the end t;o meet the terminal 
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stock requirement. This he found to be unrealistic. 

Two distinct criticisms are prese11t in the previous paragrapb. 

The rai:;id decumulation of capital, however, represents the tendency seen 

in all kinds of optL'llum savings models to keep postponing consumption to 

the maximwn extent possible, and is not a shortcoming of this particular 

model alone. 

While dwelling on the subject of optimum savings, one must cite 

the contribution of von Weizsacker (79) who devised another ingenious 

means to get around the problem of non-convergence. He defined a parti

cular consumption path Ct* to be better than another Ct if there existed 

a T such that 

for all t ~ T. (41) 

It was proved that if one assumed a constru1t population and constant 

technology, a unique optimal path could b·3 o~tained for the Ramsey prob

lem. 

There were several other models built with dj.ffering assumptions 

yielding different conditions for the existence of an optimal savings 

path. The utility functi=n was made depc::ndsnt on per capita consumption 

ty Cass (14), Koopm~s (44), and Malinvaud (55). J\:lirrlees (61) assumed 

exogenous tecb.nological progresn of t:he labour-augmenting type, and 

Inagaki's (42) model has been built considering exogenous tech.YJ.ological pro

gress of the capital-augmenting type. Koopmans (44) built a model in 

which the discount factor depended upon the prospective level of consump

tion. 
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The major problem facing these models is that of an infinite post

ponement of cons-wnption. This arises if future consumption is made too 

attractive as compared with the present. In fact, a lot of the devices 

introduced are meant explicitly to make future consumption seem less de

sirable. 

It is against the background of optimal savings literature that 

we choose our objective function when actually formulating a planning 

problem. The constraints of this problem occupy us next. 

(3) The Constraints: 

The Leontief Static model 

The major constraints in any optimization problem are posed by 

the production relations. These relations are usually shown in an input-

output framework. The s:J_mplest kind of input-output relationship is 

written as follows: 

Ax + f = x (42) 

where A is an n x n matrix with typical element a .. denoting 
J_ J 

the quantity of 'i' required to produce one unit 

Of I j I; 

x is an n x 1 vector of gross outputs of the commodi

ties; and 

f is an n x 1 vector of final demand for the comrnodi

ties. 

A study of the matrix A reveaJ.s the pattern of inter-connectedness 
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whi.ch prevails in the economy. 

Definition: An n x n matrix A i3 decomposable if there exists a 

permutation matrix P such that 

PAP' :::: 
(43) 

where A arid A are squa~'S submatrices along the principal diagonal. If 
1 2 

there dces not exist any such matrix P, it is indecomposable. 

Finding out whether the input-output matrix is decomposable is of 

vital importance in planning. This is because decomposability implies the 

existence of a hierarchical order of industries"with every industry 

contributing inputs to industries below it, but not above. In this case, 

we could get an ordering of industries that would tell us which industries 

would have to be developed first before others could grow. A :rhajor portion 

of input-output work is concerned with finding out whether this matrix is 

decomposable. * It is interesting to note that Mam1e and Rudra found the 

Indian economy to eyJlibit what they called 'block-angular characteris

tics'. They divided the economy broadly into agriculture, manufacturing 

and universal intermediates. They found the flows connecting agriculture 

to manufacturing to be negligible. This could provide an explanation of 

the partial success of industrial development even when agriculture was 

stagi1ating. 

Interest has also centred around finding out which are the key 

* - The literature sometimes refers to a decomposable matrix as 
one which can be triangularized. 
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industries in terms of providing maximum backward and forward linkage ef

fects. Indices have been devised by Rasmussen (68) to measure the impor

tance of various industries in terms of linkage effects. It is interest

ing to note in the Indian Industrial Policy Resolution that industries 

were divided into tf>..ree groups, and the maximum amount of importnnce was 

given to a group of "basic" or "core" industries. Some form of analysis 

based on linkages must have been undertaken to determine them. 

Reverting back to equation (42), we find that the simplest form of 

consistency exercise can be based upon it. Thus we have 

Ax+f=x (44) 

1or x = (I - A)- f (45) 

If a vector f of final demands is specified, we can use the 

input-output -catle to find out the gross outputs that it would imply. 

The literature on input-output (hereafter referred to as I/O) analysis 

abounds in exercises done on variants of this model. The work of Manne and 

Rudra (60) on the Indian economy was one of the earlier models of this 

type. They projected various levels of final demand for 1971 and worked 

out an internally consistent vector of gross outputs. The u.se of physical 

and material balances have been used widely in planning in the Soviet 

Union and in many East European countries. 

Mentj_on must also be made of a partially closed model of the 

Indian economy constructed by Padma Desai (25). In the model, part 

of the final demand vector was determined endogenously. This was 

an improvement, since, in a poor country like India, a basic minimum 

of consumption to "produce" labor may not be available unless specific 
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attention is paid to it. Desai's model involved (a) the formulation and 

impJementation of an input-output model for India, closed witb respect to 

all household conm.illlption except that originatj_ng from govern:n::nt employ

ees; and (b) an endogenous determination of t:O.e distrj_b1.;tion of con:::mm.p

tion expenditure among several groups of households, each gro;,1_p having a 

specific consumption pattern. 

The Ijeontief Dynamic model 

In the Leontief Dynamic system, different time periods are linked together 

by the existencE uf stocks of COiiillloditics which are not 'J_Sed up i:!'.l the 

production proces'=' like the current flo·N variaclcs, but are pa2sed on from 

one period to another. The production function -t;herefore clw11ges its 

charac-i;er. Whereas formerl;y it had looked l:!._ke: 

. . . . xni•) , (46)
a . 

n:i 

now it becomes: 

x . X?. X.
1

X. =min --2:. ' -=2:.' __E!:. ' • • • • -, Ylls~ (47)
l a . a . •••• a. D .( 1l 2 l ill Ill 

where X. i'' the requi.rement of c01mnodi ty 'i' as cur:rentJ_j " 

flow input for producir:g corrurrodity I j I ; 

S .. is the requirer:icnt 'i to be heJ d ~"'of conunodity I .._,,,_ 
lJ 

as stock foi· producing ~OIUiilOdity I j I j 

a. is the requirement o_f' comrn::>di ty !-; ' as cu.:rrent flovrlj 
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input for producing one unit of 'j'; 

b .. is tbe requirement of commodity 'i' to be held as
lJ 

stock foe producing one unit of 'j'. 

The demand for stocks s is gjven by 

s == Bx (48) 

where s is an n x 1 vector with typical element S. - 2: S .. 
J.. . J..J 

J 

and B is an n x n matrix with typical element b ..•
lJ 

Thus, 

S == Bx. (49) 

In v1ri ting out the Iieom:;ief static system in the form of equation 

(42), we had assumed that supplies· of commodities 2qualled intermediate 

and fj_ns.l demand. Now we asstune that no excess stocks exist. Our demand 

and supply balance eq-:..;i.ation can. therefore be; '.vri t ten as: 

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bx(t) + f(t) (50) 

or :X: ( t ) = 13- 1 (I (51) 

Denoting B- 1(I - A) by c, we have: 

x(t) ~ Cx(t) - B- 1f(t). (52) 

T:b..is is a first order differential equation which could be solved. A 

problem immediately arises if B is singi.1lar. There is good renson to 

expect B to be singular as there are many commodities which do not enter 

as stock into an,y production process. This would imply an entire row of 

B consisting only of zeros. Then we vmuld have to work with a reducE:d 

system of equations. However, the norrc.al procedure is to assume that B 

has full rank. In that case, the model has a solution of the i'crrn: 

http:norrc.al
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( 53) 

Ctwhere e is a matrix exponential function; 

d is a vector of constants; and 

x-l<· ( t) is a particular solui:;ion of the di:'..'ferentia1 

equation. 

If 1ve consider the homogeneous part of the dif::erential t0quatio11 
"X .... 

only, we find that x( t) is equal to a linear combination 01· e J ~ where 

the A. are the characteristic roots of the matrj_x C. As 't' tends to 
J 

infinityi the solution is dominated by the particular term L: the solu-:;ior:. 

corresponding to the highest A.• The proportions of the vurious com:mud
J 

ities to each other in the long run are determined by the co:npo:'.'lents of 

the characteristic vec+,or correspcindinG to the dominant churacteri8tic 

root. We would be able to have balanced growth only if the initial coll-

figuration of outputs corresponded to this proportion. In that case, 

output would follow what has been called a J~eontief trajectory. The 

question remains, however, as to whether non-negative output levE:ls vdll 

be obtained as solutions. It has been shown by Solow (72) and Tsulmi 

(77) that the system is lLDlikely to be viable in this sense. 

This rigid structure of the Leontief trajectory is due solely to 

the assmnption made of the existence of no excess stocks. If this is 

relaxed, we obtain: 

(54) 

Generalizing th:Ls and transposing, we 5et 
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Since we cannot use S == Bx, we do not obtain a differential equation. 

Ratber we can find out inter-temporally efficient paths of capital accumu

lation over a planning period given initial stocks and levels of conswnp

tion for the various time periods. This path would be efficient in the 

Pareto sense of there not ex:Lsting any other path which would yield more 

of some terminal capital without yielding less of some other. The Leon

tief trajectory, if it exists, can be proved to be an efficient path (26). 

However, there exist many such efficient paths, and a choice has to be 

made among them on the basis of some criteria. Thus, choice is a basic 

feature of any dynamic model of capital accumulation. 

We have so far made a study of optimal savings models. These have 

all maximized some kind of util i -ty function subject to production cons-· 

traints. The solutions obtained were time paths of consumption or pi·o

duction which would maxirni ze the utility fu..nctio:r:. Sulrnequently we 

studied production constraints which were more complex tban those 

considered in the optimal savings model. We fOlL~d that several effici

ent time paths of consumption and accur:rulation could be derived. To 

choose the optimal one from them, an objective function has to be de

fined. This function ought to be defined in the utility space as is done 

in the optimal savings models, blA.t the problem of defining an appropriate 

utility function is a very difficult one. We therefore define our objec

tive function in the commod.itJ' space, and obtain our programming models. 

There is a vast literature on programming models for plan..~ing. 

An extensj.ve survey wou~ d be bot.h time consuming and redundant. We shall 

identj_fy the various models b;y the types of problems that they try to 

http:extensj.ve


solve, but f'j_-::'st some general statcmen ts and explanations about linsar 

programming models o.rE: in order. 

A linea:c' progreJl1ffiing problem flE•fJ the general form 

max C'x subject to Ax ~ b 

x ~ 0 

wbere b, C and x are n x 1 vectors a:!:1d A is ~m m x n matrix 

with m< n. 

Dei'initionn: 11 A lirn::ar program is called 'feasible 1 if there 

exj_stD a vector (x) satisf~ririg the com:t:raints. Such a vector is called 

a feasible vector. 

I'. A feasible vector is called an optimal vector :if it ma:xinci.zes 

(or mtnimizer3) tht given liDear for1u, and the value of this maxjm1J11l (or 

miniruWD) j_s called the 'value 1 of the program." (Gale (3 1)) 

Correspondi11_g to the above primal problem, we obtui:!:l a dual of 

the form: 

min p'b subject to p'A ~ c' 

p' ~ o. 

There are various du.s,lity properties of linear programming models which 

are lA.Sed in the analysis of :planning models. The solution to the dual 

pro1)lem infcrms us as to wbicll of tl::.e p:rj_mal co11strain1:s are bh;ding. Lt:' 

a particuJ.ar ve.riable has a zero value in th8 dual soluti(Jn, it imr·1iu~ 

http:particuJ.ar
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tbat the corresponding constraint in the primoJ. solutior. is not binding. 

If the value is positive, it means that the constraint is biYJ.ding. The2c 

values are ref'E:rred to as 'shadow prices'. A high shadow price in:for:ns 

the' programmer that the corresponding prirr.al conatraint ~-·'' ·:u'y ,,,t fective. 

~'he nurn.eTical value of the shadow price is the a..'ll.ount b;y Nf-.:Vh the vaLic; 

of the objective fur.ction can be raised by relaxing the constraint by 011s 

unit. 

The exact foxTQ of the objective function and the constra:ints have 

to be specifie;d when :::ormulabng a linear programming model. Of these, 

we have already discussed the problems of fo:cmulatin.g ,che objective func

tion. I<'or finite hor:i.zon programm.ine models, some specification of termina~ 

stoc:V.s a.rA neeued. Tb.is could be ·done by making terminal stocks app~;ar 

i.n the objecti'.re fwlCtion along with consumption, or by including it 2.s 

a constr&int. 

The constraints are usually obtained from three types of sources. 

First, so:::ne of them a.re oota~rned from the requirement that the supply of 

any prod"J.ct has to be at least equal to the total direct and indirect 

demand for it from all sources. These constraints are technological and 

are obtained from the input-output tablG. Second, behavioural relation.s 

have to be incorporated, e.g., the saving3 function. Third, certain boun.

dary conditions have to be specj.fied. These e:ould be specified by tech

nology (e.g., ceilings on certain t;ypes of production), economic factors 

(e.g., world demand sets limits on export possibiJ.ities): or non--econOBic 

factors (e.g., nutritconal requirements set minimum levels of ccnsl..illlptj.on 

necessa.ry for survival). The exi.sterice of rnul tiple constraints doe0 m<i.ke 

it rather dj_f:ficul t to give an exact int0rpretation to the sh<-:dow p.clcc2 

http:necessa.ry
http:prod"J.ct
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which are obtair..ed by solving the dual problem. r.1athematically, we can 

still sa;f that the shadow price reflects the contribution to the objective 

function made possible by relaxing the constrai~1t by one unit. As we 

j_nclude greater m.unbers of non-economic constraints, however, it becomes 

more and more difficult to put meaningful economic labels on the shadow 

prices. 

The standard literature on the subject broadly differentiates 

betw~en static and dynamic models. The difference generally comes about 

because of the assumption of different theories to explain investment. In 

static models, investment (whether constant or growing at a certa:;_n rate) 

is spec:ified exogenously. In dynamic models, investment is explained from 

wj_thin the model, usually b;y some sort of accelerator theory. This pro

vides the link between econoIG.ic variables in di:::ferent periods, a.'1d 

nccessitates them being sclyed simultaneously. A distinction is also mad-2 

between open-looped and closed-looped models. In the open-loop models, the 

policy and exogenous ·variables aetermine the endogenous variables. In 

the closed-loop models, the poli.cy variables are themselves determined 

endogenously by some kind of control rule. Lax1ce Taylor ( 73) has givcn a 

fairly exhaustive survey of the mechanics involvGd in formulating di:::f2r

ent k:;_nds of lilJear progr&mning models. 

The point arises as to whether it is worthwhile to introduce these 

complicated models wl:i.en simple projections could yield results, and as 

Manne (58) has noted, perhaps more accurate ones for certain times. The 

truth is, however, that these multi-sectoral models enable us J..,o -:xt1de::::-

.stand the workings of the economy, a;,1.d satisfy the ~equirement of consis

http:econoIG.ic
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tency, which simpler models peri12ps do noi;. The inaccurate use of' data 

and misspecification of relations cou.ld lE:ad to faulty results. However, 

it is only by understanding the mechanism by which the economy works that 

we can diagnose its ills and propound solutions. The proof of the pudding 

is more than merely in the eating. 

We turn now to a consideration of the various problems which have 

been presented in a linear progr8ll1Illing framework. 

Problem #1: the determination of comparative advantage 

Several models have been built by Bruno ( 10,12,20) to examine the 

most efficient use of foreign aid when planning for imports. It is thus 

an empirical extension of the HeckcbshE:r-Ohlin theory with more than two 

factors. Bruno ral'lks the various industries according to comparative ad.

vantage and also determines how these rankings change through time becau.se 

of changes in the various parameters of the syotem. These exercises are 

worked out under varying 3-SSU'nptions about skill foITuation. In one ver-· 

sion, the total availability of labour with each kind of skill is assumed 

fixed, whereas in the other allowance is made for investment in skill 

formation. Also in some models, there are overall savings constraints 

and in othe.rs there are not. The effectiveness or non-effectiveness of 

the savings constraint is the basis of an important distinction made in 

planning models and hac:: led to the emergence of the two-gap theory which 

will be considered later. 

Combining the above assumptions in different ways, we can obtaj_n 

several varj_ations of the model. The basic idea behind his models may 

http:becau.se
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l;e understood by studying the diagram below. 

Consumption 

L-'\...----------
Foreign Aid 

.Figure 2 

These graphs are obtained by solving the linear programming pr0L

lem and obtaining consumptiou :figures f0r different amounts of fore_igu 

aid. They reflect diminishing rsi;u.J'.'11:::: to fo:c·eigr~ aid. 'Ille subscripts 

t, t+1 refer to different time periods. 'A' allows manpower training 

programmes, whereas 'B' does not" 'At' is thus uniformly higher than 

'Bt 1 • The smooth curves are drawn to reflect cases where savings c011

straints are not present. The 'kinky' curves represent cases where they 

are. The lower the constraining savings rate, the higher is the cut-off 

point. This is to be expected because if very small amounts of domestic 

savings are available, a very large quantity of forej_gn aid will be neces
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sary before total savings ceases to be a limiting factor for investment. 

The slopes of these curves represent the shadow price of foreign excbange. 

In a later variation of this model, Bruno (10) introduced upper 

and lower bound3 on 'trade activities' (exporting or import substitution), 

This imposed kinks in the curves to reflect the fact that a particular 

'trade activity' had reached its upper bound, and some other means of 

obtaining foreign exchange had to be found. 'VI' is a curve showing the 

tradeoff between consumption and foreign aid necessary to keep the econ

omy on the same level of welfare. 

Consumption 

Foreign Aid 

Figure 3 

Thus, in the diagram above, the 'trade activity' R iz at its minimum 

level at R2 and rises to its maximum level at R . Over this range of
1

foreign aid, the domestic cost of exports or import substitution js just 
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equal to the shadow price of foreign exchange. If foreign aid is reduced 

even further, other less efficient 'trade activities' will become profit

able. In this way we can obtain a ranking of industries by their compara

tive advantages. As the amount of foreign aid is increased, the domestic 

economy will involve itself in less 'trade activity'. The 'trade activi

ties' which are given up later are obviously in those commodities in which 

the country has a comparative advantage in international trade. This rank

ing varies with time and depends upon the given factor eudovvments. We 

must note that these curves denote efficient paths. The actual choice of 

the optimal amount of foreign aid cannot be determined without a welfare 

function which we have included in our diagra~. The ranking of coililll.odi

ties for the purpose of import substitution has been done for India by 

Weisskopf (78) with a highly disaggrega~ed model. He did not use, hovvever, 

the linear progr8l!l1Iling solution technique. Chenery and Mac:Ewan (21) con

sidered the problem of determining the optimal amount of foreign aid 

for Pakistan. This was one of the two-gap models which we shall discuss 

later. 

In closing our study of this particular kind of model, we can 

briefly note some of the interesting features in the mathematical struc

ture of the problem. In Bruno's model, allowance was made for upw8rd 

sloping supply curves and downward sloping demand curves by 2pecifyi.ng 

step functions for them. The size of the model in terms of con2traints 

was reduced by appropriate substitutions which enabled them to be written 

in terms of fir1al demand vectors and primary input constraints alone. 

Bruno distinguished between an earlier static and later dynamic 

http:2pecifyi.ng
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models. The treatment of investment goods was very unsatisfactory in the 

static model, however, since they were considered as intermediate good2, 

ancl not as additions -Co capital stock. We shall now turn to models which 

consider whether domestic savings or foreign exchange limit investment. 

Problem #2: domestic ar'd foreign resource mobilization 

"Two gap analysis" was first introduced by Chenery and Strout ( 22 ). 

We can comprehend it best by considering a simple model. We assume that 

imports are made in the investment goods sector only. In other words, 

the demand for consumer goods imports is either non-Gxistent or can be 

suppressed by the authorities. 

s == a + bY ( 56) 

M :: c + dY (57) 

K :: kY (58) 

:: E egtE 	 ( 59) 
0 

where 	S is savings; 

Y is income; 

M is imports; 

K is capital stock; 

E is exports; 

a, b, c, d, k, g are the parameters of the system; 

t is the time period (values at base year are denoted 

by the subscri9t 1 0 
1
). 

Suppose we have a targeted rate of grov1th of 'r'. Then, 

Y == Y 	ert (GO)
0 
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or = krY e 
rt (G1)

0 

Now, 

S -- a + bY ert (62) 
0 

There is no reason for I :::: S ex ante. 

:.F 1 -- I -- s 


:!'.'t rt 

-- krY e - a - tY e 

0 0 

= 
rt

Y e (irr - b) - a (63)
0 

gives us the savings gap. 

k' egtF = M - E = c + dl e 
rt 

- D (64)
2 - 0 0 

giVf;S us the forcig:r. ezcl1ar1ge gap. If ei the:.:- F > 0 or F > 0 for a
1 2 

0certain :i. ·shen tr.e 'r' ra t2 of .;rowth is not feasible -unless foreign aid, 

is avaLi.::iblc; to <:oyer the larger of the two gaps. l f F > P > 0, then
2 1 

the for(;ign exchange constraint is binding, and enough foreign aid is re

quired to .bridge the gap be tween exports and imports. If F > 1<1 ':> 0, then
1 2 

the savings gap is binding. 1'1 oreign md is required not only to ~a;y :::·or 

non-compe-'c-'.. tive imports, bu:t also to finance adclitional imports for :ihich1

domest::;.c resou:rce:.; are not avaiJ able. 

Cb8nery (21 ) has attempted to a~rnociate differe:Gt phases of gro·1:th 

with the fact of particular constraints becoming efi'ectivio. This hw] teen 

demon.st:.rated in 2 model built by him and 1112-cElrn.n for Pc.kistaG. ':'.'he im

portant techr1ic2J features of the model are the followini;: 

( 1) The ob;Jecti ve fu.nction is the sum of di.scolEJted con;:;un.ptio~, 

weightE:d. diGcom1-l;ed capital j_11flow, and weighted terminal j nco1ue. The 
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terminal income is to take account of post-plan consumption. 

(2) Since this is an explicit exercise of two-gap analysis, only 

tvro kinds of resources are considered - savings and foreign exchange. 

(3) There are two kinds of products in the econoony ~ regular and 

trade improving, which have differing capital-output ratios. 

(4) The tecLnique of solution used has been linear progr&"1lllling. 

Chenery and IIIacEwan found that if the amount of aid available was 

limited, there would be a rapid increase in total investment in the first 

phase of growth with very little resource being alloted towards trade

improving investment. During the second phase, total investment would 

stop growing and large allocations would be made for trade improvement. 

In the third phase, a stable proportion between trade improving and total 

investment would be reached to make the country independent of foreign 

&id. We thus find. that the foreig11. exchange_ gap is much larger than the 

savings gap in the initial stages, but this gap is closed towards the 

end. 

They have also considered three different ways of limiting foreign 

aid. The first fixes a terminal date by which time all aid becomes zero. 

The second fixes the price of aid and the third the total amount of aid. 

Chenery and MacEwan found from the exercise that these methods are equival

ent. '11hus, if one fixes the termination date, the solution would determine 

the price of aid and the total quantity. If either of these values are 

now used as independent restrictions, one obtai.Es the same allocation and 

time phasing of growth. 

They also find that the sequence of these phases are unaffected 

by the total arn'.Junt of aid. However, the length of these phases is 2.f·

http:obtai.Es
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fected by the total amount of aid. Por example, if the total amount is 

reduced, the first two phases are shorter. They also shovr that an earlj_er 

termination Llate does not affect the optimal paths of the varjables in 

phase I. 

Problem #3: ad~ieving targete~ growth rates 

We can now move on to the very an1bitious massive planning models 

which have been built to determine the optirnu..'Il allocation of resources in 

a dynamic multi-sectoral setting. These models have obtained complete 

time paths of vectors relating to different variables in the economy. 

We can distingui.sh between two mai:r: groups of models in this field: 

(i) the c:c;"'Lp (Chakravarty, Eckaus,- Lefeber, Parikh) models for the Indian 

econoro.;y; and (ii) the dynamic cnulti-sectoral 1:iodel by Manne and \'ieisskopf 

( 59) for the Indian econo:::ny, and the DINAMICO model by Manne and Goreux 

( 57) for the Mexican economy. The DTNMUCO model is just one of a set of 

models built by Manne ar...d Goreu_-x. for the Mexican economy. The other 

models, liowever, do not use the linear prograillilling method of solution. 

It would be pointless to go into either of these sets of models in great 

detail. However, since some of the features of these models will be adopt

ed here, we will note some of the more novel features. 

CE::iP: 

( 1) The terminal capital stock is determined by assum_i.ng exogen

ously given post-teri.ninal rates of growth for various economic variables. 

This gives r:i se to a system of vector differential equations ;vhich can 

http:assum_i.ng
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be solved for the terminal stocks. 

(2) Distribution matrices are used to obtain the requirements of 


capital goods by sectors of origin from the composite capital stock re


qujrement of the various sectors. 


(3) Differing gestation lags are assumed for differ2nt types of 

capital goods by sector of orjgin. Thus, initial capital-in-process 

restricts the growth of the capital stock in the early years of pla..vmi.o.g. 

(4) Imports are broken up into competitive and. non-competitive 

types. The latter is determined by an import coefficients matrix and the 

·former is determined by the optimization process. 

(5) Provision is made for investment in the stock of inventories. 

(6) Provision is made for the restoration of depreciated capital 

stocks. 

Dynamic multi-sectoral (m1S) and DIN.AMICO models: 

(1) A device is introdL:.ced to ens:.rre a 'gradualist consumption 

path'. This requires consumption to grow monotonically, thus preventing 

initial sharp decreases in consumption wjth high levels towards the end. 

This tendency to postpone consumption has been noted earlier in our study 

of cptimurn savings models. 

(2) The actual 'gradualist consumption path' is chosen such that 

it would result in terrnine,~l ir.vcstment allocations which would allow the 

'turnpike' rate of growth to be approximated. (Note: The 'turnpike' path 

is one which under certain assumptions allows the :ci.aximum rate of balanced 

growth.) 
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(3) The DINAMICO model makes allowance for different types of 

labour skills, thus incorporatj_ng ma..n.power planning into the model. 

Downward mobility between different labour groups is allowed. 

( 4-) DIN fJiIICO is one aE10ng seven inter-connected models (not all 

of them optimized by linear programmj_ng techniques) which were constructed 

for the Mexican economy. The DINAMICO model was for the entire economy, 

whereas the others covered particular sectors of the economy. This usage 

of planning at different levels is very widely used in East European 

economies. Kornai (4-5) describes two-level planning where an extensive 

plan covering the entire economy is sent down to the various local bo:iies, 

with each body being inforrned of its specific targets. These numbers are 

then incorporated into a sectoral model which is solved for shadow prices. 

These shadow prices are in turn sent back to the centre who revise thc:;i:r 

plans takjne them into accou11t. The final solution is reached iteratively. 

Kornai has included algorithms for solving this type of problem in his 

papers. Indian planners could profitably investigate these methods as 

they are suitable for huge economies, which require coordination between 

different levels of planning. 

We have vndertaken a survey of the literature on constrained 

optimization leading to time paths of outputs, consumption, etc. We have 

also looked at various planning models which use constrained optimization 

models in order to derive policy conclusions. Although there have been 

several planning models drawn up for India, there has yet to be one wbich 

determines the optimality or otherwise of income redistribution schemes. 

This is all the more surprising in a country where a large section of 
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the people consider themselves to be socialists. We will attempt to fill 

the hiatus :..11 the chapters that follow. 



CHAPTER 4 

A LU:EAR PROGRAN'.MDJG MODEL OF INCOME DISTRIBUTION 

(1) A rationale for the model 

Most introductory textbooks on Economics begin by as~::ing tr~ree 

fundamental questions, the answers to which are expected to :Zorm the 

cornerstones of the subject. The questions are: 

(1) What will the economy produce? 

(2) How will th2 economy produce it? 

(3) For whom will it be produced? 

The first question is usually answered by saying tbat the 8lliOt~Dts 

of various com1nodities produced are determj_ned by the dsmand for them, as 

registered by the dollar votes that are cast on their behalf. The socond 

question is generally regarde:d as a technical matter relating to the ef

ficiency of production processes. As long as sufficient tect~1ological 

information is available as well as data relating to the sc82'ci ty of vari

ous resources, the solution of the problem is routine. '.:'he third question 

is tackled by saying that the commodities are produced for those people 

who have the required dollar votes to demand them, these votes being ob

tained by supplying factors of production that are required in the pro

duction process. 

In the actual tacklint; of the problems, hovrever, the assumption is 

usually made that there exists a given distribution cf income which de
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termines what goods are to be produced and for whom they are to be pro

duced. Economic theory, then, provides a neat array of theorems, often 

proved by the use of sophisticated mathematics, and illustrated by ele

gant and sometimes complex diagrams, detailing various equilibrium 

quantity-price configurations that are obtained under different market 

forms in the commodity market. Questions regarding alternative distri

butions of income are normative in nature, and are shelved after noting 

that any redistribution would make some people better off at the expense 

of others; thus, in the absence of a well-defined social welfare function, 

no comments could be made on their desirability. Chapters on factor pric

ing are usually relegated to the end of the textbook; generally they re

late factor prices to some concept of marginal productivity and rarely 

are they completed before the school term runs out. 

All this of course has some implications for the economics student. 

Whereas he has a very clear idea of "what" should be produced and "how", 

given a certain distribution of income, he is suitably confused on the 

question of "for whom'' it is to be produced, beyond a vague notion that 

people generally deserve what they get. 

This is rather unfortunate and arises, I believe, from the general 

practice of presenting distribution theory within a neo-classical partial 

equilibrium framework. What is to be produced is determined by, and also 

determines for whom it is to be produced. The practice of starting off 

with a given distribution of income and then finding out the quantities 

of different commodities to be produced, and the most efficient means of 

doing so, is therefore suspect. 
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'Yue size d:U;trilwLJ.oYJ. of incorue depends upon the distributiort of 

factors of p:·o,Ji;_c7 i c.:~1 aff,r~rcg va:r_L.ous people. This j_nclucles both tbe 

factors of production that are owned by the people as well ac those wnicb 

are emborlied in their personr3 in tbe form of skill2. Both of' these de-

pend, by and large, on what W:3.S produced in the previc1us period.:i, and 

for whor;i it was produced. Moreover, a :;:'actor price, like 2. corrw:odity 

price, depends upon the marl:et form prevailing in its eector. '11he prev-

alence of monopsony in the factor market could therefore warrant out.side 

interference, just as the presence of restrictive monopoly practices in 

commodity !llai~kets require ret;ulation from outside. The proposition is 

therefore forwarded. that thsre is notl...ing s':2cro,:ianct about the existir.g 

distribution of income, the general reluctance of ecorio:icj_sts ~v'J i1iscv.ss 

it in 0etail being :perh&ps att:cib1.1table to the air of m;ystery R!c1.ch has 

always surrounded that subjec·c from their fresbl!i8..vi ;re2r, in marked ccri-

trast to all the charts, diagrams, algebra, calculus which have been 

used to illustrate other basic concepts. 

The above underlines the necessity of fund8.l!lental research j_n 

economic theory to determj_ne how income distribution is determined by 

what has been produced in the econoruy before. The scopG of our thesis 

is, however, more limited in nature. Instead of a theory explaining tb::; 

distribution of income, we have completely divorced inco.::ils d:i.stribution 

from prcducb.on. How, assuming that income redistribut:i.cm toward greate:o:' 

equality· is desirable· for its own sake, we i:lave attempted to find the 

effects of such redistribution schemes or. gross output levels o·,rcr a fj vrj-· 

;year plm:ning period. In doin€: so, we have also determined the areas 

http:redistribut:i.cm
http:prcducb.on
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in which problems could be expected under alte.r·native rediGtI'ibution 

schemes. 

( 2 ) 'l'he mode 1 

The model attempts to explain the effects of various kinds of 

income redis-i.;ribution schemes on the economy. The consumption patterns 

of different income groups differ, so that the composition of the fina1 

demand vector is altered every time a new distribution of incorne is con

·sidered. Moreover, the total expenditure of all households depends upon 

total income which, in the input-output framework, is proportione.l to th;;; 

gross output produced. Our model he1ps to identify the bott1e:nec1~ years 

and sectors if a partj_cular type of redistribution scheme is ca:cried out. 

It also j nforms us about the feasibility of various k:inds of redistr:i.ba

tion schemes. This helps the planning authority to guard against sudden 

shortages in particular sectors at particular times, and also j_dentifies 

redistribution schemes which are too quixotic to impJ.emerit. 

The use of f:Lxed coefficients production functions and fixed con

sumption coefficients are limitations of the model. The non-substj_tution 

theorem is usually invoked in such cases to justify the use of fixed 

coefficients on the production side. However, even in a static context, 

it preswnes tb0 exister"ce of only one factor of production. In our case, 

we have for8ign aid and all the initial capacities acting as resource 

constraints, t.ilus negating the use of this theorem. 

The omission o:' the two classic resources, land and labour, from 

http:redistr:i.ba
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explicit consider11tions as resource constraints in the model, also re

quires some explanation. The o·,·erall supply of land is fixed, but the 

quality of land can and is be:i.ng improved. Land measured in c:eficiency 

units therefore may not be a fixed constraint in the context of this 

model. Labour, on the other hsnd, is a factor which is not in short 

supply in the aggregate in India, but certain types of skills are scarce. 

111 0 incorporate this into onr model we would requir·e details as regards 

the supplies of various types of labour, as well as their productivity 

coefficients in the various sectors. M.oreover, these skills themselves 

are acquired as part of the productive process, for which a separate set 

of coefficients :bas to be obtained. The unavailability of these kinds 

of data, and the desire to keep the model within manageable proportions, 

has resulted in the omission of the labour constraint from the model. 

The economy is aggn.;gated into five sectors: (i) agriculture; 

(ii) equipment; (iii) manufactured consumer goods; (iv) services and 

transportation; and ('v) co:i:H:>truction. The five-sector categorization is 

sufficient to illustrate the choices that are present in the economy. 

One can either produce agricul tur·al commodities or manufactured goods 

or provide services. When manufacturing goods, one has the choice of 

producing either consumer or capital goods. Substar1tially mo:ce details 

could be obtained by further sub<lividing these sectors, but one must 

remember that the add:ition of each new sector implies the posing of 

twelve new constraints even in our simple model. This strains the cap

acity of the ~omputer considerably, and is, in fact: not necessary, since 

most of the discussions on planning are concerned with broad choices 
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of the sor ~ that we are con.sid r.::ring. To de:rive a detaiJ.ed proe;r2.rn.me of 

actiQj1 v,re wculd re11uire ths addj_tion of many ruore sectors, and the enoT,n-· 

i ty of the resulting model vvould prcbably lie more within the scop~; of 

a government department. "F'ollowing the tradit:Lon of Indian plam1ing, tbe 

time horiL:;on. is fixed at fi\'e years. The objective is to maximil'.:e the 

swn of discounted gross outp-~1t levels '.Jver the five years. 

where Xt is the gross output vector~ dimension 5 x 1; 

u is the vector; 

d is the social discount rate. 

'l'he sbov2 objective function is maximised suh;ject to the severaJ. 

technological and economic: •.;om;traints which opt-;rate within the model. 

We shall consider five t;ypes of constraints: 

(1) Intersectoral consistency constraints; 

(2) ::t<'oreign exch2nge constraints; 

(3 '; I1~i·ti·-- 0 1. perioa' consorain~ . s;~ . t 

(4) Pcst-termiEal r;rov:th constra2.nts; and 

( 5) ~iiinimum output constraj_nts. 

In the expos:!. ti.on belov:, the subscript 't' alvvays refers to the 

time perj_c.d fo:: which th(; variable is bei~-:g conside:red. 

http:proe;r2.rn.me
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total d0nanci.s made on eacb sector j n each y8ar are not greu teor -::ia:1 t~_1e 

total availB)JLl_-i ty of out;:iut iY.J the respective sectors. Let us consider 

the main it '°'riS of d cmand. 

(a) Inter-sectoral ClUTf:r,_t clemnnd: these are rer1resei1ted oy +,he 

input-ou.tput 	llow :rnatrix. 

a = AXt ( I)
t 

where at iz 	the vector oi' C::J..!:'.!:'cnt f::i..ows -- dimension 5 x 1 ; 

A is the flow matrix - clime1rnion 5 x 5. 

(b) D2mand for capital formation: the2e represent the charges 

made on E::ach sector :Lor the purpose of capit8.l formation. Af:>swn~_ng that 

investment is determined by the~ increme:T:aJ capital-output ratio, we can 

obtain: 

( ? '\ 
~1 

where kt is 	the vector of capital required in each secto~ 

dim6;1Pion '.:i 	 x 1; 

K is the diagonal matrix of i:::icrementa1 capi t2.l-01.J_t :;_-:.1;:.~c 

ratios - din:ension 5 x 5. 

To produce the kt which shows the verious capital requirements ))y 

sec-l;cr of dest::..naticn, Vie need to use re<:::ourC'es v1hich originate in the 

five sectors. '.Che calculation o.L the requirements by sector of orj gin 

tells us the demands that are made on them for tbe purpos23 of capital 

formation: 

-~ K('\ '" 	 ) ( ~: \ 
- J:j 1 - , t~ 1 -	 "''t ' ' ,/ ; 
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(4) 

formation wj_th gestat1_0~1 12.gn of or1e P'"Tiod, tVJu 

periods resp<:;ctivel;y - dimensio;_1 5 x 1; 

B , B ar::; the matrices of inpu-;-; req_uireJJJcr:ts for pro
1 2 

ducing one unit of capital with one ar1d tw0 period 

gestation lags - dlmE;nsion 5 x 5; 

( ( n 1 ('B 1 ar·e the total amo·'nts of s2cto:r: i R
J__) • •I 1 ' - • •) ,-, 	 CA , 

1 
lJ lJ I-

output requ~_red for ~ unit of new capital formF.t

ti on in scjctor ,l i wi -i;h time lags of or.e a:id two 

y~ars respectively.) 

(c) Jrventory re(}uireme".lts: we assume that a certain fixed r&tio 

has to be .r::nintained tetr:sE:::-i stocks of inv<:.n-tories and gross outputs. The 

demand for new :Lnvr~ntori es should therefore hear a fixed ratio to changes 

in gross outputs. 

(5) 

where vr is the vector of requirements for ch8:'."1gcs in inven't 

tory stocks - dirnen:::>ion S x. 1; 

W is tbe matrix of j_nventor,y requir.:;ments per unit of 

gross outp:,i.t - dirnens::'..oE 5 x 5. 

( d) Export3 and government expend:i. tures; these arE- assrnncd to be 

e:x:ogenousl;yr giv2n. Thus, 

et 	- et ) (6) 
) 

5 x 1 vec-:.or2)
(]' ::;:
o+ gt 	 (7)

tJ 	 ) 



--------

8 ._) 

' ( e) Conm.1mp-\,-i_on :ceqvh'f.CTents: households are divided j_11to tbc 

ruz'nl and urban s2c.;tors. 'Nithj_n each of these cectors a threefold clas:::j_-

ficatj on is cc..rri f~d ou_t accordirJ.g tc the Bize dj_r-)trib11tion of j_ncor(1e. S::·be 

upper ir~come group ccrnrcris2s the :;_'icheut 20'/ of housE:hold.s m1d the J Gvre-r 

group contains the poorest 30~ of households. The rest are classifiPd 

in the middle j_ncome gro;_ip. 'I'he following subscrivts art; used to denote 

each of' these groups: 

Rural Secto:r Urban Sector 

R1 js the bottom 3o{o U1 is the bottom 30~ 

R2 is the middle 5o;s U2 is the middle 50% 

R3 is thr" upper 201 U3 is ~~he upper 20%. 

CR ' CR ' cR are the vectors showing ratio of expen_diture in a1 2 3 

5 x 1 each. CU
1

, CU
2

, cU
3 

may be similarily defined for the urban grour-,s. 

(8) 

where Vt is the value added, and 

<><. is the ratjo of value added to gross output. 

F -- c (1 \ s ;G • Vt, (9)xy xy' xyxyt 

x = R, U; y = 1, 2, 3; 

where F is the fina1 consumptj_on demand vector oi' i nco:r_e xy 

group xy -- dim'3nsion 5 x 1 ; 

sxy is the average proponsi ty to save of' groL:.p xy; 

is the proportj on of total income gojng to c;ro-clP. x:1 •~xy 
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we cb-:..oin total demsnd. l'ct'...11 supp1y equals do:ne0tic prodpe;-l;i0n 2nd c·:).uJ.

petitive imports. ".
1his :Ls cLl.stin.guj_sfied f:r:·om non-compf.:titive inrp0::'.'t2, 

which are required direr..:tly as a fi:z:ed prcportion of grofJS c.utput to 

facj.litate production. ~or jntersectoral consistency, therefor2, we re

quire: 

Vi c~c . 
t.+ i 

2: '<;-(I(.
-t- -!- .-!.'.,...!..,. j \ f3 • o< I ( 10) + e. bt Sxy} XJT 

. u.Xt ~ \ + l11

t.t. x y f·j 

where Mt is the c·::n:pt:-C i tiv:;; :.unpJrt.'J VE:' C; t Cd' - dim.~11 Bi Ol""l ~ ~x: I. 

'.Chis ~-s the onl;;," fixed rer;o:.ffe:e 

constraint in the Gcdel. The total supply of foreign exchs!~e is given 

by exports and ::·ore ii;n ui d, both of which are exogenous. TLe d cr:la~-,d for 

foreif._';n ex:cl:.ange takes the forrn of ;:;he den~'.lnd for impo:".'ts -·- competitive 

and non-co:npet:i. tivs. This ba.s to be less thm1 01· equal to the total 

where m j s the cU. ~: f;c,nal matrix of non-competitive :i.rnpor-~ 

recrc·j_rc;n2nts r.21' unit of output p".'oducr::d -- dj m-

er;sioXJ 5 x 5; 



LL iB the foreig2 ejd, 
(, 

The l~vel of capital forrnatio~ 

in the p:·e--rlDn ::ears sets a limit tc the 8.ffiount of product:; o.o. po,ssib1-t: 

J.. n the firo·c tw0 IJlan years, because of the two period gc stetlon J.<-16 a2-· 

sumed. '.i.'h:i.s can t.e repr2sente.d as: 

x 	 (12)
1 

( 13) 

wbere z , z are the vectors of msxirnw:i. outputs possib1e i:': 
1	 2 

the fi.rst two plan yee..:rs -- each dim8nsj_on 5 x 1 • 

There are also certain 

te:nn:ina.l capit;;i,l re:quireu1tn·ts huilt into the :no(fol. Fc;r ou::.· original s2t 

of "r..ms", we assume thilt gross Oll·cput levels in the two rost-terJ11ina1 

ye2,:::·s are 'the sarne as that cb"ta..lx1(~d fo·.'.' the final :rear·. 

X .:::X -::::x	 (14)
5 6 7 

liatc,::: sefls:i tivity tests are made to ses how the results obtained cl".ar.ge 

whet' alter:r1ative post-tc;rrninaJ. gnwvth r~quiremen ts are assumed. 

~ue to the lin.e2.r :'.lature of -~1:2 

moa [-J, corLt:::>.' ::oolu.ti ons re2ul t. So, a zero out11ut level for a particu.1sr 

sec·ccr :Ln som8 y car is a dist:! n:::t possibil·L.t;y. Eowever ~ such a solc1tio~1 

v1'011ld be J~e2,sibJ :c in our sj_mplified model or1:l,r bec::tuse of the :ieglec.;t 

http:cl".ar.ge


presence of t'1is possib:LJ.:i ty, however~ 1lmits ·Lhe usei'-u1ne:ss of the rno,kl. 

We thus include se\rera1 r:d.ni;riu.m output restrictions as a prox;; for t}Jei:>e 

other co:nstr·3j_nts. 'rhese min:imcllD. Ol-<.tput fie;ures ar0 derived IllP,ir:J.y :L'1·e:ru 

biolugical and sociological corisicleTat.Lor::.s. '.!.'hey arc~ ho·.vev.:;;:·, a crti_de 

are usecl bE.e;ause of the extreult-:: di.fficu1-ties faced j_n qur·.intifyiri..g theze 

a.:;tual rest.::-ictions, and the 	lac};: of r;.dequate data on thiz sr;ore. 

( 15) 

-
where JJt is the vector of m..i.nimmn outputs. 

Our proble::r. can then be formally w::·'.'itten as 

maximize 

cubject to 

( 10) 

( 14) 

t = 1' 5; 	 ( 11) 

( i 2) 

t=1,5. 	 (15) 

In the above system, after the appropr:i_ate substitutimrn, we hs.1re 

a totaJ of' 65 int:H1ualiUes (2'.;J correoponding to (10), 5 to (11), ~ +o ( 1 
• 
21

...-' lJ -1 ' 

5 -Lo ( 1j), ar~Q. 25 to ( 15),). 	 TlleJ.'e are a total 0£' 115 variables -~o he 



detenih1ecl b;y the li::1ea1' pn.ic;ra:n;n:Lng probl.em (25 gross outputs, ?S co::.Jpet::_-. 

tive imports 1 and 6'.> slack var:i.2J~lc:;). 'I'r"2 50 output and import 1evc2s, 

cular 1evels whie;h "11ax:i.mj zE" the value of the objective function depcr:cci2 

upon tbe kind of in~owe rcdistritution noJicy envisaged (i.B., t~e v~lues 

of the (3 's). These could ac·c as gu.ides to the p1ar1..ner irl settii:g 0·_1tput
x;; 

tarbets, o::::i.ce a particular kind of' redistri l.Jution po'.licy has been sslected 

for implementation. ~.forcover, the shadow prices obtained. by solvir1e; the 

dual to the problem informs the plmmer of potential bottleneck ar0a..s and 

also guides him on the most eificisn"c else of fcreign exchsnge. 'I'hc ieasi-

bility, or otherw:i.se, of the p:i c.n unde:v- particular types of inco11e redis

tribution ochemes are also deter1r.i12ed. It therefore prove3 to be a vsr2r 

useful instrrnnent if the goverm:i.E::n t P.llitnrks up·Jn q_uanti t;" p1anninei;. :"..'v e-c. 

otherwise, the identificatJ.on of bottleneck areas enables the plan_vie:i..' to 

anticipate proble:ns. It is llsua1ls ~' go:id idea to size up a bric'l[;C be

fore one attempts to cross it. 

(3) The application 

There are mainly three 2ou:rces of original data used. 'i'hese are 

(i) A 'I'echnical Note on the Approach to the Fifth Pla.YJ. of India 1974-79, 

(Governm.er"t of Indie-., I'lan:.'ling Commiss~on, April 1973)(40); (ii) Draft 

Outline for the Fifth Plan ( Govermn2nt of India, P1acini:r>...g Corili..11issior~) (39); 

and (iH) NntionaJ. Council of .Appliecl Economic Research data (63). 

http:identificatJ.on
http:otherw:i.se
http:o::::i.ce
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Beyond the28, e, fE:'H tal:les vre.n:: ntlapied from Pla~1j0.fL!~'.:'2:..._0J::.O'''!t~ 

by Echauc3 and ?arikJ. (~8). 

It :i_s 2sswncd that the pJ.arn1iug period is five ;years, and that 

there a:L·r:: five sec tors i~1 1J1c economy. 'l'hese are: 

( 1 ) agri culhe.re ; 

( 2) equipment-ni~l•1u.::.·acturj_ng i.ndustries (;.\1ainJ)' inr1ustries 

whi.ch have d eri.Yed demands for their prodDcts); 

(3) co:1muri.er goods :i.ndustries; 

(4) servicGs an.ci transportation; 8nd 

(5) co:.:structioD industries. 

Sectors (2) arid ( 5) only are ass1im8d to :provide supplies .for c&pi taJ.. fo:cmo.

tion. Supplies _r·ror,1 s(~f'tO~' (.2) .;on-t:r.: ')Ute.. to capital formatiori one psricd 

0later, and tlwss fi om .::;sctor (:;) tvw periods later. 

:Roih the technical Lote and the draft out1:i..ne of ·i.;he fifth pJan 

provide a 66--sector clas8ificat.i.on of the E.conom._y. Whene~;er data from 

these sources bave tee11 uswl, the G6 .sect,ors have been collapsed i1:to five 

in the folJowing manner: 

Our classification Planning Commi~sion' s classi!~·c<::!i~E: 

1. Agriculture 1 . Foodgrains 

2. Other agriculture 

3. P.Eimal husbar.:.dry 

4. Pl2.ntatj_ons 

5. ~1orestI·y 

11. Sugar and gi;.r. 

12. Vegetable oil 

http:clas8ificat.i.on
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2. Equipri:tent 
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1 'Z:.> • 	 Tea and coffee 

14. 	 Other food products 

6. 	Coal 

7. 	Miscsllaneous coal a:1d pst:coleum 

products 

8. 	Iron ore 

9. 	 Crude oil 

10. 	Other minerals 

23. 	Ji'ertilisers 

24. lnorgar.j_c heavy cherr:ics.ls 

25. Organic heavy chemicals 

. 29, Other chemiCE',ls 

30. Petroleum products 

32. 	Rc:::fr:::.ctorios 

33. Other non-metallic mineral products 

34. I~on and steel 

35. Non-ferrous metals 

g6. Bolts and Nuts 

37. 	Metal contain.ers 

38. Other metal products 

3 9. 	Ball bearings 

41. 	Agricultural imple1r.er;t::::: 

42. 	Machine tools 

47, 
..) . Othel' machj_nsry 


44, Electric motors 
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3. Consumer goods 
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45. Electric wires 

46. Electronlcs 

47. Batteries 

50. Telephorc.e and telegraphic equipment 

51. Other electricals 

54. Ships and boats 
5'} I~ I y l.rA-H:
56. Rail equ~.pment 

57. Other trEmsport equipment 
~-), ·;. ;_ ..r, i -· <1 ·~,, 

15. Cotton textiles 

16. Jute textiles 

17. Otbcr textiles 

18. N::hic ellaneous 

19. Wood products 

20. Fulp s.nd p·3.p8r products 

21. Leather products 

22, Pubber products 

26. Plastics 

27. Cosmetics and dri.:.gs 

28. Man-mad8 fibre2 

40. Office at:.d dcinestj_c equipment 

48. Electrtcal household goocls 

49. Radios 

'.;>2. motor cyc~les 

53. Motor vehicles 

58. Watches and clocks 

http:dri.:.gs
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59. 11'.iscellc:rneous scj_e:1t:i fie instr·cu.ncmtG 

60. Other indLstries 

61. :Crinting 

4. TransportatioE 64. HaiJ.ways 

65. Other transport 

66. Other services 

5. Constructi..on 31. Cement 

63. Construction. 

The follm;r:;_ng tables were obtained fro:o. the techi::.ical ~--c te by 

collapsing the 66-sEctor cla2~ificatioa into a 5-sec~or cl&ssjfication. 

'l1his 'Nas d(..))18 by S:!.:oply multi plying the 66-sector t(,chnical cos::'ficis.c"ts 

by th·2 corresponc'.h1g grcss output levels to obtain the current flow matr~_x. 

0~l'he 66-sectoi cuTre;it flow matrix iE aggregated. to a fi ve-secto:c· enc by 

th8 pro~eas cf &dding. 

A -- r• 202"'0Vo I ;J__,o .156$0305 . 068910441 _ .00600S70 .00781231 

. 04453051 .33616449 • '12420063 •024232'(0 .14383172 

.00327623 .02022161 • 19526021 . 01 ~-58008 •022c3sn 

.07241034 • 15856'/55 . 10626021 .04870775 .1315.ns:.: 

.0123E>643 .02264744 .01879003 .01275309 • ·12T'~'9.::Jr <'.O . ..J 

}1  .00540165 0 0 0 c 1 
0 .OL167~S555 0 0 0 I 

0 

0 

0 0 , o~ 166538 0 

0 0 .00158654 0 

0 0 0 00" 0 . '"]() J0 • t _.,' I ~)1... .... 



e: and c· for thr, p.1.>e-plan year ( 1973-7 ~-) and for the LC,Y-rr1i11a1t C>-C 

year ( esti:nn:Le) of tl1t· pl.1-JJl ( ! 97C:- l"::J) were ott2 i ·"F~d from the technical 

note, Tlie (16-sector classj_f:ics.tio:J was ac;a1 ri. aggregated to a :five--ssotor 

one. 'l'he v-ec·eo!'f' fc1r t'Ge int2rrnecl.Latc yc-n:cs 1Nere obtained by inte:rpolatil1G 

I I war:.1 ost:imated aloo from the teclmical note 1 and was fc:.;;,nd to•:.:< 
be equal to .G11655963 £or the:: economy as a vrhole. 'J'he value added for 

the ec.cncmy r:cs e. wl10le was diYided by the gross oucputs aggregated over 

all tl1e sect'Jrs to obtain thj_r> figure. 

1h. 1 has been maintained at a level equal to the maz:i.mLLTl'J. of' the f:..ve 
i; 

pre·-plu1 ys<:~rs for tl1e first fo1,i_r years of the pl&.n, and has bi::en &SfVi.J111r-:J. 

to be zf;ro in tbe terruinsJ. ;ye&r of the pl2..n. This is in concurrence: ·,vi th 

the plan objective C'f' indepenrlencc from foreign aid by ths end of tlie 

plan lJ()r_iocl. It als'J allow0 for tlie fact frat ::.f t 1.1is Ot!Jective is to be 

reaJj_,sed ~ j_ t may be !1eccess9ry to nse foreign aid to t!1e maximwn runotmt 

avuilable dur::'..ne.; the first four year-s ::>f the; plan. The fi8ures for 'h 
t 

arc obtained from "tiJ.e Draft Outli:::1e of ~be I'ift:h Plan. 

Several tables have &lso been obtained from Eckaus and Pc.:rjJrb 1 s 

The corre1:.~pur.dence between Eckmw and. Po.1·j kh 1 s sec

tm.:al cla2sj_fico.·Lj or, and 01rr-' E: is the :following: 

Our cl<-1ssificat:ion Eckaus and }·arikh ! s cla.ssL'.:'ics.tion 

·1. Agriculturs 1. Agriculture nnd plax1t2:cions 

2. Equipment 

3. Equipment 

7. E.lectricity 

I 

http:dur::'..ne


lewn products) 

r~ L _,~. Cement, gl2ss, wodden p~oducts, '-' L \_, • 

6. F'ood, cloth:'..ng a.id Jss.t.!'if:!: 

4. Servi::22 e.nd 8. Transport 

5. Construct:: on 9. Constru.ct:i_on 

10. Housing 

11. Gthe:-'s and margin. 

'l'h.:o ::!:'allowing tables were derived by collapsing -~~ckaus and f'ari 1c_h 1 s 

11-sector classification to our 5-scctc~ classification. 

K::: r,. 51 o ::; 0 0 0 

0 1. 79~ 0 0 0 

j 

0 0 .785 lJ 0 I 
0 0 0 2 .173 

0 0 0 0 1.:12j 
p 111The B and B matrices paralle}_ tfie p', p", and

1 2 

Eckaus ffi"!d Parj_kh (28). Sect(J.rs 3, 3, and 11 (according to their cla<:osi

fj_cati on) :::;ontrj_b'J.te "Lo c2.r;i taJ forms.t::.on. Sectors 3 :::i.nd ·; ·1 l1:.:nre g:::s.;:a

are assume to pr0J1:.ce u:cii:f:'or1lll,v over t::..::.i1r::, e.g. , the equipment sector p:c'u-· 

ducing for capita] formatio!l tw".J yeaTa hence produces half of its required 

Ol'..tpn t in the first year aLd half in the second ;year. W'2 bav<:: assun:ed 

that sector 2 (accordir;g to our class:i_~"':icRt.i.:rn) l-1ai' a gestation lag c;C 

http:pr0J1:.ce
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two pG1-'iod producti c.·n p:cocE'ss in the construction industry rcqi.:.irc::-:; re

sources to be allocated to it in the :first ;yecir of producti.011. 'l'llis :i.s 

based on the e.;~foumpU on that the government allocates the resourct:s at t.Le 

be£:irwiYig o:::. th:; project .. In ~sras of figures, it means thn:s tl:.e :s matri.:x
1 

will have po2:'. tive nurnben3 a}ong its s:::cond row only, and the F rns.trix
2 

w:~lJ huve tbem along its fj_fth row only. 

b I == B •K == 	 0 0 0
1 	 1 L~89' 	 Oqo,-·~-1 l. 92681 . 43438 2. 173 • - JI 'I - . ~ 

(J 0 0 0 0

l 0 0 0 0 0

l () 0 0 0 0 

r
b 1 -- 13 • K ::;: 0 0 0 0 0

2 	 2 1
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

1.23303 .86434 ,34999 0 ·1. 521 G 

'l'he VI matri.z was obta.i_.:;.ed by collapsing Eckaus and Parikh' s 

11 x 11 table i~1to a 5 :x 5 one: 

w - .007 .189 0r-318 	 .0071 
• 001 .2'/5 .240 .003 .026 

• 074- .037 , 179 • 016 • 036 I 
0 	 0 0 0 0 

I 

0 0 0 0l 0 	
j 

The conr:umpti ::m expenditure ratios of varioi.w co1r:c:;1cdit:i.es Li the 

http:co1r:c:;1cdit:i.es
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differe11t in-:.:nITtc grour2 a:ce comj)\;_ted :f:1.'0m i;he GG-sector t:::ible '.WB:l.labJ.e 

in the tE;e;hnj cal note. The d2t& aY8.ilahle in th:.: techni C;R..l no~ e -.vas g.~ven 

separately for tne n1r~1 l 2:c1d urban sectors by decile groups. In order 

to each decile group. 'l'h-1_s v\'88 ohtained f-i:'om NCAEE data. Asm;m::'..ng sav:in[;fc 

rates of 0.1 aLd 0.2 for· tr1e middle aYld upper iDcorr,e g:.'o;_;_IJS respectively, 

we could convert j_ncons distribu.tion figu.res into expenditure dis tritutio~1 

figures. It may bf; noted that the assumption of tb'3se saving::> rate~1 for 

the varj_ovs groups re.sul.t2 iri &n ave:r·2ge ::oa-riri.i;s rate of s~,proxl.rnotely 

15)'.i, whicb is close to the natior!al average • 

...p
.50279406 \J0-.:;; =C_. R = '490?CQ'l--/ - r.1222401.sl·:.> 	 0 (' lR._)_, <'._LC 

•0227G 1 ~-3 .02110952 

160-J OCl/. -7 I • 16'.:'81-"39r;9• _, _, _, T I 

.27928101 .24419935 
l 

• 02'.;9SL'i-0'3 I L. 02·io7642 
... 	 J 

1 
-- r.412s2521C3U 

.03980245 

• 17689075 

'27551445 

• 09496608 

I. 0033273S 
I 

1.12248240 
f 

, 13435103 

l rJ12r:o9"7• I... - ...JJ ~ l-'.,J • 

- J 

.422854701 - r '-62?9'0- -,cm • _) , ·- -"- '.:l l 

.03978867 

C2U = 

.01rcn62 

.17004262 • ~ 4 1 r.:)(?78 

• 1sit::66C::,1~2l• 271014?4 

. 0952994~'J l· ()) 50 92 93 .l 

is 4.89: ·1, wh2r2::;,2 ~b.e r.s.tic· CJf Yslue added in tl1e TUI'al sector to t!LCJ.t 

http:re.sul.t2


j n the urban sector is 2. 47 4: 1. We also know the j_ncome d:U:: 1~ribution 

pattern wi tbin the _,-·ural and urban sectors separately. With the aid o:;:· 

these fi.0'.ures we can C:alculate the (3 . . for the refere1;.ce solution. 
~ lJ 

To calculE~te z1 and z2, we compute the sectm'al grO\'.'th rates over 

the five yenrs _b,receding the plan period. It is ass1_w1ed that enovgh 

capital is availabl<:- to su1)port these rates of growth over the first tv:o 

years of the plen period. 

Lt is obtai0ed by a different method for each of the sectors. 

Si!l.ce vie 11ave asswned a tvvo--11eriod gestation lag, out]!ti.t in the. fi.r·st tv,,·o 

years of the plan is constrained more than in the-~ later years. In all o:f 

periods are r1ecessa1·ily ] ower tb3.n th"..182 j n the following ye2.rs. 'l'b(~se 

const:raj_nts are mo.st iraportant for the tvrn consumption S!?ctors, i, "3., 

sectora 1 2J1cl 3. Por sectcT 1, which jncludes foodgraini::., v\-e postnlate et 

minimum ou-~put requirement which is 2/3 of the level attai:L-:..ed. j_L tee lsst 

pre-plan year. It is to bE; not2ci &gain. thc.-0 this is a bc;u~'lda:ry condi

tion j mposed beca'.).Se of the 1.inear Y1ature of the model. It in no way 

recommendfl that these condj tions be strictly satisfj_ed. It merely pr'?

vents one from obtain~ng &r;surd r.2sults, (e.g., zero leveJs of oi:Lt_pu-C 

in a sect02-' in four of the plan yconrs, and a huge aJ11ount in the remain

ing year) v/ilich could occur because of tl1e linearity o:f: tl18 m:>disl. 

In tlle consumer goods sector (sector 3) outpu~ is required to 

never fall below- half the level of the pre-1:ila:r1 year. 

In tlw transportation and other Gervices sector (sec:to:>:> 4), 

production ~-s requj_red to be c;t least 3/4 of the pre--1JlaL l2vel _in the 

http:beca'.).Se
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five y2m:s. 

derived f:::·om their nr:e::t\xl;,ec~:; Pruducirr.._, ot~er co~wodJtis~. 

facto.rT oe,-ctside the rnodc~l cs if.'. the u:i::::e rri th tbe c.'J11~::t.:r.1pt:'.on go0ds se:;

0 I-,.., -.1,
V'-~.r:..production in thEse sectors adJ ....,, L of capital, and ~hcrefore 

amom1t. 

It s11ou.ld t'2 noted tlmt, suLjec"t in -che ba;:;ic p::;l:i t.ic'.11, soc:Lo

requireme~;ts 1:~Lould bP rn.::iie to ..:!0'.1Ztr2,in tt.e feas.i.blto :;_'egio.1 as little 

as possible in order .J
u'-· 

- g~~ '.re ~u.J.J optimi~ing process 

work i-L.sel= ot:.t. 

group within their res;;iectiV':O sE:ct0rs is obtained :Cn•r:i. NCAl~~ datE:.. '.!.'lle 

breakup is a<:: follow<::: 

http:t.ic'.11
http:s11ou.ld
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'J'able 1 

,--</
/D of rural }S of urban 

Income [;2'0Uj.)S inc om<:! income 

liOW8St 301, 12. 12 9.65 

I:JiddlP 50% 42. 57 36.36 

Uppc;r 2o;s 44. 65 53. 99 

Without being sharply analytical, one can notice that ths inco:nc 

distribution is rather skewed. Our refere;nce solu-:;ion (Case 1) i.::i run 

with these income distribution figur·es, i.e., the existi2:,.g distrib1J.ticm. 

Sixteen ot:he:c· cases have bec;n considered, each of them corres

pondir:g to a different type o:'.: r2L:.i.'3tribution progra.m. 

~-'able 2 

Equalization between 

IJOW'?.2'.' and middle :GI:icldle and UPl:,er All inco!ile 
income groups inco.G1E:: groups groups 

-----· --------------
Both urb~1n and rural 

sectors <3eparately Case 2 Case 11 Case 13 

Rural only sector Case 3 ( 4) Case 7 ( 1? \ 
\. ~I Case 14 ( 16) 

Urban only ;::':'ctor Case 5 ( 6) Case 8 (9) C&se 1 5 ( 17) 
·-------

The ca.ses outside the brackets a::::sumed that the househc>ld.s r8GS.ined 

the conswr.ptior: pattern of tlJ.e group to v,rhtch they or::.einally bc1ongeJ. 

The cases l:i_sted wi thj n the brackets eissvmed that :'.:lciuseholJs change ti1eir, 

consUG:lptj_on pac:;terns ii1stantaneously, and adopt those of th8 n<:;w j nc0rne 

group to \'.h1.ch they mo-ve. Thus we have consj_dersd the t11c eTtrcrn'2 pat·



1 01 

terns of conswnption adjustment. 'l'he actual adjust:'Ilent pattern will lie 

somewhere between these two extreme<J. 

Case 10 correspond.s to the redistribu.tj_on of income between thi:; 

urban and rural sectors so that the average rural family has the same 

income as the average urban family. 

The results obtained are discussed in the following chapter. 



CHAPT.Eil. 5 

The Results: .An analysis 

1. Introduction 

In order to avoid a taxonomic approach to the stud;y of the re

sults obtained in the different 11 rl.<lls 11 of our model, we should clearly 

define the main objectives of our exercise. They are: 

(1) 	to determine how oifferent kinds of income redistribution 

schemes affect gross production levels, and therefore deter-

mine tbe allocations of resources; 

(2) 	 to pinpoint the principal 1)ottlenec1: sectors when these re

distribution schemeR a1'e rut into effect; and 

(3) 	 to fj_ncl how sensitive a::-e the results to alJ~crm: .. t:L·v-e assump-

tions regarding the social discount rate, the foreign exchc.n1ec 

availability, the terminal capital stock requi.remer:.ts, and 

the savings rate. 

Policy recommendations will accordingly be made on the desira-

bility of these threr; ldnds of redistribution, and the implications of 

these policies will be spelt out in detail. 'l'he policiss are ahvays 

based on the results of the simulation exercises. Iu eech case, redis

tribution between the groups concerned is assumed to be carried out unti.l 

perfect equality of income is obtained. 

The shadow prices obtained by solving the "dual" -to these J.j.n'2ar 

programming problems w:i.11 be studied in detail, since they furnish 1,rn 
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wi tlJ information on the "bottlenecks" which arise when these different 

kinds of redistribution schemes are effec~ed. 

Fjy1ally, a comparison betvreen our recommendations and the govern

ment of India's policy will be made to see how far official policy is 

in line with the goverr>.Jne.nt's objective of redistributing income. 

2. A 	f;ummar•r of the results 

The principal results obtained from our redistribution exercises 

are the following: 

(1) 	 A cornpletel;)' egalitarian distribution of income in the econ-· 

omy as a whole, or in either sector individually, is infeas_ 

ible. * This kind of redistribi;.tion would imply the transfer 

of income from the upper to the lower income group, while 

leaving the income of the middle group in approximately tbe 

same position as before; 

(2) 	Rural redistribution schemes, in general, give a higher value 

for the objective function thm1 do urban redistribution 

schemes; 

(3) 	Redistribution between the two lower groups yield higher valued 

objective functions than redistribution between.the two upper 

groups; 

( 4) 	 .Allowing an instantaneous adjustment of consrnnption patt~n:J..s 

* - A linear programming problem is j.nfeasible if ttere does not 
exist any solution vector satisfying the constraints of the system. 
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in response to income ch2nges sometimes rcsul ts j_n higher 

values of the objective funct:~on and sometimes in lcwt'r 

vaJues; 

( 5) A redistribution o:e· income be-cween the upper two rural group.s', 

allowing for instantaneous adjustment of consumptio:c1 patterns, 

is infeasible; 

(6) 	 A redistribution of income against the town arid in favor of 

the country is feasible, and results in a higher value of 

the objective function than that obtained for the reference 

solution; 

(7) 	 The results obtained are insensitive to a change in tr.e dis

count rate. When a discrJu..Ylt rate of 5% is used, the results 

are completely insensitive. A 20% discount rate yields a 

different time profile of gross pr0duction, l".i tn more being 

produced in the earlier years. However, the rc;sults obtained 

regarding the relative ef:.:'iciencies of the various redistrj

bution schemes still remain t~1e same as in the original si:r:m

lations; 

(8) 	 A high discount rate r·esults in extremely low levels of con

struction in the first two pla11 years; 

(9) 	 Lowering the foreign aid aYailabilJ.ty from the assumed Rs. 

5000 million in the first four plan years to a 11ominal Rs. 

500 mil] ion lE:ads to 1.J.ppe:r-middle income urban redistrj_bu

tion schemes becoming infea::;ible. The results -chat are feas

ible, however, are still in line with ou=- conclusioris a"bcut 

http:aYailabilJ.ty
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the 	efficiencies of the various schemes vis-a-vis each other; 

( 10) If tcrmjnal capital stocks arc required to maintain the po~,·t

pl an grovrth of p:coduction as envis~~ed in the Draft Fifth 

Five Year Plan, we do not obtain feasibility in any of the 

cases; 

(11) 	The assumption of h:i.gher sRvings rates makes it poosible to 

successfully equalize incomes between all three incom~ groups. 

Before moving to a detailed study of the results obtained unde::.' 

the various redistribution schemes, a stuuy of the relative magnitudes 

of the objective functions proves interesting. ~1hey are shown on the 

following page (Tatle 1) i.n descending order of magnitude. 

The highest value of the objective frmction is obtained when 

:income is redistributed between the lower and middle income groups in tbe 

rural sector. The value obtained in this case is h::_gher than that of the 

reference solution, which has been ru...vi asslJ.illing the actual prevailing dis

tribution of' income. J'his is a very encovraging result, since most of 

the statements about redistribut:Lon are made w:Lth a view to alleviating 

the plight of the rural poor, who live under the subsistence level of 

:income. The resul-'.:; tells us that such a redistribution should be ef

f'ected not only for hurnani tarian reasons, b1.1t also because it results in 

a higher level of gross output over the five plnn years. This is a very 

powerful result, since most policy recommendations are ~ade after consid

ering various kinds of trade-offs. In this case, what we intuitively deE:.m 

to be fair, also results in a higher level of 0utput. 

The above results are not surprising, since a study of the shadow 
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------------------------~ 

Type of Redistribution Value of 
Ob~i ective Function 

(in Rs. million) 

Case 4 J3etwesr;. l.iowt.:r a.nd Midd.le
Rural (Ad2usted Ratios) 2463252.1711 

Case c_ " I3etv1ecr1 J.. cwrr aud MiddJ e-· 
R1LraJ.. ancl Frtan 2443211.0067 

Case 3 Between Low~r and Middle
Ru1·al 2437249, 5425 

Case IO Between Rural 2.nd Urbm! SEctors 2426694.7110 

Case 7 Between Upper and Middle-Rural 2420500.2950 

Case Reference Solution 2407804.1109 

Case 5 Between Lower and IHddle-Urba"'l 2406"130. 5727 

Case 6 Between Lower and Middle
Urban (Adj".J.Steci. BH.ti(is) 2402674-.6038 

Case 8 I3etweer1 TJpprc;J_' a:'ld ~llicdle-Urtan 2385460.8733 

Case 9 	 Be tween Upper a.nd ~.'i:iddle

Urban (Adj 1.J.sted _qat~ os) 2376675.5010 

Ce.ses 11 to 17 are infe~sible 

prices (see Table 3) s.i.10w that agric'J.ltu.re is not tbe bottleneck sector 

in any year j_n the plaD, A higher chare of inco~e going to the rural poor, 

results tn e, greater de1m:ir1d for agricultural products, and a lower d.emm~d 

for manufactured cons"Ll.illt.n' goods, which consistently have higher sbadow 

prices. To prod;;i.8e co~1sumer goods, moreover, a higher proportion of 

equipment and services are rt;quj_red, :Both these nectors have high shadow 

prices, especialls in ihe 2grJ.~- years of the pla:.1. All these factors re

sult in less straj_n on the system 'Nhen redistribut:i on between the ruraJ. 

lower and middle income groups is carried out. 

http:prod;;i.8e
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The lowest value of the objective function is obtained when re

distribution is effected between the urbcu1 upper and middle iDcome grou~s. 

Thi8, too, is to be expected, since the urban m~ddle class constitutes 

a group of pc:oople who have a very high demand for manufactured comm.mer 

goods. This is due to factors like the demonstration effect of consm1p

tion in advanced COWltr:i.es, new wants created by the rapid spread of edu

cation and technology, and a desire to emulate the style of living of 

the upper income groups within the country. 

If we assu:ne that any movement toward egalitarianism is desirable 

for its own sake, we could say that redistribution between the rural lower 

and middle classes is most desirable, and that between the urban upper and 

middle classes least desiraole, al·oeit desirable all the same. 

The results obtained above are to be expected. It has been noted 

that the rise of the urban middle class has resulted in the upsurge in 

demand of all kinds of manufactured consumer goods, which have created 

tremendouc pressures on the economy. The relevant question is not (as 

has been sometimes mistakenly posed) whether the country can make ma.nu

factuTed consu..mer goods. It is rather that if she does make them, will 

she have enough resources to maintain production in other key sectors, 

which are necessary to raise the level ofproduction in the long run. The 

problem is one of the oldest in economics - that of choosing a production 

point on the country's transformation schedule. Since this is a d,yna.rrLi.c 

model, every time a point is chosen on a transformation schedule the 

availability of capital for the future is determined, a..~d a new production 

possibilities curve is obtained. The solution is to obtain a ti:;ne path 

http:COWltr:i.es
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which gives us a high enough growth rate for the plarming period, and yet 

satisfies the basi_c rE:quirements -of the intra-plan years. A study of the 

re:t'erence solution, wi.th v1hich we compare the dj fferent types of simulated 

distribution po1icies, will be useful at th:Ls point. 

As shown in Table 2, gross output increases from Rs. 560864.0855 

million in the fir·st year to Rs. 594423. 4317 million in the final year 

of the plan - an increase of 5.98%, which is much lower than the growth 

envisaged (25. 5;0 in the plan. There could be several explanations for 

this. The fa.reign exchange constraint and the consumption ratios have 

been worked into this model ~ something which may not have been done when 

the plan projections were made. * It ma;y also be due to the manner in which 

our model has been formulated. The use of a discount rate changes the tiD.e 

profile of production so that it is bunched more tovrard the e82'.'lier ;years. 

'.l'his met bod may not have been followed by the gover:rmJent, since the pro-

viding for future generations may be a much more important part of the 

government's objectives ~han it is for the individual. Our model, it 

must be remembered, has been formulated with a view to ascertaining the 

effects of var-ious kinds of redistribution schemes within a fixed planning 

period. This has been done to determine whether they would cause undue 

hardships or imbalances in the production structure when implemented. '.'le 

are really interested jn thP.ir effects on a particular generation of 

people, and so a discount rate is impcsed, on the assumption that people 

* - No details aTe given on the exact manner in which the plan 
p:roj ections have been made. It is, therefore, difficult to pj_npoint the 
reason for this difference in results. 
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TABLE 2 

G:t:>OSS Cui~_put 

(jn miJlion Rs.) 

Case 1 

Reference Solution 

------·-·----------------------

GaSFJ 2 
3guality Letween 
Lower' and Middle 
Groups in Rural 
and Urb~u Sectors 

Year 1 	 Agric:J.2- '.:1.<l'!:: 

Equipment 
Con.s-.J.me::-· Goods 
Services & Transport 
Constrw::tj_on 

Year 2 	 Agricultnre 
Equi prnent 
Consu.Y[ler Goods 
Servj_ces &: Transport 
Con;.,truc:tion 

Year 3 	 Agrjcult~re 

Equj r:-:::ne~1t 
Commm.e:c Good:=:; 
Services & T::.'ansport 
Cons tr-uc-J:;ion 

Year 4 	 Agriculture 
Equipment 
Consuaier Goods 
Services & Transpcrt 
Construction 

Yee.r 5 	 Agricultur2 
Equ:i pmen-t; 
CoYLsums1· Goods 
Services & ~~ransport 
Cmwtruction 

Value o:f Objective t'LlLction 

229367.9759 
79718.8725 
75604 .1300 

153049.0500 
23124.0571 

251663. 9773 
82286.3148 
1648~.190() 

1~)4775.3600 
15000.0000 

231751.9149 
71935.6(71 
6423~.4S12 

170514.6791 
37747.4245 

234587.6242 
569:~2.G429 
87204-. 0432 

172979.7142 
30304.8350 

239827.7443 
53253.3830 
91515.8579 

"178038.4114 
31788. 0351 

2407804.1109 

239721.6298 
79491.2916 
?5604.1300 

153049. C500 
22160.2456 

2 61713 . 031 9 
81644"8351 
76485.1900 

154775.3600 
15000.0000 

242002. 3175 
71339.2535 
64351.8597 

170081. 9802 
27003.7343 

244415.6748 
56134.5392 
86989.8039 

172442. 4615 
30164.7241 

2.19137.6632 
. 53338. 6763 
e.9744,4932 

177158. 6929 
31576.0305 

2443211.0067 
-----·----------·- ·-------
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TABLE 3 


Shadow P-.rices 


Case 1 Case 2 

Year AgriculturP. .0299 .0159 
Equipment .6053 .6021 
Consumer Goods 4.8713 4.9216 
Services &: 1'ransport 4.8713 4,9216 
Construction .8303 .8177 

Year 2 Agricul tu.re 0 0 
Equipment 1.3373 1. 3454 
Consumer Goods 7,4330 7. 5318 
Services & Transport 7. 43)0 7.5318 
Construct~Lon .6589 .6502 

Year 3 Agriculture .3009 ,3051 
Equ).pment .8985 .9066 
Consumer Goods 1.4113 1. 4333 
Services & 'I'ra.nsport .6042 .6095 
Construction . 3110 .3139 

Year 4 Agriculture: .1188 .1089 
Equipment .4683 .4690 
conSUil'.er Goods • 1908 .1972 
S€rvices & Transport .3J.33 .3589 
Construction .1244 • 1045 

Year 5 Agriculture 0 0 
Equipment .4994 .5031 
Consumer Goods 0 0 
Services & Transport ,4440 .4444 
Construction .0647 .0690 

:nitial Constraints-
Year 1 Agriculture 0 0 

Equipment 0 0 
Consrnner Goods 4.2952 4.3516 
Services & T.ra.nsport 5.8302 5.8877 
Construction 0 0 

Ye:ar 2 Agriculture 0 0 
Equipmen"0 0 0 
Consu;ner Goods 5.2007 5.2933 
Services & Transport 7.8036 7,9355 
Construction 0 0 
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pr:ofer present consumption to future consumption. This assumption i~ ms.de 

for most kinds of optimum groNth models (44). 

Agricultural production rises sh'lrply in the sscond year of the 

plan, bLJ.t then falls, so that more modest gains in out;:-.J.t are recorded. 

This kind of behavior may be explained in terms of the initial capital 

c0nstrai.nts. i'.griculture requires relatively less capital than either 

equipment, eervices and transport, or construction. T:nsse have to wait 

until c:a1~it0l is buUt up, wbich occurs with a two-period lag. In the 

interim, agricultural production can take place in order to obtain higher 

values of the objective fuYJction. Agricultural production is 4.56% 

higher in the final year of the plan as compared with the first year. * 

Eq_ui;:r..nent production rises in the second year o~ the pla.¥1, and 

then tapers off, This is due to the fact that income is assumed constant 

over the twc post-pla..;-i years, thus cuttinG down on capi ·t al requirements 

for post-plan prod1.wtion. '.:'hl2 assumption has also bee::-i made with a view 

to zi;.nplifying -Lhe model, so that attention can be cor:centrated on the 

effects of the various rediE1tribution schemes. These simplifying assuinp

tions can be legitimately made since our main results regarding the rela

tive efficjencies of variohs income redistribution scheses are insensitive 

to variations of' the parameters involved. 

The production of co21s1_1mer goods increases by 21 •05% du:::-ing the 

-x- - The model could perhaps be impToved by including population 
growth as a d.etern<.inant of agr:i. cc.tl tu:ral conswnption, ii:_steud c': :.nvine; 
it only dq>Tnd on income. ~ri. thjs sense we are being ~~eyr::e;::jy_·-1. Agri
cultural r;;1,aiow pr~_ces are. }:owe.re'.', extrer::ely low, ir:J_t'\yiD,7, -cl~::it it is 
not tbc: bott1eneck ir:.. the plans. Thus, the siiaplifica -::ion shm<ld not 
lead to fin~- se::.·ious dis tortL.ms of results. 

http:tortL.ms
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f-i_ve plan years. '.f.'his figu.re will probably be lower if higher post

term-_;_:ial s;rowth rates are pcistulated. The time path of consumer goods 

p:codul!tion i.s interesting. It remains fairly low in the first tvro years, 

and ac:tuaJly declines in the third year, when consumer requirements are 

met by imports. It can be preswned that during this tLme capacity is 

being built up to enable the sharp incrsases in output recorded in the fine.l 

two years of the plan. The economy is following the classic path of 

high jnvestment and postponed consumption, which is characteristic of 

pl8.nned economics. In the i_nterim period, the requirer:ients of consump

tion are met by j_r:1ports. 

The services and transportation sector increases steadily through

out the plan period, recording an overall increase of 16.33%. The steady 

increa::ie of services and transport points out the importance of these 

sectors in the grmYth process, no matter vrhat the time profile of the 

grovrch of the various sec tore may be. :Banking, education, market faci

lities and transportation are an essential requirement cf any kind of pro

ductive process. '11he infra-structure has to be built up in order that a 

srr,_ooth growth patb may be successfully followed. It may be eompared with 

the motor oil which is vital for the smooth functioning of any engine. 

It may not. be very visible to the casual observer, but is essential if 

the engine :Ls not to sputter and die. 

The importance of the tra.._~sport sector cannot be overemphasized. 

A moment's reflection oci the E:Eormity of the size of the country makes the 

idea of a problem transportation sector very plausible. The plan's empha

sis 021 balar.ced regional developwen t has made for a fairly unifonn spad Df:' 
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of irnlus cries throughout the country. In ·thA absence of cornprehensive 

loco.tion p:'..a.nning, the requirements of induetries for transportation as 

input mu.st be fairl~r high. J\dd to this the fact that the intra-cou.ntry 

traD:s:ucr:.:·c.tion network was faic.,ly m1developed at the time of independence, 

ar16. 'N~~ cm-:.. L:~1den:; tand vrh;r it proves to be one of the stumbling blocks in 

the: way of swift pr::ieress. 

The ~:.r·-u.c5.al nature of transportation also makes very clear the 

importance <.:f J ocatirnJ. plan..."'ling and ~nul ti-level planning. In many social

ist countries 1 pl&nning is a two-way stream. The central pla.:nning author-

it~· s~ti:; tart;c:ts to be reached nationa1ly, and allocates different port-· 

ior,s cf it to regional authorities. The regions, in turn, use theGe 

targets to ceJ.culate the shadow prices of various resources, which are 

ti:.-·a!'lsmi tt-::d back to the central 8.uthori -vy. The latter use these shadow 

price::; to fix a ne·n revi.sed set of tart;ets, and the process continue:;.,. 

'.l'he targets originally set ar8 therefore the initial values for sta-;_ ting 

an i teratj_ve process, which successively approximates the final targ8t. 

Ir:. Indie.n planJ1ing, the process seems to stop with the initial step. 

The local au:thorities (who are the only people with lmowledge about the 

availability of local resources), do not have any chance to get into the 

act. Thus, the computer at Hew Delhi may find that enough resources ere 

avnilable for a particvlar industry in the country, not takin_g into ac

COCTlt the fact that the factory may be in Tamilnadu and the resource in 

fu'1.j ab (a distarice of over 1500 miles) . Planning at a lovrer level could 

sort this out, and location plannj_ng could help in industries being loca~ed 

close to their source of inputs. This could sufficiently lO\\e:c the reyuLce

http:r�-u.c5.al
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IBents of tr8...nsportation (i.e., change the rolt::-rant j_nput-outpu t coeffi-

cients) a:n.d thus eas2 the strain on the ver;f cr1..wial sector. 

Construction prod'..lction increases by 37 .47% over the ent:L:c.e plan. 

perj od, tlms reconlj_ng the hjghest im:rease of any of the sectors. Con

struction does not tail off like equip~9nt production, because a large 

part of' dcmE.ind is for final consumption. Thus even though post-terminal 

requirements :::'or capital for'.nation are not there, increasing incorriec g:i.Ye 

rise to an increase in the demand for housing accommodation. 

A study of the shadow prices (see Tab}e 3) reveals that they are 

gene:cally rd gher for the first two years of the plan. Tl::.is is to be ex

pected sj11Ce the ini thi.1 cap:i ta1 endowments restrict the pennis;oihl"; 

levels of output in the fir::.;t tw'J years. 

Agricu1-~ure has a low shadow price throughout the plfm. Equip

ment m9.int~1:~ns nodP":-ate 8h<=vlow p:rj ces, al t.hc1ugi-1 :Lt rises briefly in the 

FJecmJd year. rrhj_s cffil be explained by s.ssuming that const:n1ction was 

proving to bR the lQcJiD l:Jottl·::nsc:k "~o r_:2pi tal formation .i.D the fj_r2t year 

c•f the plm~, a"' ii.; works with a two period. lag. Onc.:e the const·ruction 

outplit vn.18 forthcont"5..::ig, the on.L~G restGd on the equipme:nt sector j_n the 

following period to 10.s.ke the composite capital complete. 

'.I'he sE:rvices and coYJ.ci_;.rner goods sectors have high shadov1 prices 

in the firs I; tw0 years of the pl8n, dc.le to tl.1e initial capital constraint. 

'l'lte s1ia.dow rri<::t: of consumt:'r goods f<=.lJ.r:: off rapid~.;-'/, and becomes zero in 

the fi_r~al ye~_,,r of the plan. The .shadov: price of services also falls, hl:t 

does not beccRc zero at the end. 
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The: C;onstruction industry has a high shadow price jL the first 

year of the plan, but fsll.s :rapidly, and. beco::i1.-:s negligible hy the final 

year. 

The shadovr price of foreign exchange in a.•i.;y p8.J.d~icular year is 

equal to the maxj_mum. value taken on by the shw:to\'I prices in the 'tarious 

sectors. The linear Datu..i::·e of tbe :mocle1 e::rn'.lres that all ire.ports a:rc~ 

made into those sectoTs which h:.we the highest shadow price. Certain 

models (28) prevent thifl by imposing ceHings on compE:titive import levels 

in the various sectors. The failure to do so, however, does not make the 

model unrealistic. There is reason to assmne tha,0 all imports should he 

channelled into one sector, if it is the most efficient policy, e;iven 

our objectives. 'l'l1is hoJ.cls vrtth even gru~:tF:r force when we consiJ2r the 

fact that the sectors are in a 11ighly aggregated. form. 

We have besn thus far loob_ng at prod.nction levels, imports and 

shadow prices which optimize our object::.ve function, givcm the prevail

ing distribution of income. We nov.' move m1 -~o compare these results with 

those ol.Jtair:.ed under al ternativ-e assrnnptions regarding income dist:'..'i

bution. 

3. Redistribution betv.'e9n lower and midc1le income ic:roups--------·-· ~·----- --------~---

Redistribution between the lower and ruiddle income t;roups i;:; 

feasible in both the rural and the url)ati sectors. rforeove:c-, it; i2 feas

ible whether \7G assume that 1:olcseLcl02 retain their olu p2.-'.::tcrn of cor1

http:ol.Jtair:.ed
http:object::.ve
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the new income group to which they belong. Their actual behavior would 

lie between these two extremes. 

When a redistributicn schellie is put into effect in the rural 

and urban 2ectors simultaneow;;ly, we still obtain a fea<:;ible solution 

(see Table 2 in Lbe prevj_ous section). The va1ue of the objective func

ticn ishigher than that obtained for the reference sollition. The d1.ffe1·

en(!e see:m.s -i.;o he mainly caused by consj_stently hit;her levels of agricult

ural uutput in all the plan years. The middle income g:rnup' s demand :1.s 

directed mair:.ly toward co;n:nodi tie:::: 5.ild services which are in sbort supply 

in tlie economy. This sl.orrs -:._-,_p the entj_re e.ruwth procec::' because o:i: tl::e 

inter--rela+cQ.riesFJ 02: the different sectors. Tlie diversion of inco::ne away 

from the middle zroups ar,c1 toward the lower income groupr>, whid1 consU"'";~~ 

a higher pr:oporticn of thr-" rE:1&t.ive1y abundant a5ricultural p:codi;.cc, 

acceJerates the g:cowth proc2.ss, and le&tl2 to hig~er vs.lues :cor th<.; objec

tive fuw::tion than obtain eel Le:~ore. Agrj_culturcil output is a.bout Rs. 

10,000 million }iir;ber in each ;year, 'l.'herea:-> outputs ln other s::;ctors El.re 

slightly lc·wer- as compared with the ref<::r :::nee so1ution. Thus, sizeable 

Rl~ra1 reG.istribution always results in a value of the objectivo; 

function h:l.gher than tl:.at for tt.e reference solution. Urban red.istribu-

tion schemee, although feasible, result in lowe~ values of the ohjective 

iunc !;ion. ·:;>:C.e main reason for thj s di:ffer·2nr::e: ozajn }JE'E'W> to lie with 

agricul tur::;.i prod-Jc ti on. .Agricv.1tllral pr::ductiu:a, undE:r urbsn schemes, 

althov~h h.ighE:r thD21 tlmt obtRinecl fer th':; refere:ice solut:Lon, cor.'.siste11tly 

;yi 0J d ou tp~i t levc;J.13 ll1v.re:i:- tL21::. tho.so; ~btci.:Lned u.r.der T',1ra1 schSLrw,s. Th0 

http:levc;J.13
http:proc2.ss
http:p:codi;.cc
http:mair:.ly
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TABLE 4 


Gross Outuut 


(in million Rs.) 


Equality between lower and middle income groups 

Cu.se 3 
Rv.ral 

Case 4 
£1)..ral 

(Adjusted ratios) 

Case 5 
Urban 

Cc.se 6 
Urban 

(adjusted ratios) 

Jl.g:::-icul ture 
~~quiprnent 

Cor1s,J_._"B.er Goi:;d3 
Services & 'I're.r:'.sport 
Cor:istruction 

YE:G.r 2 11gric:tdture 
r~qv.tpme1Jt 

Cons1;:mer Goods 
Ser'...v'":'...cr::s & Tra':..sport 
Co11str~ctior1 

Year 3 Pgriculture 
"Squ1-pment 
Coru:n,;.1_e:c Goods 
Gervices & Transpor+; 
Conz t:c'J.ctj.on 

Year 4 Agric:t~l ture 
bq~:cip;nent 

Co'1..sumer Goods 
:3a·vici::s Fe '.L'ransport 
C:::nistructj on 

Ye2r :,; il.gr·ic~1ltu__re 
Esuipmeni 

Gs~viceH & Trans~o~t 
Con::-L ruction 

237590.7868 
79515.9,llr13 
75604.1300 

153049.0500 
?.2348. {1225 

2G0052. 99'14 
81740. 3688 
76435.1~00 

154TI 5. 3600 
15000.0000 

23983:). 0415 
71445.7536 
6434 5. 0796 

'1?0204.9570 
375.11.0986 

242354-. 1681 

87071.3014 
172 '.'>6 3. 3)6 5 
)OYJ:J.0264 

2:r/322. 7G29 
53275. 4609 
90275.bS:-:S 

1Tf3S:?.2193 
) 1E{j ~3 • OOb 7 

2 4 1 513 • 4000 
81302.5123 
75G04 .1300 

153049.0500 
2:;,21ri.4105 

264913.9900 
82964.0930 
76485.1900 

15477;5,3500 
15 00 1

). 0000 

243708.4220 
7377':1. 574,s 
66531.3<LO{ 

168597.84-10 
3'-(54~. 03~>9 

24593'7.1620 
5E>'370. 1636 
88812. 519<'. 

170342.1::;20 
3·J563. 9983 

2 :;-.0700. 0940 
5530.s. 17:59 
91152 •.~3)4 

1 ., :'·~6 s . '1' 904 
·3 ·1 'jC S. OC.0') 

2463252 .171 ·1 

231638.0070 
7913'i .2464 
75601: .1300 

153049.0500 
2:::'126.3586 

2 53006. 9300 
81401.1904 
76485.1900 

1541r(5.3GOO 
15000.0000 

233863.5023 
70963 .1)27 
64124.1591 

170232.64()6 
36720. 3222 

236269.5813 
5::;t;.9. '{6tl3 
8G8Ci 5. 0840 

172646.7471 
30016. 0121 

2~0914.0G:52 

52812.6070 
39;_; 54. 4647 

! 7· /')2,(3. 2·9 50 
)i 4;;:2. 9V30 

240~·'f3U. ')'(?.{ 

230287.7525 

79459.0435 

75604.13CO 


153049. c·soo 

22 <~8. 9439 


252935. 9175 

81563.6831 

76485. 1900 


154775.)C)OJ 

15COO.OOJO 


231883.2773 

70852.8548 

63445.4225 


!"i06t,2. 9914 

38128.2939 


234100. /f662 

5:;6'/9. il64 

8G126.1717 


1729i£1r.2495 

30934.123-1 


2:59112. t~34'i 


52920.60!;9 

2.(3')01. 7573 


1TIE'/0.31::'2 -J 

3!.),:i4.315r); 

24G26r14. 6rX)8 
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TABLE 5 


Shadow .Pi·ic<::s 


Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 
---
Year 1 Agriculture .0185 .0071 .0295 .0310 

Equip!nent .6027 ,5997 .6049 .6050 
Consumer Goods 4,9128 4,9513 4.869r( 4.8627 
Services & '.:"'Tansport 4.9128 4,9513 4.G697 4.8627 
Constru.ctioc1 .8200 .8093 .8295 .8305 

Year 2 Agric;ulture 0 0 0 0 
Equipment 1.3442 1. 3493 1.3364 1. 33 53 
Conswner Goods 7.5158 7.5851 7.4286 7.4'179 
Services & Transport 7.5158 7. 5851 7.4286 7. 4179 
Construction .6518 .6454 .6587 .6590 

Year 3 Agriculture .3044 .3074 .3009 .3003 
Equipment .9053 . 9112 .8982 .8971 
Consumer Goods 1. 4296 1. 4466 1.4110 1. 4082 
Services & Transport .6086 .6128 .6041 .6033 
Construction . 313:. .31 SG .3110 .3105 

Year 4 Agriculture • 1107 . 1034 . 1190 .1195 
Equipment .4689 .4695 ,Ll,683 . 467£3 
Ccnsrnner Goods . 1961 .2009 . '1910 • 1901 
Services & Transport .3562 .3677 .3431 ,3417 
Construction • 1076 .0944 • 1227 .1238 

Year 5 Agri Cl7.l ture 0 0 0 0 
Equipment .5025 . 5052 .499) .4986 
Conswner Goods 0 0 0 0 
Services & Transport; ,4443 .4446 ,4439 .4436 
Construction . 0683 .0714 .0646 .OG42 

Initial Constraints 

Year 1 Agriculture 0 0 0 0 
Equipment 0 0 0 0 
Cons:.uner Go oc<_.s 4.3416 4.3tl54 4.2941 4.2867 
Services & T.r3.nsport 5.8777 5.9214 5.8?83 5.8202 
Construction 0 0 0 0 

.. ~¥ 
Year 2 Agriculture 0 0 0 0 

Equj_pment 0 0 0 0 
Consumer· Goods 5.2'781 5. 344 3 5.19Ti 5.1882 
c.• .uervices & Transport 7.9138 8.0084 7,7994 7.7855 
Const:-uction 0 0 0 0 
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urban lower income e;rou.p does have a hj_ghc::r demand for agricultuTal pro

ducts than doe2 the middle group; however, the difference is not as great 

as that prev2i1ing in the rural sectc•r. The lower savings rate implied 

by this redistribution scheme puts strains on the system, and this is not 

fuJ Jy c:ompensai:;ed by a shj_ft of demand. to agriculture. In the case of 

rural redistribution, there is a lowering of the savings rate, but the 

massive sb.if't in demand towards the abundant agricultural sector allevi

ates this sirs.in, and makes hic;her gross outputs possible. 

Comparing the effects of these income redistribution schemes 

under alternative assumptions regarding the adjustment of consumer be

havior patte.rns, we corne across an interesting result. In the case of 

rural redistribution, the assumption of instantaneous cha.11ge of consumer 

bcr"avior pattcrn3 lead3 to a high2r yaJ.ue ct the objective function t1:.E11 

that obtained assu..".'l:Lrii::; no change in consumption ratios. In the case of 

urban redi st:rj_butj_o:c, bov;eve:L", a lower value of the obj ectj_ve function is 

obtained when allowi!lg for sucn adjustmen"cs. In both the rural and urban 

cases, the allO'Nance of instant8.".!Gous adjw:;-'cments leads to a lower ov<;;r

aJ.1 savings r~tio. 'L'b.is ha.s a more serious effect u..'1der rural redistri

bution schemes since: total rl.u'al i11come is h_j_gher than urban. However, 

the e:onsllillpt:ion pattern of tlll' interm.edia~e gro"'J.p (i.e., intermediate 

between the lower and middle': incone e;roups) is closer to -che lower group 1 s 

pattern in th<J rural sector than in the u.rban. Thus, 71hen rural schemes 

are implemented, the nevr in termedj_ate cl&ss demand.s relatively less of 

ma..11ui'a:::;tu.x·ed consl0r:ter goods which are scarce j_n th:; system. The urban 

intermediate s;roup Las a conslUTI.ption p8.ttern which is much more akin to 
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that of the middle income gr01.1p. This feature of consumer behavior can 

possibly be explained in terms of the demonstration effect, which is under

standably more effective in the cities than in the countryside. 

The fact that the lowering of the savings rate is more serio't.i.s for 

rural schemes than for urban, is borne out by the fact that the shadow 

prices for adjusted ratio "runs" relative to ur.adjusted ratio "rv:ns" are 

higher for the rural schemes than for the urban schemes. 

4. Redistribution between upper and middle income groups 

This kind of redistributinn is feasible in the rural u...nd the 

urban sectors, ass:,iming that consumer behavior patterns cannot change. 

The value of the objective function is higher under rural redistribution 

tban in the refere11ce solution, bvt it is lower under urban. redistribu tion 

than in the referen2e solution. With adjusted conswr1ptiou patter.fls, the 

value of the objective function is still lower under u:cb&n redistr].but:Lon, 

and the problem becomes infeasible for rural redistribution. A simul·

taneous equalizaticn iri both tbe urban end rural sectors j_s also :i.nfeas

i ble. 

Under rural redistribution, agricultural outputs are consist,;ntly 

higher tha..-ri the reference solution. Higher agricultural outputs in the 

second ;ye or, whic;h ar(~ a feature of every- 11run", is particularly p.ro

nounced in t~1js one. .!igriculturci.l output incre3ses by 15· 3g;-r; in the second 

plan .;rear, but falls back in the next yeq_r to a steady growth rate c'f 

a boci.t 0. 6;:'o pr.or annum. 
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Gross Out12c;:.t 
(in million Rs.) 

Equality between 

upper and middle j_ncorne grours 


Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 
Rural Urban Urban 

(adjusted 
ratios) 

Year Agriculture 
Equipment 
Consumer Goods 
S erv:i c es & 1'ransport 
Construction 

.Year 2 Agr"i culture 
Equipment 
Consumer Goods 
SerYices 8: Transport 
Construr:;~,ion 

Year 3 Agric~lture 

Equipme1.1t 
Consurner c;oodc 
Ser·v:i ces & T~~anspc.:ct 
CcmPtr 1J.ctj_o"1 

Year 4 Agr~_cuJ ture 
Ec.:uipment 
Consumer C-cods 
Services & Transport 
Co::istruction 

Year 5 A~rricul ture 
:Equipment 

Ser~ices & Transport 
ConfJtructj or1 


Value of () bj r:;c tiVe fv.nction 
________,___ 

241294.9224 
71377,4333 
75504.1300 

153049.0500 
20618.5261 

279648. 7364 
65973.5110 
7C485.1900 

154775.3600 
15000.000() 

240776.8781 
43197.1959 
63774.1)34 

·170018. 5967 
56737.3006 

244126.'.)460 
18421.7"357 
89805.21Tl 

1'{0571.4444 
56438. 152:'.' 

248378. '.~699 
'j 5000. 0000 

105347,42or; 
158831. 9927 
G7195.!J915 

2420~)00. 2950 
,__________ 

2299f,8.8089 
78100.0261 
756C4.1300 

153049.0500 
21071.4107 

250568.1687 
800-51.0260 
76485.1900 

154775.3600 
15000.0000 

231?46. 5216 
69'.:'·72.4703 
63775. 2763 

170026.8715 
3 53~2. 0713 

233048.058(3 
i;,4132. 93 n 
863 "51. 0083 

172330.6724 
29740.7141 

235595.1233 
52530.8578 
88045.2333 

176335.4383 
31738.4583 

23851,60. 8733 

2277') ~·. 4920 

Tf852. 52?7 

75604 .1)00 


153049.0500 

21809. 2763 


245855.1072 

80075.4879 

76435.1900 


154T!5.3600 

16355. 1808 


230105.3127 

6%29.8381 

64030.3144 


169781.4256 

34874.3334 


?31877 .4474 

53823.4267 

860 49. 7370 


172323. '.)4 2:".i 
29654-. ~913 

2 3 4:5 03 . 1 51 4 

51720. 3695 

88348.123J 


176638.9153 

31580.0644 


237C675. :;,0-10 
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TABLE 7 


Shadow }'rices 


Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 


Year 1 	 Agriculture 
Equipment 
Consumer Goods 
Services & 'I'ransport 
Construction 

Year 2 	 Agriculture 
Equipment 
Commmer Goods 
Services f'i: Transport 
Construction 

Year 3 	 Agriculture 
Equipment 
Consumer Goods 
Services & Transport 
Construction 

Year 4 	 Agriculture 
Equipnent 
Cons1;m1er Goods 
Services 3: I'ransport 
Construct~. on 

Year 5 	 Agrjculture 
Equipment 
Consumer Goods 
Services & ~ransport 
Construction 

Initial 	Constraints 

Year ·1 	 Agricvlture 
E:(d_uipment 
Consumer Goods 
Services & '.~'l'Ernsport 
Construction 

Yem' 2 	 Agriculture 
Equipment 
Cor1SUJJ1er Goods 
Services & ~ransport 
Construction 

.0398 
•6156 


4.9014 

4.9014 


.8499 


0 

1 • 3 546 

7.5086 

7.5086 


.6549 


.3462 

•9329 


1 • 44 51 

.5890 

.3813 


.0537 


.4590 


.2106 


. 4341 

0 

.0913 
• 1939 


() 

.4350 

0 


0 
0 
4.3135 
5.8682 
0 

0 
0 
5.2460 
7.8700 
0 

.0436 

.6139 

4.8668 

4.8668 


.8493 


0 
1.3440 
7.4218 
7.4218 

,7512 

.2122 


.8644 

1. 3983 


•6770 

• '1696 

.3762 


. 5706 


.2055 


.0978 

•5706 


.1103 


.8200 

,3747 

.8200 

.1022 


0 
0 
4.2797 
5.8275 
0 

0 
0 
5,1732 
7.7682 
0 

.0604 


.6305 

4. 911 I 

4.9111 


.8820 


0 
1. 3702 

7. 5256 

7.5256 


.7822 


.2309 


.8925 

1. 4346 


.6881 


.1969 


.3987 

,5993 

.2338 

. 1100 

.5993 


.6455 

1. 5839 

1 • 1228 

1. 2433 


•7530 


0 
0 
4.)048 
J.6838 
0 

c 
0 
::;.2301 
7.8534 
0 
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The consequence of the greater demand for consumer goods by ·che 

.rdddle income group is very notlceable, as gross output in that f: ·:: cor 

regjsters an incr2ase of 39.345"G over the five pla.YJ. ycu;·ro, ~}.1t: J..c,rJ,est 

increase regis-~t:red in this sector for any of the simulation runs. The 

most specl;ae;uJ.ur increase is registered in construction, where an i::-:icreas2 

of over 225% is registered. In order to provj de for these j_ncrease s, t!,,e 

outputs of equipment a.YJ.d services are mnch below those of the reference 

solution. In fact, in the case of the former, the output in the Jast year 

is equal to the minimum pern;:i.ssiole level. This kind of redis·cribution, 

however, results in very little capital formation toward the end of the 

plan, a.~d could therefore result in problems if a longer time horizon 

than two post-plan years are considered. 

If consumption patterns are allowed to adjust, however, we ob

tai11 an infeasibility with rural redistributio11. Thj_s occurs despite 

fact that the adjustment ma1'~e2 for hj_gher savings rates than the case 

v1here old patterns were assvmed to be ret9.i11ed. The infeas:.bili ty occw·s 

because the intermediate income group (i.e., in between the uppc:.".' a'ld 

middle income groups) has a consumption pattern closer to that of the 

higher i.ncome gro-....1p. In particular, the high demand for se1·v:Lc:es !'.lakes 

it impossible to cut dow::.1 on j_ts production in order to provide for co11

sumer goods. '.!.'his resu} t is not surprising to any person who is familiei..r 

with the Indif.m social structure. '.I.1.b.0 :;~ural uppl:r-income groups are rw~ t-d 

for their conspicuous consu,.'Uptio::.1, a lot of which takes the form of the 

ostentatious comc;uc1tpti.on of se:rvj_ces. 

Whe11 urban redistribution scheIL.es are impiemented, we obt8.in 

http:scheIL.es
http:comc;uc1tpti.on
http:gro-....1p
http:specl;ae;uJ.ur
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feasible results a0swning either adjusted or unadjusted conswnption 

ratios. In both casE.s, however, the value of the objective function is 

less than that of the reference solution, the value being low8r in the 

caze cf instantaneous adjustment. The feasibility obtained in the latter 

case for urban redj_stribution schemes, and the lack of feasibility for 

rural redj_stribution schemes may be explained by the fact that rural schemes 

affect a larger part of the economy than do urban schemes. Thus when the 

redistribution is of a natU-1'.'e vihich increases the streins on the econo:m,_v, 

the stresses are much stronger if the redistribution covers a larger volume 

of income. 

The values of gross outputs ur1der ej_ther assuw._ption are close to 1 

but uniformly lower tl:.an those fer the reference solution. This would 

lead us to suspect that the redistribution does not lead to any drastic 

change of pr:Lori ties, but imposes greater strains on the system because 

of a larger portion of income going to an income group wi1ich hf:1s a rela-

tively lower savi:ngs rate. The demonstration effect :Lor the urba'l group 

seems to have worked through at a lower level of income than it does for 

the rural group. 

Vfhen co:nparing sl:1ad ow prices, we notice that they are roughly 

equal to those of tl:::.e reference solution in the early years, but are uni-

formly higher in the final years. This leads us to think that a permanent 

redistribution of income towEJrcl groups which save less may not impose 

noticeable strains on the economy in the early going, but the cumulative 

effect of lower saYings each year will be felt toward the end of the 

plan. The result holds, with ev2n grsa ter force, v,rhen r1e assmne that 



TABLE 8 

Value of Competitive Imports
(i1 million Rs.) 

Caze 2 Case 3 Case 7 Case 5 Case 8 
Equalization betweenReference 

Lower & middle Lower & middle Upper & middle Lower & middle Upp,~r & middl<?
Solution 

-rural & urban - rural - rural - urban - -:.rrban 

Y:;a.r Agric~J.tur:c 

Equipment 
8onsumer Goods 
Services & Transport 
ConGtruction 

0 
0 

5693. 2067 
') Qc(90. 9120 

0 

0 
0 

5920.6003 
10530.4131 

0 

0 
0 

5887.3322 
10570. 4730 

0 

0 
0 

7090.0529 
9906.3112 

0 

c 
0 

5778. 7492 
10140.2324 

0 

0 
0 

5622.9224 
10971. 7408 

0 

A[!,-:::i c1il ture 
.i:~quipment 

Coc~1u.'1ir.,;r Goods 
Ssrvices & '11ransport 
Const.rue ti on 

0 
0 

2721 .8336 
14781. 2192 

0 

0 
() 

2970.0642 
1Li521.5289 

0 

0 
0 

2906.1835 
14587.9992 

0 

0 
0 

2934. 7731 
15506.0855 

0 

0 
0 

2840.0196 
14714.8654 

0 

0 
0 

2940.f 120 
14687.5412 

0 

Y8G.T 3 Agr: c1J.l t1u.. e 
Equir1wmt 
Cons'.J.Jner Goods 

0 
0 

20001 .8279 

0 
0 

19987. 9640 

0 
0 

19988.4383 

0 
0 

21407.4413 

0 
0 

20068.5592 

0 
0 

20177. 0509 
Serv:i_c::'s & Transport 
Constru.ction 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

At;ricul"'.;ure 
~~;(~ l1 i p:rJ.C?l t 
Cc1:'1S1IBer Goods 

0 
21601.7540 

0 

0 
21612.8315 

0 

0 
21604.2436 

0 

0 
23809.6207 

0 

0 
21695.9126 

0 

0 
21845.1822 

0 
::.:f::r'ric<.:.s & 'l'ransport 
Curistrc;.ction 

() 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

Ysnr 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lq_1.AipD1811 t 
Consfon•;;r Goods 
2ervices & Transport 
Co:nrJtI·1J.c tiorJ. 

17088.4398 
0 
0 
0 

17109.3354 
0 
0 
0 

17098.8184 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

18769.7746 
0 

17193. 4249 
0 
0 
0 

16732.4511 
0 

545.6156 
0 

-' 
f\) 

IJ1 
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consumption patterns can adjust instantaneously. The shadow prices in 

this case are much higher than that for the referer:.ce soluti.on, and reachen 

a level of .645? even for agricultu.re, which is the highest value obtaineG. 

for that sector anong the feasible solutions. 

In generHl, we could say that equalization between the upper and 

middle groups impose more of a strain or.. the s3rstem than equalization 

between the lower and :rr.icldle groups. Both kinds of equalization lead to 

lower savings, but v'.'11ereas in the latter case the redirection of demand. 

away from the bottleneck sectors allevj_ates this effect, ~n the former 

case no such relief is present. In fact, the den:onstration effect may 

work to increase the presf:,ures on the system. 

The demonstration effect influences the rural and urban sectors 

at differen"~ income levels. In the ruTal sector: it comes into opera

i,j_o11 v1h13::i a household. is betvreen the middle and upper income groups.. On 

the other lJand, in the urban sect-or it sets in for Louseholds between -i:;:1e 

lower and middle groups, and remci.ins as we move up along the income scale. 

This is not sur-priE-iing, since urban classes are mo:r-e exp~;sed to the demon

stration effect o.f elitist cons1unption than the ru1·al class,3s, 

5. Equalization of aver§.£;~- incomes between urban a:1d rural sectors 

Equalization of average incomes between the urb2.._n. and rvral sectors 

is feasible and 1·esults i:::i P. l1i.gi1er value of the objective flmction than 

that of the reference so] ution. Agricultural outputs a.re uniformly higher 

a;.J.d constn,ction outputs "Lmiformly lower than the reference solution. 

http:agricultu.re
http:soluti.on
http:referer:.ce


'1'.ABLE 9 

Gross output 

(in million Rs.) 


,\griculture Equipment Consumer Goods Services & Transport Construction 

l_~_:i.:_:~2.l2-zr-.i.ti0n cf avera;e incomes between urban s.r..d 

y 23.::.' 235011.9565 79240.5456 

Year· "c:. 253413.3245 82797.8754 

Yea:' 3 239103.3437 72200.7385 

Year 4 242621.6844 5680~. 7207 

~ear 5 247023.9093 52686.0690 


V2L1e of objective fuviction: 2426694.7110 

Yr-:nr 1 .0232 .6045 

Yc8.r 2 0 1. 3422 

Year 3 .3031 . 9030 

Year 4 . 1143 .4690 

'!e~-ir 5 0 .5015 


l~itial Constraints 

~{e:;ar 1 0 0 
Y2s.r 2 0 0 

rural sectors 

75604. 1300 

76485.1SOO 

64447 .1693 

87709. i 503 

93 577. 7119 


4,9014 
7.4846 
1. 4224 


•1940 

0 


4.3276 
5.2472 

153049.0500 
154775.3600 
170482.2155 
173419.6415 
178537.8573 

4.9014 
7.4846 


.6071 


.3509 


.4445 


5.8650 
7.8706 

22394.0510 

15000.0000 

34028.6010 

27738. 7829 

29178. 9295 


.8252 


. 6552 


.3126 


. 1: 42 


.0667 


0 
0 

...... 
I\) 

-J 
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This reflects the relatj_ve pattern of com:wnption of the country folk 

vis-a-vis the city dweller. The lessened pressure on the system results 

in a higher value of the objective function. Redistributing income in 

favor of the countryside, and against the cities, leads to higher pro

duction. 

The above result may seem contradictor;y to the polic::..es followed 

by most industrializing countries in the early ztages of development. 

Redistributing income against the country is usually recommended in ord.er 

to ensu.re an 2.dequate supply of industrial workers for the towns. These 

workers are supposed to be surplus labor from the countryside who migra-i.e 

for short stretches of time to the towns, earn and save some money, 2_r1d 

return to the vil:u.:iges, whic~1 are stiJ.l their home. Their pattern of 

consmuption is similar to that of the rural household; in fac:t, their 

families m<iy still be living in the country. This stage has, however, 

come and gone. The modern industrial worker is no longer a farm.hand temp

orarily transplanted to the city, but is a permanent dweller of the place, 

with a life and culture vrhich is all his own. He is no longer a d.emanU.er 

of food only, but he wa:rits tranz:'..stor radios and bicycles as well. Thus, 

pressures build up on the demand side. In fa(;t, often a worker refuses 

to leave the town even thougl1 he will be bettex- off in his rural home. 

A policy of red.istribttting income agB.inst him may rezult in his returning 

home. The skills which he has acqui:_'ed. during his sojourn at the city 

could possibly be used in the setting up of decentrab.zed cottage indus

tries, which were ::i. trad.i tional part of the Indian economy, and w!1ich 

declined so trac~ically vrith the advent of British rule in India. 

http:d.emanU.er
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6. Sensitivity tests 

Several tests have been made as regards the sensitivity of the 

results obtained to changes in the parameters of the system. We will 

now look at them in detail. 

Social discount rate changes 

The simulations were re-run assuming social discount rates of 

5% and 20%. The re-runs were made for the reference solution, equali

zation of lower and middle income groups, and equalizati.nn of middle &nd 

upper income groups, assuming a rete~tion of old consumption patterns 

(Cases 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 8). Gross output::i were found to be cohlpletely 

insensitive to the change in the discount rate to 5)L For Cases 1, 2, 3, 

5, and 7, the gross ou-i;puts were identical to th8 ones obtained i:"l. the 

original nm. For Case 8, there were very small changes, but in e;eneraJ 

the results were insensitive. 

The higher discow1t rate, as expected, affects the time phaf,i11g 

of production. This is illustrated :i.n the Table belmv: 

TABLE 14 

Gross outputs for reference solut~on 
(in milb.on Rs.) 

10% disc:o-:.mt rate 20% discount rate 

Year 1 
Year 2 
Year 3 
Ye:ar 4 
Year 5 

5G0864.0855 
580210.74~1 

576185. 146E3 
532008.8595 
594423. 4317 

574558.1435 
588490.3401 
567057.2168 
572200.4616 
583248.8813 

http:disc:o-:.mt
http:equalizati.nn
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TABLE 10 

Gross outputs 	using a 2C!fo Discount rate 
(in million Hs.) 

Case 1 Case 2 
Reference Lower & Middle 
Solution (Urban & Rural) 

Year 1 	 Agriculture 
Equipment 
Consumer Goods 
Services & Transport 
Construction 

Year 2 	 Agriculture 
Equipment 
Consume::::· Goods 
Services & Transport 
Construction 

Year 3 	 Agriculture 
Equiprr..ent 
Consumer Gooos 
Services & Transport 
Construction 

Year 4 	 AgricuJture 
Eq'Jipment 
Construction 
Services & Transport 
Construction 

Year 5 	 Agriculture 
Eq-...i.ipment 
Consumer Good8 
Services & Transport 
Constructj_on 

Value of obj ect:i. ve f 1.mctj_on 

271620.3240 
73284.G395 
75604. 1300 

153049.0500 
1000.0000 

266052.57~6 

76177.2155 
76485.1900 

154775.3600 
15000.0000 

228206.2021 
69G03 .8050 
62803.2463 

168462. 7296 
37981.2338 

230919.1211 
54104.4872 
85598.2170 

170760. 4505 
30818. 1858 

2)784-7. 9696 
51404.827? 
87219.9910 

175477 .25:20 
31298.8415 

2071780. 9033 

280170. 0484 
73559.1209 
75604.1300 

153049. 0500 
1000.0000 

274666.6611 
76299.3352 
76485.1900 

154"(75.3600 
15000.0000 

238453.6682 
69738. 0769 
63070.6100 

168159. 6906 
36584.8218 

240643.3594 
54269.7338 
85705.6508 

170438. 1874 
29947.6164

24~·533. 6527 
51955.8454 
87368.9238 

174987. '78~·8 
31161.6465 

2102951.6465 
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TABLE 11 


Shadow Prices using a 20sb Discount rate 


Case Case 2 

Year 1 Agriculture 0 0 
Equipment • 5722 .5856 
Consumer Goods 4.7693 4.8823 
Services & Transport 4.7693 4.8823 
ConstrucU_on • 6111 .6042 

Year 2 Agriculture 0 0 
Equipment 1. 0713 1. 0794 
Conourncr Goods 5.7691 5.8069 
Services & Transport 5.7691 5.5069 
Construction .4496 .4466 

Year 3 Agriculture .2198 .2192 
Equipmer;.t .6988 .7043 
Consumer Goods 1. 064 9 1. 0749 
Services & Transport . 4771 .4847 
Constructj_on .2255 .2235 

Year 4 Agriculture • 0286 .0284 
Equipment ,3372 ,3409 
Consumer Goods .1298 .1334 
Services & 'Iransport .3125 .3168 
Constructio:::l 0 0 

Year 5 Agriculture 0 0 
Equipment .3893 ,3974 
Consumer Goods . 0115 .0179 
Services & Tra11sport ,3354 ,3447 
Construction .0720 .0727 

Initial Constraints 

Year 1 Agriculture 0 0 
Equipment 0 0 
Consumer Good.J 4.2306 4,3309 
Services & 'I1rarisport 5.7006 5.8354 
Constrlwtion 0 0 

Year 2 Agriculture 0 0 
Equipment 0 0 
conSl@er Goods 3.9274 3.9508 
Services & T:cansport 6.0151~ 6.0569 
Construction 0 0 

--------



T.ABLE 12 


Gross outEuts using a 20~ Discount rate 
(i;1 million Rs.) 

Rcu·al Urban 

J~ower & IvT.iddl e Upper & Middle Lower & Middle Upper & Middle 


CRse _,! Case 7 Case Case 8
" 5 

Year 1 Agriculture 
Equ:i.pment 
ConSUi'T!er Goods 
Services & Transport 
Constructior1 

278796. 258G 
73412.3361 
7~604.1300 

153049.0500 
1000.0000 

278454.8959 
65969.1071 
75604.1300 

153049.0500 
:000.0000 

271813.4360 
73173. 3514 
75604.1300 

153049.0?00 
1000.0000 

240380.6784 
76602.0185 
75604. 1300 

153049.0500 
15551.1619 

Year 2 Agriculture 
Equipment 
Consu.rner Goods 

273480.4862 
16160.)931) 
76485.1900 

291235-7600 
61186. 9575 
76485.1900 

265989.9589 
75968.2192 
76485.1900 

253104.2299 
78737. 1004 
76485.1900 

Services & Transpo:r-t 
C onstrLJ.c tion 

154775.%00 
15000.0000 

154T75.3600 
15000.0000 

154775.3600 
15000.0000 

154775.3600 
15000.0000 

Year 3 Agricultare 
Equipment 
Consumer Goods 
Services & Transport 
Constructio11 

236259.6784 
6%33. 7124 
6)017 .4238 

168241 • 7787 
37303./237 

237367.3078 
4?082.1108 
62564.3069 

168182.2522 
55813.4Tf9 

230347.0602 
69328.8102 
62815.0787 

168260.1828 
36292.7383 

230609.5374 
69350.0257 
63426.8762 

169647. 4218 
35478.7881 

Year 4 Agricul·cure 
Equipment 
Consurnor Goods 

2)8)88.0675 
54206.8470 
85692. 1801 

240431.8296 
17295.8187 
88563.8720 

232533.2715 
53736. 1546 
85551.8978 

232095.7402 
5393:5-7469 
86026. 1230 

Services IJ: Transport 
C onst:::-uc tion 

170493. 7383 
30381.3137 

168694.0171 
55813.4779 

170589. 7257 
29795.9731 

171799. 8649 
29338.0616 

Year 5 .At,ric~J.l ture 
Equipm·2nt 
Conswner Goods 
3ervj_ccs & :rransport 
Construction 

Val~.:te of obj8ctivc flmntion 

244157. 4296 
51757. 5445 
87347.3591 

175103.4349 
31393.1721 

2097693.7196 

244469. 2756 
15000.0000 

103064.4561 
156691.8519 
66112.2781 

2082332. ?998 

237347 .86r(5 
51404. 5753 
87226.9991 

175158. 7571 
31006.4598 

2071101.7403 

23Li620.24S2 
51590.6138 
87735.4129 

176169. 0306 
31623.9297 

2051050.5385 

...... 
\.Jl 
f\) 
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TABLE 

Shadow Prices usjng a 

13 

20% Discount rate 

Case 3 Case 7 Case 5 Case 8 

Year 1 Agriculture 
Equipment 
Consumer Goods 
Services & Transport 
Construction 

0 
.5832 

4.8622 
4.8622 

.6055 

0 
• 5707 

4, 7561 
4. 75fi 1 

.6254 

0 
• 5722 

4.7694 
4.7694 

.6106 

0 
• 5630 

4.6847 
4.6847 

.7558 

Year 2 Agri cul tu.re 
Equj_pmei1t 
Consumer Goods 
Services & Transport 
Constrv.ction 

0 
1. 0781 
5.8017 
5.8017 

,4472 

0 
1. 0842 
5.8517 
5, 8517 

.4628 

0 
1. 0707 
5.7655 
5.7655 

.4496 

0 
1. 2069 
6.6207 
6.6207 

.6754 

Xear 3 Agriculture 
Equipment 
Consumer Goods 
Services & Transport 
Construction 

• 2193 
.7034 

1.0733 
.4834 
.2239 

.2342 

.7158 
1 • 0911 

.4805 

.2457 

.2198 

.6987 
1. 0647 

,4771 
.2256 

.2257 

.8049 
1 • 2903 

.6059 

.2075 

Year 4 Agriculture 
Equipment 
Ccnsumer Goods 
Servic:es & 'Ira."lsport 
Construction 

.0284 
,3403 
• 1328 
.3161 

0 

.0323 
,3499 
. 1467 
.3285 

0 

.0286 
,3372 
.1299 
.3125 

0 

,3934 
.5810 
. 2963 
. 1343 
.5810 

Year 5 Agrjc:ulture 
Equipment 
Consumer Goods 
Services & Transport 
Construction 

0 
.3961 
.0168 
. 3431 
.0726 

.0289 

.0836 
0 

.3608 
0 

0 
• 3891 
• Oi 13 
,3352 
. 0720 

2.6251 
4.31)2 
3.9150 
2. 7170 
3.1672 

Initial Constraints 

Year 1 Agric:ulture 
Equipment 
Consumer Goods 
Services & 1.rransport 
Construction 

0 
0 
4,3130 
5.8114 
0 

0 
0 
4, 2188 
5.6850 
0 

0 
0 
4.2307 
5.7007 
0 

0 
0 
4.1549 
5.6013 
0 

Year 2 Agriculture 
Equipment 
Consumer Goods 
Servj_ces & Transport 
Constrci_ction 

0 
0 
3,9479 
6.0512 
0 

0 
0 
3,9904 
6.10;.9 
0 

0 
0 
3.9246 
6.0115 
0 

0 
0 
4,5719 
6. 926 ·1 
0 
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,, 
Production is bunched in the earlier periods wi c,h a 20~o d:'...scowit 

rate as compared to tbe results obtm_ned for c;he 10% dis~ouxit n~.te. 

This is to be expected, since a htgher di~::co1Ji1t rate mS1.ke<-; outpu-1:; r;ro

duccd at a later period less desirable. 

Cor1stru:::tion follows a peculiar pattern v.':i_th a 20% cli:::;colrnt rate. 

It produces at the rnir~imum permj_zsiblc level in the first twCJ plan :vi-ears, 

and then rj_8es in the latter three years. A hj_gh discount rate increases 

the impm tance of earlier p::-·o·'luction, 'l'hus: production is ccmcentr2ted 

at the start in. those areac '.'.'here output can be quickly expanded. ~he 

constr'J.ction industr;r is thereforo com:pletely neglected at thi:::: stage. 

r,ater, output in this .se::tor is e:xpa".lded to meet consump+j_on ar.d capite.1 

requirements :'or t~1e post-- plan y2f~x2. 

It is more clifficult to co1nr-•are shwlow p:C'i ces since the form 0:1:~ 

The struchrre of shadow p-:ie:es, how2ver, j s the ca.me as iP- th8 origL~aJ. 

solutioD. Hi[S~1 shadow p:::·ices ere r.egictered in -'vh<.0 fire t two yet:i:>'s, 

esrecia!_ly in the cc1_1sume2· t;oods a::-d_ f:e:cv:i.cf:s secto:rs. '[•his reflects 

t:be init:LCJl cap:J.cj_ty constro.ints. Agri.cuJ_tv.:ce kJs low o:::· ze:ro d1adow 

of the syste:n. 

The val~ss of the o1j~ct~ve ~u1~tionH oi Cases 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 
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that redistribution between the :Lower and middle groups yields higher 

values than those between upper and middle groups. The relative magnitude 

of gross outputs for the different rur:.s maintain the same kind of posi

tion vis-a-vi.s each other a3 in the run with the 1o;S ciiscount rate. The 

onJ y differef1ce seems to be a higher level of construction output j_n the 

first year· for upper-middle j_::-icome group eqc;_alizatio~1 in the urba::i. sc·ctor. 

This resu1t is out of line with all other fj_rst-year construction fig1.1rc:,s, 

which are at the minimum permi.ssible level V.'i th a 28% discount rate. 'l'his 

:i.ncrease seems to have been obtained at the expense of agricultural outpJt. 

Upper end middle class urban equalization actually imposes a tremendous 

strai.n on the system. This is illustrated b;y the ver>J high shadow pri.cS!s 

unj_formly obtained ur.der it, aG eompo.red to the other runs. The concentra

0tion of outputs in the eai ly years because of the high discorn:il~ rate in

va:r·ic~bly mca.ns tr.at production .!'ias to take pl.:we in ·thof;c sectors which 

reguj_re relatively less capital, so that maximum use can be -r:iade of ini t·i.al 

c&pj.tal stocks. 'Jlhj_s leads to t11·3 neglect of capital form&tion i.n the 

early years. In the case of urban upper--middle equalization, howeve~.", 

t h:t.s would b1pose such a trem0mduus strain in the later years that a 

modest amount of capital format.::.on has to take place even in the earJy 

yes.rs, to prevent iriI'easibi lit:/. 

Vie could end by saying that, altho1J_gh chang'::s in discount rates 

ms_y c:lrnnge the time phasing of va:::ious secto:r:al outputs, the general nat!:Te 

o:t' 0 1ll' results regan~ine; ths reJa·U.ve magnitw1e of the objective fu...11ctions 

for dj.ffE-·rc.:1.t kinds of income redis t.,..ibuticn scl1emE:;;:; are in2ensitive to 

them. 

http:reJa�U.ve
http:format.::.on
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Terminal capital stocks 

The simulations a.re re-run assuming that post-terminal growth 

rates correspond to those laid out in the Draft Fifth J:<'ivc Year Plan. 

Every one of these is infeasible. The introduction of zero foreign aid 

for the final year, and the explicit introduction of coDsumption require

ments may be responsible for the resulting infeasibility. As mentioned 

earlie:;:-, the details of the exercises worked out by the pla:i:lning author

ity are not available, and thus, oLe can merely guess at the possible 

reasons for the differences between our results and official plan pro

.j ections. In order to keep post-terminal growth requj_rements j_n conforini ty 

with our present model, we put them equal to the average rate of growth 

of aggregate output over the pla..YJ. years for the reference solution. 

This time, two of our cases are feasible. They correspond to the equal:i_

~mtion of income hetween any two adjacent income groups in the rural sec

tor. This seems to be a ver-;/ powerful rcsult. In order to produce ef

ficiently, it may not only be desirable to redistribute rural incomes, 

but if modest post-terminal growth rates are postulated, it may be absolu

tely necessary to do so in order to avoid severe imbalances from show:Lng 

up in the system. 'l'he values of the objective fl.;.nction obtained, it vrj_J.l 

also be noticed, are highE:l' tha..Y\ that of the reference solution with no 

post-terminal growth 2t Lpi:>.:1.ation. 

We natura.11y obtc:,in higher values of construction on the average 

with post-term-Lnal g1 ovrth requirements th811 without them. I::-i agricul tu.re, 

higher outpu:,2 are consistently obtained for rtms made without ar..y post

terminal grov.th requirements. In th2 other sectors, no clear d.owinance of 
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TABLE 15 


Gross outputs with por::t-terminal ~rowth requirements

1

\in million Hs. 

Case 3 Case 7 

Year 1 Agriculture 222570.6056 242399.6864 
Eq:.1ipinEmt 80066.0716 70467.6982 
Consumer Goods 75604.1300 75604.1300 
Services & 'L'ri:m.sport 153049.0500 153049.0500 
Cons-i,ruc t,ion 31185.2916 20374.2353 

Year 2 Agricul"GurE: 224481. 7244 2836 55. 1423 
Equipment 85212.8200 63995.3744 
Consllitl.cr Goods 76485.1900 76435.1900 
Se:cvices & Transport 154775.3600 154775.3600 
Construction 29360. 5942 15000.0000 

Year 3 Agriculture 231415.4745 240422.6036 
Equipment 73438.6484 45390.5033 
Const)mer Goods 64322.5809 63335.3731 
Ser1rices & 'l1.ransport 170048.0935 170133.3465 
Constructic·n 34820.3059 60865. 7278 

Year 4 AgricuJture 236260.7975 242315.2861 
Equipme:.vJ.t 55379.8426 15000.0000 
Consumer Goods 86363.0804 88257 .8511 
Ser'lices & Transpor+. 174486.52?3 170317 .6512 
Constructjon 36180.8712 62372. 0347 

Year 5 Agriculture 239720.3870 247181.7861 
Eq_uifment 51357 .8696 15000.0000 
C o:asu;.ner Goods 89558.9.?35 95820.5541 
Services &: 1'ransport 178748.9012 157803.8432 
Construction 37959.0493 74905.7910 

Value of objr:;ct::.ve ft1-l.vict-Lon 2431249.4788 2419257.6007 

) 
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T.A.BLE 16 

Shadow Prices with "9ost-termi:rial growth requirements 

Case 3 Case 7 

Year 1 Agriculture .0203 .0398 
Equipment .604G .6155 
Consumer Goods 4.9206 4,9011 
Services & Transport 4.9206 4,9011 
Construction .8240 .8497 

Year 2 Agriculture 0 0 
Equipment 1. 3470 1.3545 
Consumer Goods 7. 5207 7.5082 
Services & '.i.'ransport 7,5207 7.5082 
Construction ,7340 .6536 

Year 3 Agriculture • 2040 .)476 
Equipment .8620 . 9334 
Consumer Goods 1. 4120 1. 4453 
Services & Transport .6846 .5879 
Construction .1528 .3836 

Year 4 Agriculture ,3731 .0546 
Equipment • 5683 .4528 
Consumer Goode .2046 .2185 
Services c: Tri=msport .0965 .4528 
Construction • 5683 0 

Year 5 Agriculture .0247 • 09?1 
Equipment . 7254 .1982 
Consumer Goods .2757 0 
Services & '.lrancport ,7742 .4267 
Construction 0 0 

Initial Constraints 

Year 1 Agriculture 0 0 
Equipment 0 0 
Ccmswner Goods 4.3470 4.3133 
Servict's 9_ Transpointl" 5.88?3 5.8678 
Gonstruction 0 0 

Year 2 Agriculture 0 0 
Equj_p1'1ent 0 0 
Consumer Goods 5.2775 5.2458 
Servic2s &: Trarisport 7,9157 7 .8696 
Construction 0 0 
~---
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either type of rw1 is noticeable. For upper middle class equalization, 

the higher construction output levels £..i:·e attG.ined by having a lower out-

put of consumer goods in the fi~al year of the plan. It is understandable 

that terminal growth requirements impose a stronger demand on construction 

than 011 equipment output, since the former works wj_th a two year lcig. 

Thu2~ output requirements of only the sixth year e.ffect equipment output, 

but requirements of the sixth and seventh years affect construction 

output. 

The shadow prices for upper-middle equalization for the two vari

ants are almost identical. This leads us to suspect that tre imposition 

of post-terminal gr-owth requirements do not affect relative priorities. 

The feasibility obtained in this case is only possible because the r~ral 

mid.dle claas does not have a very high demand for services, and therefore 

outp~t in this sector can be lowered in the final year in order to allevi

ate th2. strains on the system. The income groups lying between the rural 

upper and middle classes, however, does have a strong demand for services 

and therefore infeasibility results in the case which allows for adjusted 

conswnption ratios. 

In general, our results seem to be rather sensitive to terminal 

capital requi:reraents. Even modest pc.st-terminal growth rec;.uireme:o.ts 

lead to infessibilities in a majority of cases. 

Sever8-l simulation runs were made in order to find out the speci·

fic post-terminal growth rate beyond whicrt each type of redistribution 

scheme became infeasible. The results are tabulated in Table 17. 

A rougb comparison of the n1.nks of the va:".'iOtl.S types of reclis

http:rec;.uireme:o.ts
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TABLE 17 

Post-Terminal Value of 
Type of Redistribution Growth Rate Objective Function 

(% per annwn) (in million Rs.) 

:Between Upper and MiddJ.e 
(Case 7) 

- Rural 3,4 2412062.4275 

Between Lower and Middle 
(Cese 3) 

- Rural 2.5 2421060.5047 

Between Urban and Rural 
(case 1O) 

,4 2425071 .8743 

Between Urper and Middle 
(Case 8) 

- Urban .4 2413756.4532 

Reference Solution (Case 1) • 3 2406 583 • 1 921 

Between JJower and Middle 
and Urban (case 2) 

Rural 
.2 2442194.8333 

Between Lower and Middle 
(case 5) 

· Ur-o&n .2 2405749.8154 

:i3etvreen Lower a'1.d Miadle - Urban 
(Adjusted Ratios) (Case 6) 

.2 2401598.2499 

Between Lower a.'1d Illiddle - Rural 
(Adjusted Ratios) (cace 4) 

• 1 2462825.8935 

Between Upper and Middle - Urban 
(Adjusted Ratios) (Case 9) 

0 2376675.5010 

tribution achenes in Table 17 with those of Table 1 shows -clp several 

interesting differences. Redistribution between the uppsr and middle 

income groups is more conducive to higher post--terminal growth rates than 

those between the lower and middle income groups when considerL'1g unad

justed consumption patten:i.s. These, therefore, occupy a relatively higher 

position ir.:. Table 17 tha'1. they d:i.d in Table 1, which had them arranged in 
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order of the magnitude of the value of their objective functions, assuming 

no post-terninal grovrth rate. Higr.er post-terminal growth rates require 

a greater amount of c8.pit8.l formation, and, therefore, a redistribution 

of income toward r;roups which di::mand commodities requiring substantial 

amounts of capital is desirable. If the lower income groups are benefici

aries of the redistribution schemes, then production of goods desired by 

them (nnmely agricultural products) has to increase as well 2~s the pro-

auction of capital goods for the future. If more marlufactw:ed products 

are demanded, bowever, increased capital formation could perform the dual 

function of providing them as well as providing for the future. * 

Rural redistribution is again found to be more desirable than 

urban redistribution. We can therefore say that as provision for the 

futu.Te becomes more a.YJ.d more important, income redistribution schemes 

shouJ.d 2till concentra~~e on the rural sector, but emphasis should be in

creasingly given toward the upper income groups j_n_ order to prevent in

fensibility in the plan. 

Exercises have also been done to find out how the value of the 

objective function diminishes whe:!i increasing post·-termj_nal growth rates 

are assumed. These exercises bave been done for Cases 7 and 3, since 

they are the only cases which have yielded growth rates sufficiently 

high for us to obtain several observations, with a 0.1% interval. The 

results are given in Table 18. 

-i<- - The bigger capital base rualrns it possj_ble to obtain grea·cer 
quantitics of cap:Ltal to sustain higher post-terminal growth rates 
a basic result of the l1'~ahalanobis rnodel ( 53). 
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TABLE 18 


Post-terminal Case 7 Case 3 
growth rate Objective }<1 unction Objective :r'unction 

(% per annum) (in milHon Rs.) (in million Rs.) 

0 .1 2420395.2470 2 436884. 4617 
0.2 2420292.5145 2436431.2525 
0.3 2420182.7483 2435939. 7?.63 
0.4 2420078.6038 2435449.2902 
0.5 2419975.6824 2434911. 0692 

0.6 2 41987 ~-. 0721 2434483.7011 
0.7 2419773.8521 2434008.1618 
0.8 2419665. 3546 2433 507' 1786 
0.9 2419559.0713 243298(.4239 
1.0 2419458.5687 2432429.8185 

1.1 2419359.5000 2431877.0128 
1 . 2 2419256.7460 2431249.1439 
1.3 2419146.1577 2430563.4489 
1.4 2419041. 1841 2429886.7620 
1. 5 2418937. 6667 2429210.0207 

1 • 6 24 ·13s32. 83 59 2428815.2904 
1 •7 241872f3.3012 2427783.6106 
1.8 2418621.00)8 2427034.0464 
1. 9 2418520. 1369 242 6 128. 5821 
2.0 2418414.1528 2425319.3551 

2. 1 24'18032. 7016 24244()1.4'.}47 
2.2 2417822.1199 2423760.4969 
2.3 2 4 171 92 . 46 51 2422760.1121 
2.4 2416751. 4469 242190?.. 9530 
2.5 2416298.4912 2421060.5047 

2.6 2415872.1567 
2.7 2415417.9811 
2.8 2414956.7695 
2.9 2414'.)01.9922 
3.0 2414042. 5017 

3. 1 2413568.1346 
3.2 2413109.7698 
3.3 2412622.9331 
3.4 2412002.4275 
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The decline in the value of the objective function occurs at a 

steady pace with each 0.1% of increase in the post-terminal growth rate. 

However, there is a sharp increase in the rate of decline for Case 7 

when rates of growth higher than 2% are considered. This is accompanied 

by an overall rise in the shadow prices, which reflects the fact that the 

constraints are becoming increasingly binding. If we look at the values 

of the slack variables, we find this occurs because the consumer goods 

constraint becomes binding with a post-terminal growth of 2.1%, whereas 

it is non-binding at a rate of 2.0%. 

Table 19 shows the sectoral output levels obtained for Case 3 

averaged over the five years, assuming various post-terminal growth r2 ·-'S. 

Table 20 shows the figures obtained for Case 7. 

The average agricultural output for the maximum possible post

terminal growth rate is lower in both cases as compared to the case wi 

a 0.1% post-terminal growth rate. However, the difference is more for 

Case 3 than for Case 7. This is primarily due to the fact that agri

cultural output has to be reduced drastically in the final years of the 

plan in order to have resources free to produce the necessary capital ,··or 

the post-plan period (see Table 21). This reduction is not as great for 

Case 7 (see Table 22). This could be due to the fact that in the latter 

case, the terminal year gross output levels are lower than those for the 

former case. The post-terminal growth rate, therefore, puts less extra 

pressure on the system. 

Equipment production, as expected, increases steadily as higher 

post-terminal grciwth rates are postulated. 
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Post-
terminal

+-\ 
grovv v 1 

\ . , . 
l gricu_._i:;arc 

C011ZLUl'cr 

Goods 
2ervi·:::<:::s & 
Transport 

Con
structioL 

rate 

0. 1 24536'l.4552 68511.3716 'i841c;•2763 165578.39Tf 27716.4029 
0.2 2445El1.t~5?1 69297.1920 7~rs :Jg. ~J,s~34 16 53'1 5. 5380 2'r933 .8150 
0.3 2435t-ilr. 7702 70304.6935 r;'(J:)35. 5973 164932.4720 23143.9281 
0.4 ~~425·34 .3230 7 r~ j(). 02 n ?8:539.2802 164639.0554 28)52.8033 
0.') 241?36.8033 1'2?114.3533 ".7831!.) .3568 16-1321.8789 28549.2678 

0.6 240545.E3571 7 3 2 9t3. 211 0 72332 ~ 9643 163991.5803 28760. 6922 
0,7 239535.7G3t\ 74297. ~-~552 7S33 1t. 719?. '1636 57. 4953 28970.4631 
0.8 23s:;o7. 3426 75321 .36'13 c/27,<'.J0, 1290 !633~'1. 7263 29176.6657 
0.9 23720'.).39:?1 762C':9. 9010 78326.35~:7 163159.1918 29618.0524 
LO 2:5:..479.71:>0 7b sio9. bCJ;,, 9 78322.0256 163254.4844 304 ·12 ,8.'J-35 

1.1 233775.143'.? ?8315. 5!'C~8 i 6:) 343. ir:'.526 J1199,4ri6? 
1.2 232 7 74. 6'319 '1-,82 i?. (\j 93 '('8)05. 0110 ·1s3393,3oc;5 ;;·;391.1736 
1.3 23251t2. ?979 7573S.0509 ~'33'1 1 l.11G::: 1533.36. 728'3 jC:924. 4'.)9'5 
1.4 
1 • 5 

232)21.1929 
232095.1401 

79r()9J:'J 1") 

-,·97 in. ~J70C 
76301,80'.3::: 
78~C~~.3f.l)5 

163373.4484 
16)370.95)8 

3 048'7. f,:? ! ; 
3003o.52S:J 

1. 6 23 1933. 3'~4 1 .'.:>0244. eo6 ('[,"_';(':(i. ?209 1633::2.7656 29530. 743:, 
1.; 2~228:J.B.5?0 SO'.;)?. /6.J'I '{C~-~t7. 7; ii:J 16~259.9027 237 4 J. ?921" 
1. 8 23?G55.430~ 13033.S' 33;·0 7':! i C) l • 5"3026 163:2.6.L173F.l 2"! ~: .r:' •CSB:'.'" 
1. 9 233 H; ·1. )Ti 1 E;oG 76. s;~ :c, cfS 113. 1,o:;Ci ·i63408.t{~G'i' 27121.8201 
2.0 23:36f34.3710 ~:'/)512. 2'i' 90 72(131 . 420) ~(~~72. 46?2 

2. 1 2;:420~.517? 8CJ)S~-. 6·1-C7 108G3.4843 2542C~. OE'.4"1 
2.2 2341J8?. ·~·223 8027(3. 7542 1Cl,02~:' 5412 24940. c\lf\9 
2.3 2:~ 5?20. Ll583 ec;o.; 5. i;:-.715 7Ti' 92. CJG 1'.'i 1 6 43 1 

: 08 • 1 3 1 :::; 2.5755. 09~~9 
2.4 2357--:i3 >f36t1~1 7~}['G9 p '}94-:J 7T712.iff4U '161',536 .3326 2?912. 8V~) 
2.5 ~'36~:4S. ~:~~73 '19T)6. 3'78j 'T{Gj2 '263/; 1647:J4.270EJ 2207G.6?1C 
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TABLE 20 


Case 7 


Post-
Terminal 
growth Agriculture Equipment ConsU111er 

Goods 
Services & 
Transport 

Con
struction 

rate 

0.1 250873.8126 43638.9208 82008.5947 161430.1436 43495.3840 
0.2 250902.4563 43487 .1146 81318. "1491 161411.3849 43786.0309 
0.3 250938.6090 43323.9151 81613.5044 161390.9742 44093.6165 
0.4 250966. 9996 43170.2149 81420.5763 161372.0006 44388. 6035 
0.5 250992.1411 43018.9108 81230.5240 161353.4431 44681.6819 

0.6 251020.3486 42868.8479 81042 .1846 161334.8975 44969.21% 
0.7 251048.4576 42720. 7798 80856.3620 161316.5866 45252.6698 
0.8 251049.0612 42560.4473 80655.1556 161296.7519 45559.4385 
0.9 251114.5655 42402.2669 80456.8999 161276.9558 45856.9984 
1.0 251142.3393 42253.8653 80270.6399 161258.6207 46141 .4691 

1. 1 251170. 0197 42107.5196 80086.9741 161240.5272 46421.7195 
1 • 2 25119'/.6915 41969.6436 79898.5999 161215.1813 46704.1596 
1.3 251225.6960 41869.3531 79702.8780 161164.8608 46978.4627 
1.4 251258. 3950 41773. 4502 '( 9) ·1 5 . 8886 161116. 4299 47235. 2316 
1. 5 251286.2610 41679.3819 79332.3555 161069.1471 47491.021°{ 

1.6 251314.0011 41584. i753 79146.5883 161021.3166 4 7750. 3398 
1. 7 251)41.6317 41489.2412 78961.3519 160973.6245 48008.9440 
L8 2~)'1369.1153 41391.8991 78771. 3927 160924.7674 48274.9000 
1. 9 251396. 5663 41300.2050 78592.5001 160878.6628 48523. 9046 
2.0 251431.5287 41203.1544 78403.3268 160829.5537 48782.0562 

2 .1 251176.3333 415'17. 9924 78401.5442 161186.5260 48289.4519 
2.2 251096.6233 41583.5462 78289.9502 161296.6137 48250.0513 
2.3 2?0614.7311 42529. 7334 78437.5715 161811 • 87 44 47010.1158 
2.4 250324.8584 43164.8335 78460.8948 162074.7441 46290, 762Llr 
2.5 250034.5569 43813. 8238 78482.1709 162343.7652 45551. 24% 

2.6 249758. 6858 44413.8733 78495. 6384 i 62594. 1726 44877.2102 
2.7 249460.7379 45062.5539 78516.24'38 162863.4671 44145.6409 
2.8 249157.6581 45721.7652 78537.5127 163137.0666 43402.3284 
2.9 248859.ff/18 46369.0657 78556.6949 163406.1223 42673.3600 
3.0 248557.2319 47029.2872 78580.1179 163679.6216 41927.1349 

3. 1 248253.0930 47703.4470 78598.9537 163959.9137 41162. '/857 
3.2 247948.5772 48362.2882 78622.6825 164232.8394 404 20. 3187 
3,3 247630.4881 49044.8066 78636.6282 164518.1170 39658.?768 
3,4 247302.6063 49654.8%6 7E5)9.3186 164799.8985 39065.8536 
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'rA1'3LE 21 

Gross a.fQ'.'i~ultural output 

Case 3 


(in million Rs.) 


Post-terminal growth Year 4 Year 5rate per aYU1ui:r;. (%) 

0 .1 242050.6418 
0.2 241249.3385 
0.3 240279.3103 
0.4 239302.4145 
0.5 238360.3313 

0.6 237411.8871 
0.7 236452.7210 
0.8 235475.0033 
0.9 234257.0316 
1.0 232665.9636 

1.1 231092.5604 
1 • 2 230232.6713 
., ,3 .230158. 7299 
1.4 230081.4)42 
1. 5 230008.1128 

1. 6 229905.2225 
1. 7 229587.9865 
1 .8 229249. 5961 
1. 9 228697.7455 
2.0 228135.7324 

2. 1 227572. 5013 
2.2 227111.2439 
2.3 226458.9054 
2.4 225896.9410 
2.5 225348.2573 

247075.0927 
244297.03C:6 
240718. 7842 
237086.4326 
233592.8591 

230096. 8346 
226535.2158 
222924.6936 
218459.7270 
212671.7334 

206953.6535 
203904.9754 
203768.2109 
203639.4947 
203504.8523 

203340.1233 
202973.8148 
202574.1612 
201815. 5131 
201055,9252 

200230.7997 
19%79.6471 
198751.4716 
197977. 1432 
197236.8280 
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'11ABLE 22 

Gro~s ar2]-cultural out:eut 

Case 7 


(in million Rs.) 


Post-terminal g.rowtb 
Year 4 Year 5 

rate per annum (~) 

0. 1 243972.894-5 24-8273.9217 
0.2 243823.0656 2481r/3•7699 
0 ._,7 243667. 4962 24-8086.4158 
0.4 243515.0813 247982.5957 
0.5 24-3362.0823 247869.6656 

0.6 243213.7898 247770.1700 
0.7 243067.7603 247673.0556 
0.8 242909.8107 247568.5327 
0.9 242759.5835 247485. 7170 
1.0 242612.8047 247386.8597 

1 . 1 242~-68. 3668 247290.4859 
1 • 2 242316.0310 247190.1666 
1.3 .242144, 7835 247087.4614 
1.4 241987.1453 247011.7693 
1. 5 241828.1747 246921. 5191 

1.6 241666.8020 246828.4150 
1. 7 241505.8599 246'73 5. 4628 
1.8 241339.9596 246636.9278 
1. 9 241185.2993 246550.0524 
2.0 241027.7092 246480.5761 

2. 1 241052.9536 246523.0552 
2.2 240969.4155 246495.200G 
2.3 241062.0055 246683.2996 
2.4 241040.5868 246783.5905 
2.5 241023.1970 246909.8974 

2.6 240995.6622 247000.6851 
2.7 240969. 8891 24'1097.2982 
2.8 240943.5966 247194.2040 
2.9 2409·16. 5486 247289.3925 
3.0 240892.4436 247389.0053 

3. 1 240869.7328 247511.7112 
3.2 240843.3218 247601.3210 
3,3 240806.7469 247688.6422 
3,4 240662. 1133 247646.7813 
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There is no pattern discernible in conGuruer goods and services 

production. Since tb.ece sectors cater mainl;; tcward final consumption, 

production has to be held at a steady level throughout. They are also 

sectors w:lich are constrained by the system more than the agricultural 

sector, as evidenced by their relative shadow prices. Sharp increases 

in output, therefore, cannot be obtained in these sectors with the same 

ease with which they are obtained in the agricultural sector. 

In Table 20, we note a reversal in the direction of movement 

of all but one of the sectoral output figures when moving from a postu

lated gro?rth rate of 2. 0% to 2 .1%. This is also accompani eel by a drop 

in the value of the objective function which is sharper than be:'.:'n~:e. 

As has been noted previously, this is caused by the consumer gocds con

straint for the fifth plan year, which had hitherto been non-binrlir::g, 

now becoming so. If ·we visualize the problem in an n-dimensj_onal space, 

the solution has shifted from one corner to a,v:iother of the feasible space, 

thus entailir:.g some sharp cba.n.ges in the value<.:; in the optimal solution. 

:B1 oreign exch8nge avan.abi1i ty 

The simulations are re-run assuming that the availability of 

foreign aid is a minimal amount. Instead of :Rs. 5000 million oi foreig:r: 

aid beir.g availab1e in the first four yearB, it is assumed that onJ J 

R.s. 500 willio:a is availab1e in each of those years. The val.J.es of' thco 

objective functions for tl'le different runs are listed below iE d~sc:e'1di'1g 

order of magnitude. 

http:val.J.es
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TABLE 23 


Value of
Type of ohjective fll2'.lction
redistribut:i.o?J. I • )\rn. million ~s. 

Case 4 2393705.9503 
Case 2 2374285.7'748 
Case 3 2368664.5041 
Case 10 23 53~,05. 4336 
Case 1 2340008.5913 
Case 5 233868).3512 
Case 7 2336814.2391 
Case 6 2334632 .1930 

Cases 8 and 9 are infeasible. 

It will be noticed that the ranking of the yalues foJ.lovrn nearly 

the same pat terr: as j_n the original rlUls. The only difference is that 

Case 5 occupies a position two rungs l1igher on the ladder in the orig:'.nal 

run. Thj.s means that a redistributio:1 policy aimed at equn.lizing upper 

and n:iddJ.e ::.r:.corJ.e groups in tbe rural sect;or become.::; relatively more de

Bj_rablG \Vl1en v·re ha\~e a higt1er aitailabili ty of foreign i:;xchane;e. Tl1is is 

due to the fact tlmt income :r:ed.istribution. between the nppcr t·.vo f;roup;:, 

leadG to less sa7ings and an increased demand for co'1:1mod:i. ties which 

use the scarce foreign exchange resoul'.'ce. The availabib.ty of rnore :f:'oreig.c. 

exchange relieves t~Jc; straiY1 at precisely those poj_nts where it i::J Jia::-c~-· 

est feJ.t. A simi.Ja.r result ts obtair:;ed in the urba:n s2ctor v,;here rcoj 2·· 

tribution betv;ecn the upper two income groups is infeasiulc v1•hen forc:i.gn 

aid B.V8i1abll:~t;r is cvt, b:,i.t becomes feasible when j t is increased to 

the expected amoQnt. 

http:forc:i.gn
http:availabib.ty
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·----------·-
Con~;wuer

Year AgriculturR Equiprient Goeds 
--·-----~ 

1 '.:'.'. 24 296. 7209 74879.0112 75604.1300 
2 245208. i019 75409.806) 76485.1900 
3 224846. 51:.n 1 66957.1346 6670~.2560 

4 :226259. 9926 5~096. 4897 84259.4127 
5 230611. 0400 51tftr3.6087 85757.0747 

Value of ob;jectiY8 :;_'unction: 2340'.)08. 5913 

S!Jadow :Frit:::c:;s 

1 .0318 .6076 4.8794 
2 0 1.3409 7.4460 
3 .2606 .f5t'..31 1. 4077 
4 .2297 . ::; 118 • 1960 
5 0 .~734 .0986 

1 0 0 4.3008 
2 0 0 5.2073 

Services & Con-
Trac.sport struction 

15)0·; 9. 0500 20G69.292·1 
154775.3600 -, 5000. 0000 
166992.0246 35366.9148 
168784. 5'181 29504. 1816 
1','1916. 3 909 30791. OOT( 

4.8794 .8344 
7. 4460 .69G 1 

.3373 .2461 
"I ~ ,,- "7.2359 •..JI v~' 

. 57::;4 .O~'Z) 

5.8403 0 
7.8145 Cl 

Tbe fig'.JTes obtaj_ned for the reference solutior: uas Le 

compared to those obtained nssumir•g a lowsr availability of foreign aid. 

Gross outp1xt fign::'es are uncl.erstm1dably higher in the fornK:r cr1f-:e, b'..lt the 

pattern of 11roduction is the same. In fact, a study of the: two sets o:i~ 

sh~Jdow prices shc'W8 that the :Cigures approxjs1•ate each other ver;; cJ 02i::ly. 

'11h;,1s, the ta2k of j_dentj_fy:i ng bryi_. tJ eneck sec: tors !llay be conrpJ_eted vr:i.thou-c 

paying any ::_1artir;1_1lar attention i.o the availabi.l:i.ty of for<]:i_g11 cxc:harif.:2 in 

the plan period. This result of ccnrse holds if we al1'Jw foreit;n ezchange 

avail obj J.i ty to vsry vii t}-"in r-er,2onable J. :i_rni ts. The bot tlen2ck sectors 

couJ.d very wall 0s di:f:Yerent :if we :i·11creas2 foreign e:x:cha~1e:e ccva:L1e.bil:i.cy 

http:ccva:L1e.bil:i.cy
http:availabi.l:i.ty
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to 1evels which are not rea1istic, given the present politico-economic 

conditions. 

We could say, in summary, that our results are ge::J.erally insensi

tive to changes in the availability of foreign exchange. 

Several runs are IJade assu.mL1g a higber savings rate and a lower 

availability of foreign aid. In these simulations, the availability of 

foreign aid is kept at Hs, 500 milb on ovo:;r the first four years, but 

the average savings rate is increased from 15% to about 261b. This con

sists of a 15% savings rate for the middle income group and a 40% rate 

for the upper i::1come group. The values of the objective functions &re 

ar:cant;ed in dcsce~1d}.ng order of JJ.agni Lv.de below. 

TABLE 25 

Type of redistribution Vah:;.e of objective f\mction 
(in million ns,) 

Case 3 2705H39.1164 
Between a11 income groups 

(Rm.'a1 only) 2684849, 5551 
:Jase 1 2673685. 3%9 
Ca.se 2 264749~.3444 
Caae 10 2632943.9939 
Case 7 2629866. 8E~43 
Case 5 2619254.9882 
Complete equality 2578470.0219 
Between all income groups 2567121,. 8138 

(urban only) 
2565498.2814 

Between al1 income groups 2547191.6429 
(Hu:ral and urban) 

Between uppGr and middle 2505686.2383 
(Ru.ral and urban) 
------------· 

http:dcsce~1d}.ng
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TABLE 26 

Gross outpv-'c (lower s~ines ratesl 
Case 1 Reference Solution) 

in millior, Hs. ) 

Consu.m·~r Services & Con-Year Agriculture Equipment 
Goods Transport struction 

261280.2568 83323.5700 72980.4284 153049.0500 45Tr0.!J 588 

2 303108.4795 85212.8200 72455.1928 15477 5 . 3 6 00 15000.0000 

3 292632.2558 60934.4073 7?583 .1107 172833 .3326 4957E:. 5471 

4 295489.2036 62446.2849 77716.5323 174405.0987 40000.0000 

5 313069.4700 60000.0000 78877.6054 177379. 5350 40000.0000 

1Jo simu1ation runs a.re ms~de allowing for the adjustment of con-

sumptiori patterns. 'Ihe biggest c:hange not_i.ceable in these figures as 

compared to the ones obtained formerly is that the coIJlplete equalization 

of in:::ome between all income groups is feasih:~e, a:'ld a.1 so leads to a 

high value of the objective function in the case of rural redistribution.. 

Complete equalization of income, given the pattern of ir:.come distribution 

in India, implies that income is taken away from the upper groups and 

given to the lower c;roup, while the middle class remains in approximately 

the same position as before. Assuming unchanging patterns of consumption, 

this illiplies that the overall s&vings rate is drastically reduced. The 

higher ssvings rates assumed in these runs corrects this, and the less 

demanding consUII1p·Cicn psttern of the lower income groups ensures a high 

value of the objective function. We still find that :r·edistribution be

tween the lower and middle groups leads to higber outputs t:'lan redistri

butic,n betw8en tbe 



TABLE 27 


Shado7r Prices for Reference Solution (lowe~ savinf,~ rates) 


Services &
Year Agricult'.J_re Equipment Consumer goods Construction Foreign Exchange

Transport 

2 

3 

4 

5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 . 4530 

2. 0962 

1. 2725 

• 7051 

"!. 1052 

.0241 

1 • 2190 

• 5628 

.1200 

,4213 

6. 1966 

10.0183 

1 • 2960 

.6261 

1 • 1052 

.6955 

.5019 

• 1701 

0 

0 

6. 1 966 

1o.0183 

1 • 2725 

. 7051 

1 • 10 52 

Initial Constraints 

0 

2 0 

1 • 0133 

.5765 

0 

0 

8.6286 

'1 'i .2176 

0 

0 
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redistribution leads to higher gross outputs than urban incollie redis

tribution. 

_7. PoEcy im.p1- ications 

It is obvious at tM.3 stage that any plan for redistributior 

require;:;; a lot of thought and very judicious planning on all economic 

fronts. It also needs a very careful treading of the line so that 

economic objectives do not run afoul of political realities. A very illi

portant detern:.inant of the latter are the political institutions which 

determine tr"e structure of government. The history of the past twerity

eight years ha~: been one of attempting to reconcile acceptable economic 

objectives with the existj_ng political framewo:rk. However, the appropri

ate political structure is defined by the obj ecU.vc o:t· the cou.'1try. The 

Indian or.:.e, patterned as it has been on the J3rit2.sh example, is neces

sarily geared to a society whose attitudes and mores are similar to the 

latter. The :Dritish system, based as it is on the philosophy of lJocke, 

puts fu...11damental importance on the inalienable rights of private iJ:".'operty. 

This, however, sharply clashes Vii th the· prevailing Indj_an vi eHpoL--:t that 

ecorJomtc j_nequ2litites are toe great and too widespread to be :t.'econci1able 

with any concept of ju2tice or fairneGs. These differentials, it is gen

erally agreed, have to be reduced. 

The question is not wl1e ther any red:!.stribution of e(;onom.ic nower 

should take place, but in what manner it should be carried throug!J. ~'he 

economic frs.rnevmrk is a very complicated one ''.:i.th complex patterns of 

http:e(;onom.ic
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inter-relatedness which are difficult, j_f rici impossible, to unscramble 

without tee:briical help. Any new economic policy has repercussions which 

are felt throughout the economy. Before a policy is put into operation, 

therefore, a thorough study of these effects have to be made, and subsidi

ary policies fo:rniulated to take care of any problem areas, so that a smooth 

tram;ition can take place. '11he accurate anticipation of these pressure 

points facilitates the proper tackling of these problems when they arise. 

In economic maladies, as elsewhere, precautionary measures are much more 

efficient than cures devised after the disease has set in. The above 

could also explain why the lndia.'1 government has not been able to come 

out with a policy to eliminate inequalities despite the socialistic plati

tudes emphasized in political statements. More than a proficiency in 

oratory is required to become c:m efficient and plausible Robin Hood • 

.Arr:tong the dii'ferent types of redistribution policies considered, 

we find that rural reO.istribution measures make far less demands on the 

economy than do urban ones. This is both surprising and gives room for 

optimism. The su_rprising nature of the result arises from the fact that 

the rural sector is by far the larger part of the economy. We woulJ_ there

fore expect chsnges made in tbat sector to have a greater impact on national 

figures than changes made in the urban sector. Tbe nature of conswner de

mand in the rurE'J sector is, however, such that 110 undue demands are made 

on the weaker segments of the econolll.Jr. The result is cheering because 

the rural lower class is the most poverty stricken in the entire economy, 

and most redistribution schemes are aimed at bettering their lot. It 

seems, therefo.re, that this kind of red-istri.bri_tion schorne could be profit

http:therefo.re
http:econolll.Jr
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ably implemeuteJ without putting any undue pressure on the economy; in 

fact, in the context of our model, there would actually be an increase 

in the su.m of discounted va.lues of gross outputs over the five plan 

years! 

Urban redistribution schemes invariably exert a lot of pressure 

on the manufactuiing sectors in the early years. In order to have a 

successful redistritution policy on this front, one must haye an economy 

v1hich is much more controlled than the Indian economy is ut present. 

In sue~ cases, the problem of mee~ing the urban consumer's demand for 

manuf'actured consumables could be tac'.kled by simply not rueetj_y1g his de

mand in the initial years, so that agricultu.ral shortages wotcld not 

arise later. The que.stion o:: ·Nhether sur::h controls will te B.cceptable 

to the people is not a.::1 econ::im:.c or poli t:ical one, but rathe:r a socio

logical one. 1'he proper diseminai.ion of in~ormation could ma::e the pro

cess easier, especially if we consider the fact -i;hat the urban population 

i.s more literate and lrnowlcdge2.b1e t1Jcm the 1~ural population. 

The key to an explanation of the solutions obtained is th'it 

ag:::·j_cultu:ral proCi.uction, co:r1tra:ry to popular opinion, is not the s-::.tun

bling block to redistribution and growth. The ar,ricultural problem is 

u.i."'ldoubtcdly one of epj.c pro11ortions - the problems are those of graj~YJ. 

requisi tion:i_ng, marketing, tenu1·al conditions and nrr·al indebtedness, 

but not of overall production. 1'his is, of conrse, not to deny that 

agrj_cultvial productiyj ty could be ::nade higher if the problcl!ls mentioned 

are solved. 

To vnd.erstCL.'1.d the agricultural probleTJ., we must study tbe patter11 
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of land holding in 2:"ndia as well as the -i:;cnu::.·a1 cornht:io:1s that prevail. 

A study of the latter is in itself very j_nvo·J.verl :::'n there is a compli

cated pattern of ter.v.r-al relationships :L:'.J. Iodia. To simplif;{ matters, 

we may note tha:t the lower in.come agriculturist has one of two choices, 

i.e., either he may rent land fr0m the higher income groups and cultivate 

it for himself, or rie may be employed as a hired laborer on land belongil1f; 

to sor11.son3 from the u-i:;per income group. In eitber case, he finds him.G•=l::'.' 

obligated to tbe landlord. In the former case, he needs help from the 

lar1dlord to sustain himself Lmtil his crop can be harvested. The loan 

that he obtai:~s from tne landlord is fi:x:od in monet8ry terms at a time 

when agr-icul tural pr:Lces are higl~. Wl1en it is repaid after the harvest, 

agricul tux·al prices an :: ow, end so :;,n e.::::~·p,ct the lar1dlord gets back in 

real terms a f2"r greater volu;:ne of the crop than he ler:.ds out. This part 

of the crop a1so does not epri2ar :ire the landlords 0fficial grain output 

figlX".'es, &nd so c@mot be requisj_tior"ed. It can therefore be hoa:rded, 

thus creatinG an hrt_;_fici2l scarc:i. ~y of agricul tura,l cornmodities (7). 

In tbe case of hired labor, too, the very low wageiJ force the lower incorns 

worker into loans obtained f'rom his landlord. '.lhese loans are ~10rmally 

made in kind, but th0 repayBsnt obligation is fixed in money terms. 

Again, ofter -L;he harvest, the laborer ~-s forced to pay back a fa!:' larger 

amoux1t in real terms, a21d again the output does not ar,pear in official 

figLITes, since it i:=:~ repayment o.f a loan, and therefore uot subject to 

requisitioni12e;. 

ThR problem of rura1 indeotedness, harsh tern)..re ~ondi tj_ons, aYJd 

inequa.li-Gie::; of incorr,2 are all :i.n:terlinked. h solution will have to 
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solve them simultaneously. We do know from our simulation runs that re

distribution of r~ral incomes will not pose any undue problems as far 

as interscctoral balances are concerned. We also know that the ru:cal 

upper class is politically a very powerful group. It would therefore seem 

to be a good idea to subsidize the rural middle class in order to build 

up a strong ~ounter to the upper class, at the same time making tbese 

subsidies available conditional to their affording to the lower class 

certain basic minimum wages and amenities. The subsidies could be based 

on the number of people employed or the amount of land used. This, in 

effect, redistributes income from the upper to the lower two classes. 

In this manner, we could equalize the rural income differential, which is 

desirable, raise the standard oi' 1 i ving of the rural poor, ·which is absol

utely necessary, and also build up a strone; political counter to the rural 

upper class which is needed to recoLcile econe>mic objectives with polit

ical realities. 

The sensitivity tests undertaken reinforce the point that steps 

have to be taken on the rural front to even out inequalities in income 

distribution. Tbc value of the objective function is found to be consis

tently higher for rural rechstribution schemes, for each and every kind 

of parameter variation. As higher post--terminal growth rates are postu

lated, redistril.ution between the upper two income grou.ps becomes in

creasingly important, since all other schemes lead. to inf'easibility. In 

fact, if [1:ri;r growth rfate higher than 2.5~ per annum is desired, it is 

es8el1'Ual to redis-'cribute ir.comes between the two upper nu-al inco~e groups 

to obtain _f€8.f3ibil:Lt,y. 'I'his is in line w:Ltn our recommendation of buEding 
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up a strong rural middle class. Further redistribution toward the lower 

classes is desirable in that demand is directed away from the scarce sec

tors, but could pose problems in the form of a lower savings rate. We 

therefore find that redistribution between the two lower rural classes 

always leads to a higher value of the objective function than redistribu

tion between the two upper classes, but infeasibility is obtained at a 

much lower post-terminal rate of growth (2.6% as against 3.5%). The 

inclusion of the rural lower class in redistribution schemes (which is 

necessary for extra-economic reasons) should, therefore, be accompanied 

by schemes to raise the savings rate among the other classes in order to 

obtain at least a 3% per annum growth rate in the post--terrninal period. 

In order to obte.in ory realistic post-terminal growth rate, it 

j_s necessary to assume that consumption patterns do not change as each 

group's income level changes. If tney are allowed to B.djust, we do not 

obtain feasibilities with any meaningful post-tei'ir1i:c.al growth rate. 

The influencing of consuraer behavior patterns is rather a difficult task 

for any policymaker. One way of tackling the problem could be by giving 

lower income grm1ps an increasing portion of the extra income obtained 

through redistribution in kind. This would, in a sense, force the con

sum.ers to retain their old pattern of cons1.llliption. It would, of course, 

involve the authorities in a substantial amovnt of quantity planning, an 

issue to which we turn later. 

We also note that the shadow prj_ce of foreign exchange, although 

rather hj_gh at the ceginning of the plan, fells very sharply from the 

thj rd year onward, no ll1atter which simulation rw1 we cons:i_der, This 

http:post-tei'ir1i:c.al
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implies that India's objective of being independent of foreign aid is 

not only realizable, but that an extra rupee of foreign exchange will 

really not add much to the value of the objective function by the end of 

the plan. .An extra rupee of foreign exchange adds more thaD six rupees 

to the value of the objective function in the first year, but adds barely 

a rupee in the final year. This implies too that for optimal growth, the 

pattern of production has to change during these five years to make foreign 

exchange less valuable than before. We find, too, that independence from 

foreign aid is not only politically desirable, but also eca:nomical1y 

feasible. 

The question now arises as to the kind of planning framework that 

the economy must possess in order to implement policies. If total 

quantity planning can be practised, we can. neglect the effects of market 

prj ces on consumer deI'la""ld. The pJ_anning authority fixes all productj_on 

targets and distributes output in the way it deems fit. Thus, production 

is fixed at the level whie:h maximizes the objective function. If the 

planner now wants to allow the consumer to engage in mar·ket transactions, 

he cai.'1. post the list of shadow prices at which commodities are to be sold, 

and di2tribute tbe income appropriately. Given the fact that consump-cio::J. 

responds only to income changes, the appropriate distribution of incori1e 

will ensure that the total product supplied for consumption purposes is 

equal to the quantity demanded by households at the corresponding shad.o"I': 

prices. Market prices are then equaJ to shadow prices by fiat, and 

equilibrj_um is achieved, g:i.ven the structure of the model. 

If a perfectly competitive system works on ti"ic other h&ld, 
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shadow prices have to be necessarily equal to market prices by the Langc

Lerner theorem (48, 50). In such a case, the government has to merely 

redistribute income by some sort of tax-cum-subsidy scheme, and production 

will take place in the most efficient manner. The actual production figures 

will not be identical to the ones obtained in our runs if we allow con

sumption patterns to change in response to relative price changes. If 

shortages arise in a particular sector in a particular year because of a 

particular kind of redistribution policy, market prices will rise, causing 

consumers to change their consumption patterns. In general, demar:.d wiJl 

move away from that sector to others. This will lessen the pressures cm 

that sector, and lead to higher values of the objective fur:.ction. Market 

prices will not rise as much as the shadow prices, which are derived on 

tl::.e basis of a fixed coefficient consumption pattern. The general import 

of om· results will, therefore, remain the same, the smooth substitutions 

allowing the econo.!IJY to reach higher output levels with less price fluc

tuations. 

The actual Indian case falls between the two extremes discussed 

in the previous paragraph. The Industrial Policy Resolutions have classi

fied industries into three groups. The group of basj_c industries is 

totally coLtrolled by tbe government. .An intermedj_ate group of industries 

allows both the public and private sectors to co-exist. The third group, 

consisting mainly of consrnne:c goods, allows private pa:rticj_pation. In 

terms of our model, it is e,s though the gover1'.11Ilent undertakes quantita

tive plan:i:i.ng for some of the sectors, leaving pi~ivate enterprise to take 

care of the rest. We r:i:i.y assume that the gove:rnment sets production 

http:plan:i:i.ng
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targets for the capital-producing sectors, while leaving the output dec

isions in the other tD.ree to private producers. The wo~king of the f~ee 

enterprise system in these sectors allows for consumption patterns to ad

~ust to market prices. This again smooths out potential bottleneck areas, 

and should lead to higher values in the objective function than those 

obtained in our runs. 

In closing, we may not;,_that India seems to be appr0ximati;::i.g 

total quantity planning to an increasing ex-cent. Since monopoly ele

ments are fairly strong in India, the change to quantity planning should 

lead to higher o-cJ.tput levels than those obta.ined under free enterprise. 

This strengthens our case for implementing rural redistirbution schemes. 



CHAP'.i.'ER. 6 

Conclusion 

We nave considered the effects of alternative distributions of 

income on the optimal pattern of resource allocation and gross outputs in 

the Indian economy. Two distinct types of income distributio~ are usually 

considered by the theoretical literature on income distribution. One 

distinguishes between returns to different types of factors of production, 

e.g., labor, capital. The other disting1rishes between different classes 

of income earners, e.g., laborers, capitalists, etc. For our exercises, 

we do not use either of these concerts. We consider the size distribution 

of income, which differentiates j_ncome earners on the basis of the size 

of the income that they earn. This seems more relevan.t for a country 

which is committed to a socialist pattern of society, and circumvents the 

problems involved in workirig cut a correspondence between the size dj s

tribution of income and the type of income earned. 

Claims have often been made that a redj_stribution of income, yrhile 

deG:Lrable as such, leads to a lower rate of savings, and thus slows do1'1ll 

the rate of growth. 1'h~re is, however, another side to the picture. 'L'he 

redistrj_butio!l of income changes the pattern of final demand, since dif

fer<mt inco::u.e groups have differing consumption patterns. If' redistribu

tion schemes result in a diversion of demand mmy from products which a::'.'e 

relatively scarce to those which are relatively abu.I1dant, •,ve can still 

derive some benefit from these schemes. The overall e:::fect then deper}ds 

upon the relative magnitudes of these two opposing effects, and cannot be 
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determined m1less an intersectoral, intertemporal model is worked through 

in detail. This we proceeded to do. 

The results obtained haye been rather interesting. Certain types 

of redistribution schemes, we find, do indeed result in higher gross out

puts over the plan than what is obtained assuming the status quo distribu-· 

tion of income. Other schemes yield lower values, and eome are infeasible. 

In general, higher gross outputs are ootained for rural redistri

bution schemes, and for redistribution between the lower and middle income 

groups. Alternatively, we find that urban redistribution schemes yield 

consistently lower values, and the same is true for redistribution between 

the two upper income groups. In most of these latter cases, the value of 

the objective function is lower than that obtaj_ned in the reference solu

tion. 

The exercises worked out above assume that cor~sumers retain their 

old pattern of consumption after the income redistribution takes place. 

This may be justifie0 by noting thqt spending habi.ts usually take time 

to change, and vie are considering only a five-year horizor-.. We a1so a1

ternati ve1y assume that consrnnption patterns change instantaneously with 

changes in income, 1 ev-els brought about by the redistribution schemes. 

Rural redistribution and redistribution between the two lower income groups 

still lead to higher values of the objective function than urban redistri

bution and redistribution between the two upper income groups. However, 

when comparisons ar·e made of the solutions obtained under the al ter:cat::'..vE 

asswnptions of conslliuption patt8rn adjustment, we do not find eith1?.r of 

these asswnptions co!lsistently l;;ad:Lng to higher values 0f the objective 
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function. Thus, for 'lower-middle' class redistribution in the rural sec

tor, we obtain higher values of the objective function when we assume that 

consmnption patterns can adjust instantaneously; however, for '~pper-middle' 

class redistribution in the same sector, a higher value is obtained when 

we assume that households retain their old consumption patterns. 

The crux of the matter seems to lie in determining the exact point 

on the income scale where the demonstration effect sets in. As we start 

giving lower income groups higher incomes, the overall savings rate goes 

dovvn, but at the same time demand is diverted toward the less scarce agri

cultura1 sector. The demonstration effect has not set in. When these 

schemes are implemented for higher income groups, demand is diverted to

ward the scarcer manufactured consumer_gooGs sector because of the demon

stration effect, and consequently greater strains are felt on the system. 

The demonstration ef£ect, it h~s been noted, sets in at a higher income 

level in the rural sector as compared to the urban. This is to be expected 

as urban groups are more exposed to the consumption behavior of people be

longing to other income classes than are rural groups. It is also seen 

that when the demonstration effect does cofle into effect in the rural sec

tor, the increased demand is directed more toward services than toward 

ffianu:f'8ctured consumer goods, as was the case in the urban sector. The 

conspicuous consumption of the rural landlords has been noted in Indian 

economic history cooks, and port:cayed vividly, and sometimes dramatically, 

in Indj_an literature. The need to redistribute rural incomes is the mes.sage 

which emerges most clearly from these exercises. 

The results have been obtained given certain values for the 
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parameters cf the model. Sensitivity tests are made to find out whether 

the results hold when some of the parameters are changed. We find that 

the solutions are extremely insensitive to changes in the value of the soc

ial discount rate. This result has been noted in the earlier study done 

by Chakravarty and Lefeber (19). 

The posing of modest post-tenninal growth rates lead to infeasi

bilities in all the cases, barring the two cases of ru.ral redistribution 

run under the assumption of unchanging consumption patterns for households. 

It seems, therefore, that rural redistribution is not only desirable, but 

essential for the successful completion of the Fifth Plan. The existing 

distribution of income allows a maximum attai!iable post-terminal growth 

rate of only 0.3% p2.r annum, a rate. which is far below that of the pro

jected population increase. The suggestions for income redistribution 

given in the Fifth Plan~ therefore, should not be looked upon as just 

tentative recommendatious, but as an essential part of the plan p~ogra.m 

itself, which has to be necessarily fulfilled if the plan is to succeed. 

If consumption patterns are allowed to adjust instantaneously even 

these rural schemes are infeasible. It is essential, therefore, to derive 

policies whid.1 delay the adjustment of consumer behavior of households. 

This could be done by government advertisement campaigns advisjng against 

certain types of consumption. Redistribution schemes can also be imple

mented in kind or on some kind of coupon zystem, the coupons being re

deemable only in certain specific commodities. F:i_nally, the government 

may have to resort to quanU.ty planning in the scarce commodities, if tbe 

other schemes fail. 

http:quanU.ty
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The availability of less foreign exchange makes redistribution be

tween the upper and middle classes less desirable. This is to be expected, 

sj_nce the middle income group demands conm1odities which use a relatively 

greater amount of foreign exchange than the lower income group. The cur

tailment of foreign aid, therefore, results in greater strains on the sys

tem in the case of redistribution between the two upper income groups. 

Consequently, the value of the objectivE. function is lower. 

Finally, we vary the savings rate. If we assume the average 

savj_ngs rate for the entire population to be as high as the actual o-rer

all marginal savings rate, the complete equalization of all incomes is 

feasible. The cases which were feasible before at the lower savings rate 

maintain their relative rankiugs when arranged in order of· the magnitude 

of their objective functions. We can still say that rural redistribution 

between the lower and middle income groups is preferable to any other kind 

of redistribution. Our conclusions, therefore, are general in nature, arid 

not dependent upon any particular set of values chosen for the socj_al dis

count rate, tho level of foreign aid, or the savings rate. 

Sugp~~stions for flrrther research: Several innovative exercises 

co.::i.e to mtnd, but they ca.'1 be conducted only after the required types of 

data become available. In fact, therefore, the nex-t; step in studies relat

ing to In.dian income distributioE can very well b·2 in the field of stat

istical data collection. 

An :i.mportant lim:i tati0n in our study has been the non-id8ntification 

of our incon:e groups v,ri th the function that thP.y perform as factor·s of 

production. Thus, we do not know wbat proportion of income earnec'. t~T 9ach 
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group is wages, profits, etc. We also do not have the occupational dis

tribution of the people in each income group. If this kind of data is 

available, action can be taken on the production side to bring about a 

more equitable distribution of income. As it stands now, we have to resort 

to some kind of tax cum subsidy program to take incomes away from richer 

households to give to poorer households. The latter may be politically 

more difficult to imple:raent. G:'he collection of the appropriate type of 

data can enable us to conduct our exercises on the basis of the functional 

distribution of income. Suitable wage-price policies can then bring about 

the desired change in income distribution. 

A great deal of work needs to be done in estimating the depreci

ation of different types of capital equipment. This is extremely relevant 

for an economy which is modernizing very rapidly, thus making obsolescence 

a very important factor in the calculation. Dnforturiately, the data avail

able on this score is negligible. The models on India which do include 

depreciation, admit to a great deal of arbitrariness in their depreciation 

calculations. Hone of them, to my knowledge, haYe really tackled the 

problem of obsolescence, and the fact that a machine today may have a 

shorter life span than a machine which performed the same function 

twenty yem's ago should be taken into account in sue!h calculations. 

Otherwise, biased results m:::ty 1.Je obtained. 

Several macroeconomic models have been built for India. However, 

there iz a dearth of regional models. This is a serious shortcoming since 

the macroeconomic model3 tend to gloss over local problems in a country 

which is a3 large as India. The collection of data for these local mod.els 
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is als0 liY.ely to be relatively easier than that for the whole country, 

since the problems of coordinati~g differ8nt types of data sources for 

tbe na-::ional moclels are great. More attention should therefore be paid 

to developing such modeJs. 

'L'o sum up, we have been considering vari01.1.s ways in which to share 

the economic pie, and how this affects the size of the pie. Current econ

omic thinking assumes very often that the major problem lies in er1suring 

that the pie is large enough ~ the sharing of it being a trivial detail 

which may be pJ.shed to the background. It is also often thuugl.·_t that a 

:preoccupation with the division of the pie may actually result i:'1 a smalle:r 

one than co:J_lcl be obtain8d otherwise. We have tried to make ~he point 

that the prob] em sf sha:ri11g is a very ir>1porta.nt one in its own right. 

Iv101·eover, if the right type of distribution policy is follovv2d i we vrill 

end up vrj_th a bigger pie than can otherwise be obtained. It is hoped 

t1mt the8e 1·esults will whet the appetites of people for suc-h 1lolicies. 

http:ir>1porta.nt
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